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CHAPTER I: Operations Overview
1.1

Summary of IHOP_2002 Science Objectives and Components

The primary objective of IHOP_2002 is improved characterization of the four-dimensional distribution of
water vapor and its application to improving the understanding and prediction of convection. IHOP_2002
investigators will focus on four distinct scientific research components, which are briefly outlined below.
This document builds on information and details already provided in the IHOP_2002 Scientific Overview
Document, the Lower Atmospheric Observing Facilities requests submitted to the National Science
Foundation (NSF), various agency research proposals and other documentation available from the
IHOP_2002 web site at www.atd.ucar.edu/dir_off/projects/2002/IHOP.html.

1.1.1

Quantitative Precipitation Forecast (QPF) Research Component

The QPF research component will primarily focus on the mesoscale distribution, evolution and spatial
variation of water vapor in pre-convective and convective environments. Data assimilated from the
IHOP_2002 network will be used to test the hypothesis that warm-season QFP skill can be significantly
improved by better characterization of the four-dimensional water vapor field.

1.1.2 Convection Initiation (CI) Research Component
The CI research component will focus on the formation and evolution of boundaries and the structure of
the surrounding boundary layer to more clearly understand the processes that initiate active, deep moist
convection over the Southern Great Plains (SGP).

1.1.3 Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) Research Component
The ABL component will examine how spatial variations in moisture depth and water vapor flux
divergence within and just above the ABL have direct influence upon convection initiation and evolution,
and how well these processes are simulated in mesoscale forecast models.

1.1.4 Water Vapor Instrumentation/Data Assimilation Research Component
The instrumentation component will focus on how to best combine diverse field measurements to obtain
the optimal mix of water vapor instrumentation for future applications. The relative importance of water
vapor measurements to other variables will be assessed so that better measurement strategies for
operational forecasts and for meaningful data assimilation can be designed. Attention will also be paid to
performance characteristics and sampling limitations of water vapor sensors.

1.2

Field Schedule and Duration

The field phase of IHOP_2002 will start on May 13, 2002 and conclude on June 25, 2002. The
IHOP_2002 Norman Operations Center (NOC) will begin preliminary operations on 10 May to prepare
initial forecasts for the first potential flight operations on 13 May and to test communications. The first
Daily Planning Meeting will be at 1800 UTC (1300 Local Time LT) on 10 May. Forecasting support for
the project will begin on 10 May and continue through 25 June 2002. IHOP_2002 has the potential for
enhanced observations from any component of the special observing facilities on every day of the field
project. Figure 1.1 shows the IHOP_2002 overall operations schedule. Certain facilities will only
participate for a portion of the full field season.
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1-May

15-May

31-May

15-Jun

20-Jun

30-Jun

13---------------------------------------------------------------------------25

Field Phase
Ground-based Systems
S-Pol

13---------------------------------------------------------------------------25

Homestead Instrumentation

13---------------------------------------------------------------------------25

Mobile Armada

13---------------------------------------------------------------------------25

ARM/CART Instrumentation

13---------------------------------------------------------------------------25

NWS Supplemental Soundings

13---------------------------------------------------------------------------25

Aircraft and Airborne Instrumentation
WYKA

13---------------------------------------------------------------------------25

FII Learjet

13---------------------------------------------------------------------------25

NRL P3

17-----------------------------------------------------------------------25

DLR Falcon

17 ---------------------------------14
25-----------13

NASA DC-8

27---------13

Proteus

Figure 1.1.

1.3

IHOP_2002 Operations Schedule

IHOP_2002 Instrumentation

A unique set of ground-based and airborne in-situ and remote sensing instruments will be deployed by
various U.S. and European groups for use and comparison in IHOP_2002. This suite of instruments is
listed in Table 1.1.

1.4

IHOP_2002 Operations Domain and Instrumentation Sites

The IHOP_2002 field project will take place over the Southern Great Plains of the continental U.S., with
primary focus on Oklahoma and the Kansas and Texas Panhandles (see Figure 1.2). IHOP_2002 groundbased instrumentation will be deployed temporarily at three distinct instrumentation sites as described
below. IHOP_2002 will also make use of already existing networks and facilities in the area. The
participating aircraft will be located at Will Rogers World Airport in Oklahoma City, OK. IHOP_2002
operations coordination and forecasting will take place at the National Severe Storms Lab (NSSL) in
Norman, OK. Appendix I describes the various IHOP operations sites in more detail.

1.4.1 ARM/CART Site
The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) site was
established by the Department of Energy (DOE) near Lamont, OK (36.606N, 97.485W) to measure cloud,
radiation and other atmospheric properties. The site consists of in-situ and remote sensing instrument
clusters in north-central Oklahoma and south central Kansas. Of special interest to IHOP_2002 are the
Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometers (AERI), the CART Raman Lidar and CART Microwave
Radiometers. NOAA’s Environmental Technology Laboratory (ETL) will deploy its mini water vapor
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Platform/Instrument

Availability Total Flight
Hours
NRL P-3
5/17 – 6/25 160
WY King Air
5/13 – 6/25 167.5
Proteus
5/25 – 6/14 50
DLR Falcon
5/17 – 6/14 100
NASA DC-8
5/25 – 6/13 30
FII Learjet
5/13 – 6/25 100
S-Pol
5/13 – 6/25
DOWs (2)
5/13 – 6/25
SMART-R (1)
5/13 – 6/25
FM-CW Radar
5/13 – 6/25
XPOW
5/13 – 6/25
ELDORA
5/17 – 6/25
WCR
5/13 – 6/25
CNRS Leandre II
5/17 – 6/25
DLR WV DIAL
5/17 – 6/14
NASA LASE
5/25 – 6/12
NOAA/ETL HRDL
5/17 – 6/14
NOAA/ETL DIAL
5/30 – 6/25
NASA SRL
5/13 – 6/25
CART Raman
5/13 – 6/25
NASA HARLIE
5/13 – 6/25
NASA GLOW
5/13 – 6/25
GPS Dropsonde
5/13 – 6/25
GPS Dropsonde
5/17 – 6/25
NASA NAST
5/25 – 6/18
NASA S-HIS
5/25 – 6/12
TDL
5/17 – 6/25
CART AERI
5/13 – 6/25
CART BBSS
5/13 – 6/25
CART MWR
5/13 – 6/25
GPS stations
5/13 – 6/25
GPS SuomiNet
5/13 – 6/25
NCAR ISFF
5/13 – 6/25
NCAR ISS/MAPR
5/13 – 6/25
NCAR TAOS
5/13 – 6/25
AERIBAGO
5/13 – 6/25
DRI Mobile Radiometer 5/13 – 6/25
UAH MIPS
5/13 – 6/25
NCAR MGLASS (2)
5/13 – 6/25
NCAR Reference Sonde 5/21 – 6/25
NSSL Mesonet (9)
5/13 – 6/25
NSSL MCLASS
5/13 – 6/25

Location
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City
Balko, OK
Mobile, base: Liberal KS
Mobile, base: Norman, OK
Homestead Profiling Site
Mobile, base: Liberal KS
Airborne, NRL P-3
Airborne, UWKA
Airborne, NRL P-3
Airborne, DLR Falcon
Airborne, NASA DC-8
Airborne, DLR Falcon
Lamont, ABLE
Homestead Profiling Site
ARM/CART
Homestead Profiling Site
Homestead Profiling Site
Airborne, FII Learjet
Airborne, DLR Falcon
Airborne, Proteus
Airborne, NASA DC-8
Airborne, NRL P-3
ARM/CART
ARM/CART
ARM/CART
ARM/CART
ARM/CART
Fixed, 9 sites in KS and OK
Homestead Profiling Site
TAOS Site
Homestead Profiling Site
Mobile, base: Liberal, KS
Mobile, base: Liberal, KS
Mobile, base: Liberal, KS
TAOS site
Mobile, base: Norman, OK
Mobile, base: Norman, OK

Table 1.1: IHOP_2002 Platforms and Instrumentation
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Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) at Lamont for the first part of the project before moving it to the
Atmospheric Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE) area. In addition, several GPS sensors will be added
to a network of already existing sensors near the Central Facility.

1.4.2 S-Pol Site
NCAR’s S-band Dual Polarization Doppler Radar will be temporarily installed in the Oklahoma
panhandle, about 50 miles south of Liberal, KS or 15 miles north of Perryton, TX.
(36.572N,
100.783W). In addition, the IHOP_2002 project has made arrangements to obtain data from several of
the existing National Weather Service (NWS) WSR-88D radars in the IHOP_2002 domain, specifically
Dodge City, Wichita, Enid, Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Amarillo, Frederick and Lubbock.

1.4.3 Homestead Profiling Site
The “Homestead Profiling Site” is 11 miles to the east of the S-Pol site (36.558N, 100.606W) and will
accommodate the following instruments within 50 to 100 m of each other (Figure 1.3):
NASA Scanning Raman Lidar (SRL)
NASA/GSFC Doppler wind lidar GLOW
NASA/GSFC Holographic-based backscatter lidar HARLIE
University of Wisconsin AERIBAGO
NCAR Integrated Sounding System (ISS) with the Multiple Antenna Profiler (MAPR)
University of Massachusetts FM-CW radar
NCAR’s Tethered Atmospheric Observing System (TAOS) and Reference Radiosonde will be located
about one mile away from this site to avoid clutter for the profilers.

1.4.4 Other Ground-based Observing Systems
Nine Integrated Surface Flux Facility (ISFF) PAM stations will be deployed in the IHOP_2002 domain
along the University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA) flight tracks, with the ISFF field base being located
at the airport in Wichita, KS. ISFF Flux PAM station locations are listed in Appendix I
Additional upper-air observations will be obtained from ten National Weather Service sites in the NWS
Southern and Central Regions, including Denver CO, Albuquerque NM, Midland TX, Amarillo TX,
Dodge City KS, North Platte NE, Norman OK, Fort Worth TX, Topeka, KS and Shreveport LA.

1.4.5 Will Rogers World Airport
Six research aircraft with a unprecedented set of airborne instrumentation will support airborne operations
during IHOP_2002. All airplanes will be deployed from Will Rogers World Airport in Oklahoma City.
Most of the aircrews and technical personnel supporting the airborne instrumentation will be located at
the Fixed Base Operator AAR Aircraft Services in either Hangar 1B or Hangar 2. Proteus and NASA
DC-8 scientific support will take place at the near-by Federal Aviation Administration campus.

1.4.6 Norman-based IHOP Operations Coordination and Data Analysis
IHOP_2002 operations will be coordinated from the Norman Operations Center located in a trailer next to
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration National Severe Storms Lab facilities, on
the North Campus of the University of Oklahoma. Several types of models and nowcasting systems will
be tested in real time and post analysis in the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
Storm Prediction Center (SPC) Science Support Area (SSA), located within the NSSL building. Data
analysis in Norman will take place in the gallery in the NWS Forecasting Office right next to the NSSL
building.
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Figure 1.2: IHOP_2002 Operations Domain and Instrumentation Sites

Figure 1.3: Homestead Profiling Sites
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1.5

IHOP_2002 Funding, Support and Participation

IHOP_2002 is a multi-agency, multi-national research project. Funding for IHOP_2002 is provided by
National Science Foundation, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department of Energy, the Department of Defense, the
Bundesministerium for Bildung und Forschung, Germany, the Centre National de Recherche Scientifique
Service d’Aeronomie and the Canadian Foundation for Climate and Atmospheric Sciences.
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CHAPTER II: Operations Coordination
2.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the process by which science plans are developed by the IHOP_2002 Mission
Selection Team (MST) and implemented by the Operations Center Team (OCT). It includes detailed
descriptions of the functions and responsibilities of the IHOP_2002 project management staff, the mission
planning process, facility coordination, project documentation requirements and the meeting schedule for
the Norman Operations Center (NOC).

2.2

IHOP_2002 Mission Selection

2.2.1 Functions and Communications Flow
The MST will be composed of a Chairperson, representatives of each of the four scientific research
components (CI, QPF, ABL, Instrumentation) and the Operations Director. Membership of the MST will
be rotated during the field campaign. The MST will have the responsibility to ensure that all IHOP_2002
scientific objectives are met during the field phase of the experiment. This group has full responsibility
for the scientific research activities during the IHOP_2002 field phase and the decision-making that leads
to the mission definition. The MST will solicit input from participating investigators as part of the
mission planning process. The decisions of the MST pertaining to mission objectives will be binding to
all participating scientists, the Operations Director, OCT and supporting staff. The MST is also
responsible for monitoring the scientific progress of the field phase, through debriefing reports received
from the Operations Director following each mission and Principle Investigator (PI) feedback provided
from special science seminars and personal communications. The MST may also convene special science
meetings to discuss the progress toward the scientific objectives and preliminary analysis results.
Functionally, the decision process and information flow to and from the MST are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Principal Investigators

Operational Data/Products
Specialized NWP

IHOP Forecast Team

QPF, CI, ABL, Instruments Science Objectives
Daily Forecast
Data Collection
Proposals

Daily Planning Meeting

Facility
Status

MST Meeting
IHOP Mission Selection Team
Science Director, Research Component reps., Ops Director

Operations Coordination Team
Mission Plan
Science Objectives (primary alternate)
Alert sequence, take-off time, up-date
requirement, facility Chief Scientists

Operations Director
Coordination: Aircraft, soundings,
mobile facilities, radars, status,
communications, logistics

Figure 2.1: Schematic of IHOP_2002 Interactions and Decision Sequences
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2.2.2 MST Chairperson Responsibilities
The Chairperson of the MST, designated the IHOP_2002 Principal Scientist, will have responsibility for
assuring that input from all investigators is received and considered for the purposes of mission planning.
The Chairperson will also interface with the weather forecasting teams to assure a “summary” forecast is
available for the Daily Planning Meeting. The MST Chairperson co-chairs the Daily Planning Meeting, the
Mission Selection Meeting, as well as special science meetings.

2.2.3 Mission Scientist Responsibilities
The main responsibility of the Mission Scientist is to work with the Operations Director, the Chairperson
of the MST and other IHOP_2002 participants to ensure that the goals of the selected research mission are
effectively planned and accomplished. These goals will be accomplished by working with the
forecast/nowcasting teams to monitor the weather situation and by working with the Operations Director
to ensure that the goals are being met in an optimal manner within the constraints of the logistics (i.e.,
airspace, distance for the mobile teams to travel, status of sensors, etc.). The Mission Scientist will be
selected by the MST and will be located at the Operations Center.

2.2.4 Flight Scientist Responsibilities
The Flight Scientist will be the person on the aircraft responsible for working with the pilots and other
aircraft crew in order to ensure the goals of the day’s mission are accomplished safely and efficiently. The
Flight Scientist for a particular aircraft will also be center point for decisions regarding change in
operations and for discussing operations with the Operations Center and the appropriate contacts on the
other aircraft.

2.2.5 Candidate Scientific Operational Personnel
Table 2.1 presents experienced individuals that have indicated a willingness to serve IHOP_2002
operations in Flight Scientist and MST capacities. It is important that participating groups provide
candidates to fill these critical roles.

Responsibility

Mission Selection Team/Flight Scientists Nominations

MST Chairperson
MST CI Representative
MST QPF Representative
MST ABL Representative
MST INST Representative
NRL P-3 Flight Scientist
WYKA Flight Scientist
NASA DC-8 Flight Scientist
Proteus Flight Scientist
FII Learjet Flight Scientist

Parsons, Weckwerth, LeMone, Wakimoto
Geerts, Wilson, Ziegler, Rasmussen, Wakimoto, Kingsmill, Flamant
Koch, Shaw, Smith
LeMone, Grossman, Davis, Yates
Hardesty, Wang, Browell, Fabry, Wulfmeyer, Ehret, Flamant
Wakimoto, Lee, Weckwerth, Parsons, Kingsmill, Flamant
Geerts, LeMone, Grossman, Davis, Yates
Browell, Ismail, Ferrare
Smith, Larar
Tellerud

Table 2.1: Scientific Operational Personnel
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2.3

The Mission Planning Process

IHOP_2002 will conduct a variety of routine and special observations during the seven-week field
program. The MST will be responsible for defining the Daily Mission Plans throughout the field season
that require well-coordinated activities by all facilities to address specific scientific objectives critical to
the success of IHOP_2002. This section discusses the daily planning process for defining and
implementing the mission plans. Figure 2.2 illustrates the Daily Planning Schedule.

2.3.1 Proposal Preparations
Each morning PIs from each of the research components evaluate the situation to determine whether there
is an opportunity to conduct a research mission related to their scientific objective on the next day (in
some cases, Day-2 missions may also be proposed). First, the status of all IHOP_2002 observational
facilities that are critical to the conduct of operations are reviewed. A comprehensive report of facility
status is compiled by the Status Coordinator, based on reports received from the Facility Managers early
each morning. Second, the forecast of weather conditions and evolution of phenomena of interest is
determined from a preliminary report by the forecasting team. This report includes analysis of special
numerical guidance, derived products and current observations.
Based on these evaluations, all PIs who are interested in conducting data gathering activities will prepare
short proposals for presentation at the Daily Planning Meeting. PIs are encouraged to coordinate and
combine proposals to make optimum use of the limited IHOP_2002 observing resources. Each proposal
should contain the following information:
Mission Scientist
Scientific objective(s) to be accomplished
Resources required
Aircraft and mobile system operations
Special observing requirements (soundings, radar and lidar operations, etc.)

2.3.2 Daily Planning Meeting
There will be a general meeting each day of the IHOP_2002 field program to discuss relevant issues,
remaining resources and status, science objective status, current weather and synoptic situations and PI
proposals. The IHOP_2002 Daily Planning Meeting will be held at 1300 Local Daylight Time (LT, 1800
UTC) at the Norman Operations Center, seven days per week throughout the field season beginning 12
May 2002 and concluding with a meeting on 25 June 2002. There will likely be “practice” meetings on
10 and 11 May during the set-up phase to assure that required information is being received and displayed
in the NOC.
The Daily Planning Meeting will be co-chaired by the MST Chairperson and the Operations Director.
The agenda for the meeting will be consistent each day and include the following items:
Status of aircraft, mobile facilities and remote observing systems
Data management and communications status report
Forecast discussion from 24-72 hours, special products; outlook to 120 hours
Report on the status of scientific objectives and results of the last mission and/or update
on the status of an on-going mission
Presentation of mission proposals and discussions
Logistics or administrative matters
Other announcements
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IHOP Daily Planning/Operations Scenario
Nominal Daytime Ground Mobile Systems Deployment

Operations

Nominal Daytime Flight Operations Window
Morning
Weather
Briefing (Day 1)

Meetings

Aircraft Mission
briefing**

UTC
05

00

Oklahoma
City--LDT
(UTC -5 HR)

Reporting

06

Mission selection
team meeting

Daily
Planning
Meeting
17

11

03

Aircraft flight
alert (Day 3)

09

Status Reports
from all facilities in
operations center

12

Aircraft flight debriefing***

Morning weather
briefing

Aircraft flight
alert (Day 2)
23

15

Evening
update*

18

Distribute daily
briefing package

21

Post evening
update report

Day 1

* As required
** Pre-flight briefing for air crew/scientists ~ 2hrs before takeoff
***Flight debriefing should occur within 30 minutes of landing

Figure 2.2: Daily Operations and Planning Schedule

Aircraft Mission
Briefing
05

00

11

03

06

17

09

Status Reports
from all facilities in
operations center

Day 2

12

Daily
Planning
Meeting 23

15

18

Distribute daily
briefing package

The result of this meeting will be a ranked set of primary and secondary mission options (in some cases
tentative Day-2 mission options may also be planned). If consensus on primary and secondary missions
is not reached in the Daily Planning Meeting, a Mission Selection Team Meeting will be held
immediately following the Daily Planning Meeting. The Mission Selection Meeting is chaired by the
MST Chairperson and attended by the research component representatives and the Operations Director.
Candidate proposals, facility status, IHOP_2002 scientific progress (scorecard) and weather forecast will
be reviewed and the operational plan will be finalized. If the MST is unable to reach consensus on a
Mission Plan, the MST Chairperson will make the final decision. The final Mission Plan will form the
basis of the Daily Operations Summary (submitted by the Operation Director).

2.3.3 IHOP_2002 Mission Plan
When there is a plan for a mission beginning the next day, the Mission Scientist and Operations Director
will meet immediately following the Daily Planning Meeting (MST Meeting) to finalize the Mission Plan
for the next 24-36 hours. This meeting may include other PIs or staff crucial to formulate the details of
the Mission Plan. The following items will be decided during this meeting and reported in the Daily
Operations Summary:
Description of mission (primary and alternate), including a brief discussion of objectives and
strategy and criteria for proceeding to the alternate mission
Assignment of staffing for mission support for the next 24-36 hours
Preliminary Intensive Observing Domain (IOD)
Schedule of facility operations:
o Aircraft pre-flight briefing times
o Proposed aircraft flight plans
o Aircraft take-off times
o Mobile system movements and schedules
o Weather forecast/nowcast support
o Special observation schedules
Time of next planning update (afternoon or evening briefings)
Debriefing schedule

2.3.4 Optional Evening (or other) Update Meeting
The Operations Director, MST Chairperson, Mission Scientist and forecasters can request an update at
any time prior to the proposed mission. Evening updates will likely be necessary as new observations
clarify differences amongst model products. The meetings will be held at 2000 LT (0100 UTC) unless
agreement is reached on a more suitable time. Participation will be mandatory for the OCT and MST
members on duty and others may attend as requested.

2.4 Conduct of IHOP_2002 Operations
Once the remote facility operating schedule, mobile platform movements and primary and alternate
aircraft missions are decided by the MST, the responsibility for the conduct of operations shifts to the
OCT under the leadership of the Operations Director. Official notifications are made by OCT staff and
the Operations Director prepares the Daily Operations Summary. This summary will be distributed to all
participants via the IHOP_2002 Field Catalog. A brief version of the Daily Operations Summary is

prepared for the recorded phone (Appendix II) message. The Mission Scientist and Aircraft Coordinator
work with the aircraft pilots in the preparation of detailed flight plans. The Aircraft Coordinator will
provide advanced notification to the appropriate Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Air Traffic
Control (ATC) Centers and appropriate Military Base Operations Points of Contact (POC) if flight plans
intercept Military Operations Areas (MOA).
On the day of operations an early morning (approximately 2 hours before deployment) forecast/ nowcast
will be provided for all mobile platform operators and aircraft crews. For the aircraft crews this PreFlight Briefing will normally occur at the AAR Briefing Room at Will Rogers Airport approximately 2
hours before scheduled take-off. For the mobile facilities this Pre-Deployment Briefing may occur at the
NOC or if the facility is deploying from a remote location it may be done by phone or email. The PreFlight Briefing and Pre-Deployment Briefing will include refinements of the Intensive Observing Domain
(IOD) and observing schedules.
At the completion of a day’s mission, debriefings will be held and mission reports will be prepared. For
each aircraft mission, a debriefing will be conducted by the Operations Director (or Aircraft Coordinator).
For each aircraft a meeting will be held at the Airport Briefing Room as soon as possible after landing so
that all onboard scientists and selected crew members can participate. Key issues are the perceived
success of the mission and the status of the facility (and crew) for the next day’s operations. For the
mobile platforms, when they return to their operating base, a debriefing of the Facility Manager will be
made by the Ground Systems Coordinator (or Operations Director), usually by telephone.
Each Flight Scientist or Ground System Manager is expected to provide a Facility Operations Report (or
Flight Report) of their operations, within 24 hours to the IHOP_2002 Field Catalog.

2.5

Aircraft Coordination

Determination of aircraft flight schedules will follow aircraft operational guidelines. Notification of
planned take-off times will be given by the Operations Director (or Aircraft Coordinator) to the Aircraft
Facility Manager and Flight Scientist at least 12 hours in advance and within crew work schedule
constraints. The Aircraft Coordinator will provide advanced notification to appropriate ATC and Military
Operations Centers as required. Aircraft pilots will submit flight plans following normal procedures.
Individual pre-flight briefings will be given 2 hours prior to the scheduled take-off and will be prepared to
meet individual aircraft facility requirements. Debriefing, following a mission, will be led by the
Operations Director (or Aircraft Coordinator) and will be scheduled as soon as possible after landing so
that all participating scientists can participate.
Two basic types of flight operations are planned (1) a fixed domain with fixed flight tracks and
coordinated schedules and (2) a phenomena-oriented flight (flexible) domain with flight tracks and
schedules that are determined in near-real time from surface observations and an exploratory flight by a
“discovery” aircraft.
The fixed domain flight operations are scheduled the day before and then take-off times are adjusted on
the mission day according to evolving weather conditions. These adjustments will usually occur within a
3-hr window.

The flexible domain flight operations require a more complex and flexible process. The initial target area
is determined by early morning surface, radar and satellite observations. Near the time of preferred
observations, the discovery aircraft flight (usually the NRL P-3) flies to the IOD and determines the
spatial features of the phenomenon of interest and reports these back to the NOC. The Aircraft
Coordinator and Mission Scientist then fine-tune the flight patterns and schedules for the remaining
aircraft and deploy them accordingly. Since the phenomena may move or alter its spatial features with
time, further adjustments to the flight tracks may be required as the mission progresses. In each case the
discovery aircraft will communicate the new location to the Aircraft Coordinator who, together with the
Mission Scientist, will determine new flight tracks and communicate them to the individual aircraft.
Often it will be necessary to communicate these positions via the NRL P-3 Navigator using the NRL P-3
satellite communication system. In the event that communications breakdown between the NRL P-3 and
NOC, the NRL P-3 Navigator and NRL P-3 Flight Scientist will determine the new flight tracks for the
other aircraft.

2.6

Mobile Platform Coordination

The mobile IHOP_2002 observing systems include four Doppler radars (2 DOWs, XPOW, SMART-R),
three mobile radiosonde systems (2 MGLASS, 1 MCLASS), two mobile radiometer (UAH MIPS, DRI
Mobile Microwave Radiometer), the University of Wisconsin AERIBAGO and the nine vehicles of the
NSSL Mobile Mesonet as well as the Field Coordination (FC) vehicle.
Notification of the Daily Mission Plan will be made by the Ground System Coordinator (or Operations
Director) to the individual mobile Facility Manager. Notification will consist of the scientific mission,
description of the preliminary Intensive Observing Domain and a preliminary observing schedule. This
notification will occur by 1600 LT the day prior to the mission operations and will also include a PreDeployment Briefing schedule for each system. On the day of operations, the Pre-Deployment Briefing
will refine the IOD and observing schedule. For fixed domain mission operations, the mobile platforms
will deploy to designated sites and will follow operating schedules unless change in conditions require a
modification of the overall mission. Mission modifications will be communicated to the mobile platform
by the NOC, either directly or via the NRL P-3 or FC (if present).
For flexible domain operations, updates of the Intensive Observing Domain will be provided to the
mobile platforms as they reach the preliminary IOD. Once they reach the IOD, coordination of the
mobile platforms will be carried out by the FC in coordination with the NOC. If the FC is not present or
out of communication range, mobile platform operation coordination will be done by the NOC via the
NRL P-3, other aircraft, or S-Pol radio relay.

2.7. Coordination of Special Observations from Fixed Sites
IHOP_2002 has made arrangements for the launching of more frequent radiosondes (“special soundings”)
from ten NWS locations in the NWS Southern and Central Regions (Denver CO, Albuquerque NM,
Midland TX, Amarillo TX, Dodge City KS, North Platte NE, Norman OK, Fort Worth TX, Topeka, KS
and Shreveport LA). In most cases, the NWS sites have agreed to increase sounding releases from two to
five or six per day. At the Dodge City site, some of the special soundings will include the NCAR
Reference Radiosonde. The notification procedures as well as the Points of Contact for the ten sites can
be found in Appendix II.

Special arrangements were also made with ARM. Four soundings per day will be launched at the ARM
Central Facility in Lamont and its four boundary facilities for a three-week period, starting 25 May until
15 June
In addition, several fixed site research observing systems have been deployed for IHOP_2002 that will
operate on mission-required schedules. These include NCAR’s Integrated Sounding System (soundings
only), Tethersonde System (TAOS) and Reference Radiosonde and NASA’s Scanning Raman Lidar and
GLOW. The NOAA/ETL mini DIAL will have to be notified as well at the ARM CART site.
Notification of pending operating schedules will be made to these fixed site operators by the Ground
System Coordinator (or Operations Director) by 1600 LT the day prior to operations. Decisions about
changes or cancellations will also be provided by the Ground Systems Coordinator. The POC with phone
and email have been designated for each site and a notification protocol has been established. The POC
information can be found in Appendix III.

2.8. Primary Operations Center Team Staff Responsibilities
The specific responsibilities of the primary OCT staff are as follows:

2.8.1 Operations Director
Convenes and co-chairs the IHOP_2002 Daily Planning Meeting
Attends MST meeting and provides daily reports to the MST
Implements the daily IHOP_2002 Operations Plan
Coordinates required support activities
Assigns duties to OCT personnel
Responsible for form and content of the Daily Operations Summary
Conducts debriefings
Updates IHOP_2002 recorded status message
Provides mission progress reports to the MST

2.8.2 Aircraft Coordinator
Acts as single point of contact for all IHOP_2002 Aircraft Facility Managers
Requests and relays aircraft status change information to Status Coordinator
Provides updated information to aircraft during flight operations as necessary to ensure
successful missions
Collects mission reports
Provides advanced notification and alerts to ATC and military groups
Coordinates crew alerts and rest cycles with Aircraft Facility Managers

2.8.3

Ground System Coordinator
Notifies mobile platform managers of deployment schedules and target area
Monitors mobile platform locations in coordination with the FC
Notifies fixed sites of special observing schedules and operating instructions
Monitors use of expendable resources from special observing platforms
Provides daily input to Status Coordinator on usage and availability of expendable resources

2.8.4 Status Coordinator
Contacts other OCT coordinators and operating Facility Managers as necessary to update
information on operations, status and observations
Prepares and presents summary status report for Daily Planning Meeting
Coordinates facility status input to daily update of on-line IHOP_2002 field data catalog
Monitors expendable usage (including aircraft flight hours and sounding expendables)
With guidance from the MST, maintains the “scorecard” of scientific objective
accomplishments

2.8.5 Field Documentation Coordinator
Routinely monitors IHOP_2002 Field Catalog reports and products. Assures completeness of
daily reports and operational products
Assists scientists with entering reports and preliminary data to Field Catalog

2.8.6 Communications Assistant
Assists Operations Director and Facility Coordinators in passing information to aircraft,
mobile platforms and remote sites during operations
Requests and relays status change information to Operations Director

2.8.7 Forecasting/Nowcasting Coordinator
Schedules daily operations support for forecasting and nowcasting, including Pre-Flight
Briefings
Trains forecasters and nowcasters on IHOP_2002 requirements and procedures
Coordinates IHOP_2002 forecast support requirements with SPC
Establishes standard forecast content and products for IHOP_2002 Field Catalog

2.8.8 Logistics/Administrative Coordinator
Assists participants with travel and housing arrangements, including disbursement of airport
ID cards and keys
Coordinates administrative and clerical needs at the NOC in support of the MST and OCT,
including FAX and photocopy services
Provides contact information for receiving and shipping of material
Coordinates public relations activities including press briefings and requests for interviews of
IHOP_2002 scientists by media
Arranges seats on research flights for scientific visitors and members of the media by
coordinating with individual Aircraft Flight Scientists and Aircraft Facility Managers

2.8.9 NOC Site Manager
Coordinates NOC space and systems support

2.8.10 Airport Site Coordinator
Coordinates airport site space and services support
Point of contact with AAR for office space and communications support

2.8.11 S-POL/Homestead Profiling Site Coordinator
Coordinates Homestead Profiling Site space and services support

Coordinates public relations activities for S-Pol/Homestead Profiling Site

2.8.12 Candidate Operations Center Staff
Table 2.2 presents possible experienced individuals that have indicated a willingness to serve in
IHOP_2002. It is important that participating groups provide personnel to fill these critical functions.

2.9. Norman Operations Center Logistics
2.9.1 NOC Communications
VHF-FM (line-of-sight) radio tuned to IHOP_2002 aircraft frequencies will be available at the Norman
Operations Center. Telephones will be available at the Norman Operations Center. These phones will
operate on “Voice-over-Internet” technology.

2.9.2 NOC Internet Access
NSSL will provide Local Area Network connections to the Internet-II (Abilene) at all IHOP_2002
facilities on campus, including the Norman Operations Center and the IHOP_2002 analysis area in the
NWS Forecast Office building. All IHOP_2002 connections will be outside of the laboratory’s firewall.

Function

Nominations

Operations Director (2)
Aircraft Coordinator
Ground Systems Coordinator
Status Coordinator
Field Documentation Coordinator
Communications Assistant
Forecasting/Nowcasting Coordinator
Operations Forecaster (2)
Nowcaster
Forecasting Assistant
Logistics/Admin. Coordinator
NOC Site Manager
Airport Site Coordinator
S-POL/Homestead Profiling Site
Coordinator
FAA/Military Coordinator
Mission Scientist(s)

Parsons, Weckwerth, Williams, Moore, Dirks, Hardesty
Meitin, LeMone, Grossman
Conzemius
Baeuerle, Gallant
Roberts, Loehrer
Tbd
Szoke, Brown
Szoke, Brown, Koch
Johns, Kuligowski
tbd
Tignor, Pykkonen, Filkins
Meitin
Baeuerle
Brown
(Capt. Cress), Meitin, Moore, Parsons
Selected by MST

Table 2.2: IHOP_2002 Operations Center Staff

2.9.3 NOC Security
Access to NOAA facilities requires background checks for foreign nationals. These will be done through
coordination with the U.S. Department of Commerce Security Office, Mountain Area Service Center,
Boulder, Colorado. The IHOP_2002 Project Office will compile a list of foreign participants requiring
access to the Norman Operations Center. Temporary access cards to the North Campus buildings will be
issued by the NSSL to project participants.

CHAPTER III: Ground-based Mobile Systems Operations
(Conrad Ziegler and Erik Rasmussen)

3.1 Objectives and Challenges of Mobile Ground-based Systems
Observations
IHOP_2002 has committed to target boundaries with an array of mobile, ground-based observing systems
(i.e., "armada"). The objectives are to document the morphology and evolution of boundaries, the
ambient mesoscale boundary layer (BL) structure and the convection initiation (CI) process. Long timeduration sampling is required for overlapping and redundant measurements and to achieve specific
science goals (e.g., document flow of moisture to bases of initiating convection by calculating air
trajectories in detailed context of other measurements). It is imperative to maintain continuity of
sampling at the original target location if a boundary persists. A simple yet adaptive field strategy is
required for monitoring the evolving BL. For example, if the original target boundary dissipates and a
new boundary begins to form nearby (i.e., discrete propagation), the armada must be ready to redeploy.
Any redeployment must be rapid, as some key ground-based sensors do not collect data while moving and
since the BL at the new location might be evolving toward a state capable of supporting CI.
Targeting at cloud-scales will require effective integration of field observations in near real-time by a
mobile Field Coordinator (FC). It will be challenging to acquire and track target boundaries in real time
at the small spatial and temporal scales of individual clouds and storms. Boundary shape is likely
complex, while boundaries may relocate unpredictably and also might be directly sensed only by in-situ
traverses and scanning radar thin-line signatures. The likely complexity of mesoscale BL evolution
commends an effective field coordination and communication strategy. A capability is needed for FC
workstation ingest and rendering of multiple data sources in near real-time to allow inference of
kinematic, thermodynamic and reflectivity boundary features. Effective field communications are needed
to: (1) gather latest observations (e.g., local remote and in-situ data and remote web-based products); (2)
disseminate updates on subjectively analyzed boundary locations and other mesoscale weather features;
(3) help coordinate sampling strategies among the various mobile field platforms.
The NCEP/Storm Prediction Center (SPC) has expressed great interest in the findings of the
boundaries/CI work during IHOP_2002. SPC is considering a collaborative SPC-NSSL forecast
experiment for May-June 2002 that in part could provide a level of forecast support for IHOP_2002 (see
Chapter 8). Better understanding of convection initiation probability is of great interest to the SPC. It has
been noted by SPC forecasters that understanding why "null events" occur is as important as
understanding why deep convection initiation occurs. This underscores the importance of staying with
initial targeting choices -- as long as potential exists for deep convection initiation -- to determine if CI or
a null event will occur.

3.1.1 Convection Initiation (CI)
A primary objective of mobile, ground-based sampling in IHOP_2002 is to improve understanding of
surface-based boundaries and the convection initiation (CI) process. The specific CI objectives are as
follows:
Probe finescale structure of water vapor mixing ratio, virtual potential temperature and winds
along boundaries in regions of convection initiation and/or cloud/storm suppression

Facilitate computation of air trajectories
Obtain data suitable for retrievals/assimilation and analysis of the boundary layer
The proposed field strategy emphasizes a nesting of finescale in-situ measurements in that region of the
boundary layer sampled by ground-based and airborne radars. The overarching philosophy is to obtain
time series of radar-based 3-D airflow analyses and detailed in-situ measurements.
Of particular interest to the CI group are any trajectories that feed moisture up to and through the bases of
developing convective clouds -- though the family of all trajectories is of interest. The 3-D airflow
analyses from multiple scanning ground-based and airborne radars should be sufficient to test a common
argument of the CI hypotheses, namely that the character of the resolvable (small mesoscale) airflow
(especially vertical motion) is a key factor in the timing and location of convection initiation. The
measurement of the variability of water vapor mixing ratio in the Doppler analysis domain via
Differential Absorption Lidars (DIAL), profilers and other remote sensors and in-situ sampling is a
second key factor. A third key factor is the virtual potential temperature field in the BL, which may exert
a primary forcing on mesoscale BL dynamics, requiring concentrated in-situ measurements from
soundings, dropsondes, profilers and aircraft traverses.

3.1.2

Joint ABL-CI and Sunrise BL Exercises

An additional objective of mobile, ground-based sampling in IHOP_2002 is to document the development
of the convective BL and surface-generated mesoscale circulations in the vicinity of a terrain ridge or
major gradient in land surface characteristics (soil moisture, land use). The Atmospheric Boundary Layer
(ABL) and CI groups would use this jointly collected data set to test the hypothesis that terrain or a
surface-characteristics boundary triggers a mesoscale circulation, which in turn may trigger deep
convection.
Principles of the ABL-CI joint exercise are as follows. The aircraft flight pattern is a hybrid of the ABL
boundary mission and the primary coordinated flight plan of CI (see Chapter 5 as well as Section 3.3.8).
The patterns should be flown with respect to fixed surface features (soil-moisture boundary, ridge, landuse boundary) within close range of the mobile armada base. Flights along pre-determined (groundlocated) flight tracks are desirable, but not mandatory. An acknowledged limitation is that soil-moisture
boundaries cannot be precisely located. However, surface heat flux analyses can be obtained, therefore
legs could be located relative to large surface heat flux gradients. The mobile, ground-based armada is
ideally suited to study CI in the vicinity of a quasi-stationary boundary. Therefore, the ABL aircraft
measurements would be augmented with mobile ground-based observations.
The "sunrise BL" exercise will be analogous to the ABL-CI study. Mobile ground-based platforms will
be deployed inside the BL scan coverage of the S-Pol radar. Data collection would commence around
dawn and would continue during the morning hours.

3.2 Field Strategy
The armada would obtain closely coordinated measurements of boundaries under conditions hypothesized
to be conducive to CI. Plans call for the following mobile ground-based platforms to be deployed during
IHOP_2002:
NOAA/NSSL Field Coordination (FC) vehicle
Three 3-cm Doppler on Wheels (2 DOWs, XPOW) and one 5-cm SMART-R Doppler radar
One NSSL MCLASS and two NCAR MGLASS sounding systems

University of Alabama (Huntsville) Mobile Integrated Profiling System (MIPS)
Desert Research Institute (DRI) Mobile Microwave Radiometer (MMR)
Nine NSSL/OU Mobile Mesonet vehicles
One 3-mm W-band radar deployed by the University of Oklahoma.
A group of research aircraft would also obtain measurements of boundaries in close coordination with the
ground-based armada. The CI group has requested the deployment of the aircraft platforms listed below.
Details of the aircraft operations are described below and also in Chapter 5:
NRL P-3 with ELDORA and Leandre II
University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA) with Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR)
DLR Falcon with downward-pointing DLR DIAL and NOAA/ETL HRDL
Flight International Learjet dropsonde aircraft

3.2.1

Selection of the Intensive Observing Domain (IOD)

A key to mobile ground-based observations will be the selection of and deployment by the armada inside
the Intensive Observing Domain, or IOD. The IOD would be nested inside the Doppler lobe and would
straddle the target boundary (Figure 3.1). The IOD would have an along-boundary dimension of about 20
km. As described below, a preliminary IOD will be selected for initial deployment. This initial IOD may
subsequently be modified slightly during the afternoon and evening to account for local changes of the
BL that could not be anticipated during the initial selection process.
A proactive decision process involving the Convection Initiation PIs and IHOP_2002 leaders will be
employed to determine the appropriate IOD location. The FC vehicle would then assist and facilitate the
closely coordinated mobile field observations by the ground-based armada and aircraft. Locations and
modes of operation of the various mobile platforms would be coordinated following the predetermined,
IOD-relative observing strategies as described below. The following subsections describe in detail the
deployment modes and strategies of the mobile ground-based armada.

3.2.2 Preparation for Departure (PREP)
During IHOP_2002, a daily early Pre-Deployment Briefing will be conducted at NSSL at 0900 LT. This
briefing will usually be conducted by the NSSL/SPC experimental forecast team and will involve a group
of key IHOP_2002 leaders and PIs. The outcomes of this meeting will be a GO or NO-GO decision for
mobile ground-based operations for the current day (Day-1). The notification email message will contain
only two items so that it can be prepared quickly. It will contain the GO/NO-GO status and it will contain
one line regarding the possibility of an overnight stay in the field (NO/POSSIBLE/YES). A later email
message may be issued which explains the reasons for a NO-GO decision. The reasoning behind a GO
decision will be explained at the daily weather briefing and during a radio (main VHF channel) briefing at
departure time.
A final ground-based mobile operations decision for the day will be made by 0930 LT. The decision will
be posted immediately on the Internet using a short email message to all participants and will be made
available on a phone answering machine. The 0930 decision will be one of the following: GO or NOGO. If the status is GO, all participants should be at NSSL by 0930 LT; the ground teams will depart at
1000 LT. If the status is NO-GO, there will be no ground-based mobile operations.
Ordinarily, a STANDBY decision will be used for IHOP_2002 mobile ground-based operations in only
one circumstance, the possibility of Day-2 operations. On the other hand, STANDBY decisions would

not be feasible for Day-1 operations as in several past experiments. The reason is that the armada would
need to deploy not later than 1000 LT to reach a CI target by early afternoon, assuming a ferry time of
four hours. Therefore, delaying a CI deployment decision may be tantamount to making a NO-GO
decision. The ground-based mobile support for ABL missions has an even stricter lead time requirement,
as ABL missions would be conducted from sunrise to 1300 LT. Therefore, in IHOP_2002 there will only

Figure 3.1: The proposed deployment of mobile, ground-based platforms in the Intensive Observing
Domain (IOD) for the Convection Initiation (CI) study during IHOP_2002. Mobile radars (at
corners of IOD) and research aircraft legs provide complementary observational coverage of the
IOD and its immediate mesoscale environment.

be a possible STANDBY decision for the case of overnight trips to support CI or ABL/CI missions on the
Day-2.

The 0930 LT operations decision would be made in the following manner. If 1200 UTC soundings,
morning analyses and the previous evening's model data indicate a good chance for new, isolated
convection within about 4 hours of Norman, the operations decision will probably be GO and we will get
to the field early to conduct the CI experiment. If it appears there is a reasonable chance of new, isolated
convection beyond about 4-5 hrs of driving time, the decision could be either GO or NO/GO. In either
event, it may ultimately be decided to abort and return to base if the forecasters determine later that
conditions clearly no longer look favorable.
Prior to deployment of ground-based mobile platforms in mid-morning, the nowcaster should develop a
strong sense of the exact location and nature of boundaries. If at all possible, the ground teams should be
deployed and on station well prior to the development of the first clouds on visible imagery. Both prior to
and after deployment, boundaries should be identified based on wind shifts, WSR-88D finelines and
virtual temperature and humidity contrasts if these are starting to develop. The overall highest priority for
CI and ABL-CI mission nowcast support is to provide the FC vehicle with any needed refinements of the
target IOD based on the latest weather information.

3.2.3 Travel to Target (TRAVEL)
This activity will commence when all preparations for field work are complete. Teams would ordinarily
depart from their bases at the same time and travel together to the target region (NSSL vehicles staying
within ~10 miles of the FC vehicle), allowing for refueling stops. It is recommended that all vehicles
leave their base with full tanks and further that vehicles top their tanks at the refueling stops. We will
attempt to refuel prior to commencing field data collection operations.
The IHOP_2002 nowcasters will communicate with IHOP_2002 field facilities via the mobile field
coordination vehicle, passing on and receiving mesoscale weather information and facilities updates. The
refined Day-1 target IODs (based on the Day-1 Forecast #2), the Day-2 outlook and the tentative Day-2
mission status will be relayed from IHOP_2002 staff nowcasters to the mobile field coordinators and
aircraft.
In the early stages when the field teams are not yet in position collecting data, the boundary might be
somewhat diffuse. In the event of a diffuse or rapidly evolving boundary, the nowcaster needs to monitor
closely that the boundary is not sharpening up at some location outside the current IOD. Such rapid
evolution might require the field teams to quickly re-deploy to a newly identified target IOD. Early
warning is essential due to the limited maximum speed of ground teams.
The travel window duration depends on the required travel time from the morning departure site to the
target area. During the travel window, the NOC forecasters will be successively refining the forecast of
boundary locations and the convection initiation area and time. As the forecasts are refined, the route
plan will be refined.
TRAVEL activities will include 6-sec Mobile Mesonet data collection by all teams. In addition, certain
preparations for intercept experiments can be conducted in the vehicles as we move toward the target area
(e.g., camera, film, documentation preparation). Briefings will be broadcast on the VHF radio as required
(e.g., when new information is received from the NOC).

3.2.4 Single Boundary (CI1)
All CI experiments will follow the design of experiment CI1, regardless of whether the boundary that is
expected to initiate convection is a warm front, stationary front, a dryline, or a decayed thunderstorm

outflow. Target boundaries must be slow-moving (i.e., < 5 m s -1) to enable ground-based mobile
sampling by the armada. Experiment CI1 will be conducted when a boundary is expected to play a role in
the initiation of deep convection, regardless of the anticipated storm type. It will be conducted on a targetof-opportunity basis when the field team caravan arrives in a target area prior to the development of deep
towering cumulus. The observations will collectively be used to assess the morphology of the boundary
and to understand how it propagates, how BL stratification and forcing alters the local vertical wind
profile and how the changes in BL structure and moisture transport control the initiation of storms.
Ground-based mobile Doppler radars and the NRL P-3 with ELDORA will obtain clear air velocity data
within the IOD. The Leandre II DIAL on the NRL P-3 will simultaneously map horizontal water vapor
mixing ratio variations along and approximately 5 to 6 km out from the NRL P-3 flight track. The
UWKA will obtain in-situ data via traverses and ascent-descent soundings, as well as remote airflow and
reflectivity data from the Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR). The DLR Falcon will obtain downwardpointing DIAL data, while the dropsonde aircraft will obtain additional soundings. For more details of
aircraft deployment relative to the ground-based radars and the IOD, see Section 3.3.8.
Three mobile ground-based sounding systems will be deployed to obtain profiles at a space scale of about
30 km, two on the moist (most unstable) side and one on the dry (least unstable) side of the boundary.
One of the moist-side mobile labs will be positioned close to the surface boundary, while the other moistside mobile lab will obtain soundings around the center of multiple ground-based radar coverage. Three
Mobile Mesonet (MM) teams will make continuous transects of the boundary, while groups of three
additional MMs will make traverses in the airmasses on either side of the boundary, as directed by the
FC, to measure evolution of surface conditions. Both along- and across boundary variability of surface
weather conditions will be assessed.
Prior to the arrival of the aircraft and surface teams at the boundary, its position will be assessed using
conventional data at the NOC. A target location for the central point of the experiment will be chosen in
discussions between the FC and the NOC. This target point should be the intersection of the boundary
with a major highway oriented roughly normal to the boundary, as close as possible to the forecasted
centroid of the maximum probability of convection initiation. Ideally, there will be three or more
approximately parallel highways normal to the boundary and spanning the IOD, on which surface teams
can operate to collect data. If the surface teams arrive first, one or two teams will be sent ahead to
pinpoint the location of the boundary and report it to the FC and the NOC. Once this point is found, the
rest of the armada will be deployed on data gathering missions. If the aircraft arrive first, the NRL P-3
should perform its first low-level transect over the chosen target highway and report the location of the
boundary to the FC and the NOC.
Once the CI teams are collecting data on a boundary that can be readily identified and monitored through
real-time field data, the emphasis of IHOP_2002 nowcasting should shift toward carefully monitoring the
mesoscale environment just beyond the current IOD. The nowcaster should monitor areas adjacent to the
IOD for new boundary formation, an increasing probability of CI, the motion of secondary boundaries
toward the current IOD, the movement of larger-scale lower tropospheric mesoscale ascent toward or
away from the current IOD or other significant factors. Given a clear need to abandon the current IOD,
the highest nowcasting priority should be to promptly advise field teams regarding a new target IOD (see
"REDEPLOY" below).

3.2.5

Intersecting Dryline-Front or Dryline-Decayed Outflow (CI2)

This experiment would be conducted in a case where storms are expected to initiate near the intersection
of low-level mesoscale and/or synoptic boundaries. The primary goal of this experiment is to document

the morphology of lifting of the dryline by the intersecting outflow/front and the effect of dryline lifting
on convection initiation. A secondary goal is to monitor the morphology and CI process along the
surface-based boundaries in immediate proximity to the point of intersection. In principle, while the
intersecting surface-based boundaries might themselves be too shallow for CI, the dryline and associated
secondary circulation may be lifted (occluded) sufficiently along the elevated frontal surface for the
combined lift to initiate convection.
The field strategy of experiment CI2 is exactly analogous to that of CI1, except that some leg positions
will be adapted slightly to allow sampling of all three airmasses involved. In particular, the elongated
NRL P-3 box pattern will be oriented along the dryline, with one end of the box extending into the cold
air along the projection of the occluded (elevated) dryline. The UWKA stacked traverse will be directed
across the expected location of the elevated dryline, approximately 10 km into the cold air from the point
of surface occlusion. The surface teams will perform transects beneath the UWKA, since that is the area
deemed most likely to contain elevated CI. Dropsondes and DLR Falcon legs will be directed
along/above the UWKA stacks.
The first teams on site will be used to refine the triple point location information provided by the NOC.
Since the front that features the strongest thermal contrast (e.g., the approximately east-west oriented
stationary front, warm front, or outflow boundary) is typically moving along the intersecting (occluded)
dryline, the point of occlusion or "triple point" is also moving. The IOD should be centered along the
dryline slightly ahead of the moving triple point, or alternatively would be centered on a stationary triple
point.

3.2.6

Joint ABL-CI (ABL-CI) and Sunrise BL Exercises

A suitable mission day would have fair-weather conditions, possibly with light winds, yet with at least
marginal potential for the outbreak of general or airmass-type thunderstorms. The ABL flight patterns
from the UWKA are to be along one leg orientation at multiple heights (i.e., stack) and would be
repeated. The leg would be normal to the boundary and penetrate it. The leg length must be adequate to
obtain flux estimates (including leg length on either side of a boundary). To conserve flight time, only
boundary-normal legs would be flown. The location of the ABL-CI pattern would preferably be along
one of the ABL group's pre-located flight transects, but not unless there is some type of boundary or
strong surface contrast (land use, soil moisture, terrain) along a transect. In the case that a boundary is
targeted, two back-to-back, 3.5-hour sorties may be flown if the boundary persists.
The smaller-scale CI measurements (mobile ground armada in the inner CI domain) are blended with
UWKA and DLR Falcon gradient- or boundary-crossing legs. The UWKA pattern includes long, DLR
Falcon nadir DIAL traverses (~100-200 km or 60-120 nm) and pre-selected UWKA flight tracks (at the
order of 50 km or 30 nm long). The UWKA repeats a stacked traverse, between 1.5 Z i (allowing WCR
dual-Doppler synthesis in the vertical plane below the UWKA) and as close as possible to the ground
(approximately 30-100 m). In this hybrid mission the NRL P-3 documents along-line variability of
airflow (ELDORA) and water vapor (Leandre II). Repeated horizontal and vertical Leandre II and
UWKA flights along the same tracks give us understanding of the persistence of these features over time,
plus a larger-scale spatial context for the Mobile Mesonet traverses, soundings and other mobile groundbased instruments in the IOD.
As part of the site survey prior to IHOP_2002, we will look for potential flight tracks with respect to landuse and terrain boundaries, especially near ground facilities (e.g., Lamont, S-Pol, Homestead) and within
1-2 hrs drive of the mobile armada base in Norman. Contiguity to locations of surface-based
instrumentation, though desirable, is not mandatory.

3.2.7 Redeployment to New Target Boundary/IOD (REDEPLOY)
The REDEPLOY activity will be used to relocate the armada to follow a moving target boundary or to
choose a new target boundary in proximity to the previous target. A decision to REDEPLOY would be
arrived at via a proactive decision process involving the Convection Initiation PIs and NOC nowcasters.
To maximize the temporal continuity of 3-D data collection, REDEPLOY should be conducted only over
relatively short distances and only when absolutely necessary. The REDEPLOY activity would be
accomplished in the following sequence:
Determine new IOD location along new target boundary. Any new IOD candidate should be
within a roughly half-hour drive at 55 mph for the armada (approximately 40 km or 2 x IOD
width). This would ideally commute to less than a 1-hr break in data collection.
Establish new dual Doppler lobe to cover new target boundary, while maintaining dual Doppler
coverage of earlier target boundary.
Relocate FC and other ground-based mobile platforms toward new target boundary and reestablish coordinated data collection.
Move remaining mobile Doppler radars and establish multiple Doppler coverage of new target
boundary.
Aircraft would redeploy to new IOD center point and boundary orientation (if different) after
ground-based radars complete REDEPLOY.
Possible reasons for conducting REDEPLOY are as follows:
The current target boundary decays (e.g., moist BL east of dryline "mixes out").
The current target boundary displays overwhelming evidence it may not support CI (e.g., large lid
or deep dry elevated residual layer for surface-based CI).
A stronger boundary believed to have much greater CI potential (e.g., stronger surface moisture
convergence, deeper BL moisture, cumulus cloud line) develops or moves within about 40 km of
the current IOD and target boundary.
A REDEPLOY would be initiated by VHF broadcast instructions from the FC. If possible, all of the field
teams should be brought into close proximity to the FC prior to effecting a REDEPLOY. For example,
VHF radio range is less when the FC is moving than when it is fixed on elevated terrain with the 10 m RF
mast deployed.
At the beginning of REDEPLOY, the FC will give instructions to each field team regarding the new
target boundary location and orientation, the new IOD centroid and the road/position for each team to
begin sampling. Team leaders would be responsible for choosing the fastest route to relocate their
platform into its assigned position and operating mode relative to the new IOD.
REDEPLOY may also be used to re-establish field coordination if a major failure in communications or
logistics has caused the loss of coordination.

3.2.8 Debrief (DEBRIEF)
Mobile field operations in support of IHOP_2002 may be terminated if no acceptable target boundaries or
surface gradients exist. A proactive decision to terminate field operations would be made through
consultation of the Convection Initiation PIs and IHOP_2002 leaders. After the cessation of activities, the
DEBRIEF activity may commence.
Ideally, the teams would reform a caravan and would be polled by FC via the VHF radio. Teams could
report any technical or logistical problems they encountered and could note any meteorological
observations they think will be of interest to all participants. The FC will log this information. If a CI,
ABL-CI, or sunrise BL operation is planned for the Day-2 in that vicinity, overnight accommodations
would be arranged.

3.2.9

Check-in (CHECK-IN)

Mobile ground-based teams should complete data backups for each day's operations as soon as possible
after completing a mission. The cognizant PIs for the individual platforms have worked out specific data
archival procedures for each platform. Data backups could be conducted either during or after returning
to base. Team leaders should be responsible for data until it is turned in to the IHOP_2002 Data
Manager.

3.2.10 Adjunct Field Activity: Initiated Convection in IOD
Storm intercept activities will not be conducted as part of IHOP_2002. Data gathering by IHOP_2002
mobile platforms should not be interrupted or otherwise terminated for the purpose of intercepting severe
storms or other targets outside the current IOD. However, some mobile ground-based sampling may
feasibly be conducted on any developing storms that have initiated and remain within the confines of the
IOD. As one example, volume scanning by mobile ground-based radars could be continued on storms
and their mesoscale BL environment after the complete initiation cycle of those storms has been
observed. Any adjunct storm data collection should not be undertaken until the IHOP_2002 mission has
officially been terminated for the day. Given the possibility of Day-2 operations, the inherent lack of
safety of ground-based mobile operations at night and the inability to visually distinguish convective
cloud features after dark, adjunct data collection activities should be curtailed by around sunset.

3.3. Team Descriptions: Missions and Personnel
This section describes the missions of each field team and the personnel on the team. Most or all teams
will ordinarily have at least a driver and a leader. The driver would ordinarily be responsible for the safe
and lawful operation of the vehicle (See "Safety and Personal Considerations"). When other team
members are outside the vehicle, the driver should be responsible for monitoring communications. The
team leader should be responsible for all decisions concerning the team's operations, strategies and safety.
In IHOP_2002, the Field Coordinators will provide a large amount of information for planning routes and
stops and will help coordinate overall experiment activities (see Section 3.2). However, mainly for safety
considerations, the team leader must have the final authority and responsibility for each team. The team
leader will also be in charge of communications.
Unless the team leader designates a third team member to be in charge of navigation and documentation,
these responsibilities would ordinarily also belong to the leader. Detailed atlases should be provided for
each vehicle. However, the FC will typically recommend routes based on the GPS positions of vehicles

as overlaid on maps displayed on the two FC computers (which include all dirt roads, trails, landmarks
and terrain). The location and time of NSSL's and some other vehicles will be self-documented on the
notebook system using their GPS position systems.
An important responsibility of the team leader is safety. The leader should keep a close eye on the sky,
near environment and road conditions, monitor the nowcasts of the FC closely and communicate concerns
about safety via VHF radio with the FC. Table 3.3 lists the mobile ground-based teams in IHOP_2002
and their broad missions.

3.3.1 Field Coordinator
In IHOP_2002, mobile field operations will be facilitated from the mobile field coordination vehicle. The
field coordinators will have a stream of real-time data spanning the mesoscale. They will receive satellite
and radar imagery, as well as conventional observations and numerical guidance, via satellite. Data
interpretations, forecasts and IHOP_2002 control decisions will be disseminated via voice and Internet
connections using a variety of communications devices. The FC vehicle will also receive a continuous
stream of real-time mobile field data from various platforms via a Mobile Digital Network or MDN (see
Section 3.4.4).
The FC vehicle will serve as a communications hub of the mobile field observations in IHOP_2002. This
vehicle would be equipped with a cellular phone, redundant VHF radios, a VHF repeater, an Iridium
satellite phone system and a DirecPC/Hughes self-pointing broadband Internet dish system. The FC will
be equipped with a rapidly deployable 10-m pneumatic mast that will elevate the antennas for the VHF
repeater and the MDN. The vehicle will be parked near the middle of the research domain, offset into the
most unstable airmass (i.e., that side of the boundary with the highest CI probability) on locally high
terrain. With the mast extended, VHF and MDN communications should span the IOD except for valleys
and gullies. Power for the communications and computing equipment will be supplied by an internal 2
kW generator. More information on the communications protocols and procedures can be found in
section 3.4.

Team

Full Team Name

Mission

FC

Field Coordination Vehicle

NCAR 1

NCAR Mobile GLASS 1

NCAR 2

NCAR Mobile GLASS 2

NSSL 1

NSSL Mobile CLASS 1

DRI

DRI MMR

Facilitate mobile ground-based operations by providing local mesoscale
analysis and voice/data communications hub for armada
1/2 - 1 hourly GLASS soundings close to and on same side of boundary
as CLASS soundings
Hourly GLASS soundings on opposite (least-unstable) side of boundary
to CLASS
1/2 - 1 hourly CLASS soundings in multi-Doppler coverage on side of
boundary with highest CI probability
Sample total precipitable water and cloud in IOD

UAH

UAH MIPS

BL profiling adjacent to boundary near highest CI probability

DOW2

X-band Doppler Radar 1

Volume sector scans in IOD

DOW3

X-band Doppler Radar 2

Volume sector scans in IOD

DOW4

XPOW

Volume sector scans in IOD

SR1

SMART-R

Volume sector scans in IOD

OU

OU 3-mm Doppler radar

Mobile RHI scans across boundary

PROBE1

Mobile Mesonet 1

Slow boundary traverse

PROBE2

Mobile Mesonet 2

Slow boundary traverse

PROBE3

Mobile Mesonet 3

Slow boundary traverse

PROBE4

Mobile Mesonet 4

Fast leg on side of boundary with highest CI probability

PROBE5

Mobile Mesonet 5

Fast leg on side of boundary with highest CI probability

PROBE6

Mobile Mesonet 6

Fast leg on side of boundary with highest CI probability

PROBE7

Mobile Mesonet 7

Fast leg on side of boundary with lowest CI probability

PROBE8

Mobile Mesonet 8

Fast leg on side of boundary with lowest CI probability

PROBE9

Mobile Mesonet 9

Fast leg on side of boundary with lowest CI probability

CAM

Camera Vehicle

Digital photography of IOD

NOC

Norman Operations Center

Non-local mesoscale IHOP_2002 forecasting and nowcasting support

Table 3.3: IHOP_2002 Mobile ground-based teams
The MDN data will be displayed using a custom GIS-capable software system. This is a 3-D GIS
allowing the user to pan and tilt the view, as well as use fly-through techniques. This will be especially
useful for understanding the 3-D structure of the mesoscale phenomena being observed. For example,
sounding trajectories will be plotted in 3-D. Background maps will include all roads, landmarks and
high-resolution terrain data. Observations will be plotted on these maps using color-coding to depict the
age of the data. Two independent displays will be utilized so that the coordinators can focus on separate
aspects of coordination problems and team information needs.
The FC will have a variety of other tools available to help coordinate field activities. An example is a
tool that displays dual-Doppler lobes based on proposed radar positions so that the FC can recommend
deployment locations. Prior to IHOP_2002, the coordinators will become thoroughly familiar with the
operating characteristics of all the mobile systems and will work with PIs to identify deployment
strategies and particular information needs. Appropriate tools will be developed so that information
requests and logistics guidance can be provided quickly when it is required. General guidance will be
generated by the FC. For example, low-resolution map images showing roads, towns, pertinent
observations and hand-analyzed boundary locations can be distributed regularly via the MDN. The
latitude/longitude coordinates of boundaries and selected ground-based mobile platforms could also be
transmitted via the MDN.
A subset of field data will be up-linked via satellite phone and broadband Internet from the FC to the
NOC. Any combined data produced by the NOC and served to the Internet would often be down-linked

back to the FC for near real-time guidance. The NOC nowcasters would ideally utilize real-time field
observations to help provide guidance for the mobile field deployment.
The FC will provide guidance to field teams via VHF radio. Verbal summaries of boundary locations
using latitude/longitude coordinates as well as landmark/azimuth/range coordinates might be “blindbroadcast” as a backup to MDN transmissions. This position information can be used by all field teams
to adjust data collection and targeting efforts with their assigned roles as described in the IHOP_2002
Operations Plan. Further, whenever appropriate, the FC will provide nowcasts of boundary motion and
diagnosed and expected changes in the structure of mesoscale circulations. Information will be
broadcasted regarding anticipated needs to reposition platforms.

3.3.2

Mobile Ballooning Laboratories

The combination of one NSSL MCLASS and two NCAR MGLASS sounding systems will be deployed
inside the ground-based radar coverage in the IOD (e.g., illustrated as two systems in Fig. 3.1). The
mobile CLASS unit will operate on the cool/moist (most unstable) side of the target boundary and will
obtain some combination of full-troposphere soundings on a 1-hr release schedule with shallower
soundings on the half hour. The shallower soundings would extend through roughly one-half the depth of
the troposphere and will utilize sondes with 15 min cutoff switches. The second unit would be deployed
on the warm/dry side of the boundary, forming an approximately boundary-normal orientation with the
first unit. Finally, the third unit would be deployed near the boundary though possibly slightly offset
from the line formed by the first two units, allowing us to explore stratification near the boundary. The
second and third units will also launch on a synchronized basis with the first unit, on a 30-min release
schedule using 15 min cutoff devices.
The sounding sites will be based on their assigned boundary-relative positions in the IOD, as described in
the IHOP_2002 Operations Plan. These sites may be moved during the course of an operations day. In
some cases the sounding teams will need receive a sounding in progress, while simultaneously preparing
the next sonde and driving a short distance to the new sounding site. The FC will generally recommend a
launch location along a suitable east-west highway, as well as range/heading from obvious landmarks
such as town centers. Precise positioning will not be as important as attempting to adhere to the launch
schedule.
Mobile sounding teams should maintain an adequate supply of sondes, balloons and helium in their
vehicles. On some mornings, participants will be advised of the possibility of multi-day operations at
remote locations, necessitating extra socks and expendables in the vehicles.
Instrument

Frequency (MHz)

NSSL1
NCAR1
NCAR2
Morris OK ARM
Purcell OK ARM
Vici OK ARM
Hillsboro KS ARM
Central Facility ARM

400.00
405.00
401.00
401.00
401.25
401.75
401.25
402.50

Table 3.2: Mobile Ballooning Frequencies

An aircraft flying either normal to the boundary in the
Doppler lobe(s) would deploy frequent dropsondes over
legs much longer than one Doppler lobe diameter. To
address possible frequency allocation problems,
coordination of sonde frequencies with frequency bands of
ARM sondes and the dropsonde band is required, as
shown in Table 3.2. It is assumed that the dropsondes,
which use a narrow-bandwidth system, will operate at a
frequency between one of those listed below.

3.3.3 Mobile Mesonets
Nine Mobile Mesonets (MM) will be deployed within the IOD. Mobile Mesonet vehicles are four-door
sedans with special roof racks supporting meteorological sensors. These include RM Young aerovane
wind sensors at 3 m Above Ground Level (AGL), a relative humidity sensor, two temperature sensors
(one paired with the humidity probe for derived thermodynamic variables), a pressure sensor, a flux-gate
compass and a GPS unit. The rack has a pressure port to remove turbulence-induced fluctuations from
the pressure. The Mobile Mesonet electronics are enclosed along with the MDN radio at the base of the
roof rack. The MDN antenna is mounted at the top of the instrument frame. Position and meteorological
variables are computed and recorded once per second. All variables can be measured at any vehicle
speed, but wind measurements are less reliable when the vehicle is accelerating. Although totally new
and improved systems will be deployed in IHOP_2002, the earlier MM version has set a standard for
high-quality, reliable data in field experiments since 1994.
Each vehicle will be manned by two people, a driver and a team leader. At times, a third person can be
accommodated. It is possible to collect data with a one-person team, but owing to safety considerations it
is difficult to monitor incoming data and perform effectively. Hence, we will endeavor to staff each
vehicle with two people as often as possible. The team leader is responsible for data collection and
satisfying the objectives of the experiment. The driver is responsible for safe operation of the vehicle.
The MMs will perform continuous transects approximately normal to the target boundary. The nine
vehicles will operate on three roughly parallel roads spaced 5 to 10 km apart along the boundary. To
infer details, three boundary-crossing MMs have short legs at low speed. These three vehicles will
operate at speeds of about 5 to 15 m/s (approximately 10 to 30 mph). Team leaders should be cognizant
of the likely location of target boundaries. Often boundaries are moving so slowly that it is possible to
associate the boundary location with a particular landmark (e.g., a farmhouse). Using the MM computer
displays, the team leader needs to assess the magnitude of changes of state variables across the boundary
and the distance in which these changes occur. If changes are abrupt, the vehicle should be slowed to the
lower end of the range of appropriate speed. If the boundary is diffuse, the higher end is to be used. The
objective is to provide sufficient 1-sec samples to allow researchers to assess the spatial scales and
variability at the boundary.
The FC will advise the MM teams of the approximate endpoints of their legs, likely in terms of either
latitude or longitude which is displayed continuously on the MM laptop computer. Legs should be
executed repeatedly and continuously throughout the observation period. To map larger scale "quasihomogeneous" BL structure (e.g., detect formation of new boundaries), the remaining six MMs will
perform longer, faster legs on either side of the target boundary. Recommended sampling speeds are 20
to 30 m/s (40-55 mph). If dirt roads are being used for sampling, the sampling speed must be reduced for
safe operation of the vehicle.

3.3.4 UAH Mobile Integrated Profiling System
The UAH Mobile Integrated Profiling System (MIPS) consists of the following components: (a) fivebeam 915 MHz Doppler profiler, (b) 2 kHz Doppler sodar, (c) 0.905 μm lidar ceilometer, (d) a 12channel passive microwave profiling radiometer, (e) a vertically pointing imaging camera and (f) standard
surface instrumentation including solar radiation. The 915 MHz radar measures horizontal wind, vertical
velocity and backscattered power profiles at 60 to 105 m vertical resolution. While average wind profiles
(accuracy within ~1 m/s) are generated in real time every 30-60 min, an independent wind vector is
achievable every 90 sec for linear wind fields. For the clear boundary layer, the dwell time along each
beam is typically ~30 sec and the vertical beam is sampled every other dwell cycle to provide information

on vertical motion profiles (accuracy ~0.25 m/s) every 60 sec. Doppler spectra will be archived during
IHOP_2002. Profiles of backscattered power obtained by the 915 MHz profiler provide important
information on atmospheric stratification, which is particularly useful for monitoring turbulence within
the ABL, water vapor gradients, stable layers and the CBL depth.
The three-beam Doppler sodar will sample higher resolution wind profiles at 25 m vertical resolution,
beginning at 40-50 m AGL. With a pulse repetition period about 6 sec, vertical motion is measured at
about 20-sec intervals, up to maximum measurement heights of typically 200 to 600 m. Both the 915
MHz radar and sodar will provide important information on ABL turbulence using the mean velocity and
spectrum width fields. The sodar also provides the acoustic source for profile measurements of virtual
temperature (Tv) via the Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS) technique. Profiles of T v will be
acquired at time intervals of 30 min or less. Cloud base, cloud thickness and visibility profiles (e.g.,
relative aerosol loading) will be obtained by the lidar ceilometer, which acquires measurements of
backscattered power at 15-m intervals, beginning at 15 m AGL. Time resolution will be set at 15 sec.
Cloud visual properties and coverage fraction will be documented by a vertically pointing camera (40 deg
field of view) at 2-sec time resolution. The 12-channel radiometer will measure temperature, water vapor
density and cloud water (at cruder resolution) profiles up to 10 km AGL (greatest vertical resolution at
low levels) at 10-min intervals. The surface measurements (T, RH, p, wind direction/speed at 10 m and
solar radiation) will be recorded at 1 Hz. We will also include a Gill three-component anemometer and
fast response temperature and humidity probes to estimate vertical fluxes of heat and water vapor.
Data from the MIPS are archived on computer hard disk and can be backed up on tape or CD media.
Displays of the data (time-versus-height sections of mean wind and moments from individual beams) are
produced in near real time and more extensive analyses will be accomplished within one day of data
collection.
The MIPS will typically be located within good dual- or multiple-Doppler coverage, close to boundaries.
For slow-moving boundaries, we plan to move the MIPS to new locations when the boundary moves
beyond the MIPS site. Combined dismantling setup time is estimated to be 5 min. For fast moving
boundaries (> 10 m/s) only one sample is probably achievable. Hence, mobile sampling in IHOP_2002
will concentrate on slow moving boundaries.
The general research goal is to characterize each boundary (or BL vertical motion event) and its attendant
cloud fields that pass over the MIPS site within the mobile network. Parameters measured by the MIPS,
such as maximum vertical motion within the boundary zone, boundary width, cloud base height and cloud
coverage (if clouds exist), horizontal gradients in T v and boundary layer properties (e.g., stability, mean
wind profiles, turbulence characteristics, BL depth, gravity waves) will be determined across the
boundary. In addition, the MIPS data will define relations between boundaries, vertical velocity and
water vapor enhancement (increases in magnitude and depth) within and above convergent boundaries.
A second goal is to conduct a detailed case study of convective initiation to determine the mechanism(s)
responsible for CI and the properties of the BL and convergence line/region accompanying the CI
process. We are most interested in examining the structure and evolution of boundaries during the
afternoon to evening boundary layer transition period.

3.3.5

DRI Mobile Microwave Radiometer

The Desert Research Institute (DRI) Mobile Microwave Radiometer (MMR) is a dual-channel instrument
that operates at frequencies of 20.6 and 31.65 GHz. The 20.6 GHz channel is sensitive mainly to
emissions from water vapor and the 31.65 GHz channel, in an atmospheric transmission window, is more

sensitive to liquid water. The instrument measures brightness temperature at each frequency, from which
absorption is computed. Statistical retrieval techniques are then used to compute path-integrated depths
of water vapor and liquid water. The atmospheric retrieval coefficients are computed using a radiative
transfer model on a set of soundings relevant to the location of interest.
The radiometer receiver, computer and antenna control mechanism are housed in the cargo area of the
vehicle. A 6.5 kW power generator installed into a sound- and heat-insulated compartment serves as the
power source for the instrument in mobile mode. The generator can power the radiometer for up to 24
hours of mobile or remote operation. Typically, two people are involved in operations: a driver and an
instrument operator. Vehicle position is recorded from a GPS receiver. Surface temperature and
humidity are also recorded.
The antenna for the system yields a 2.5 deg beam sampling width. A spinning reflector is used externally
to direct microwave emission to this antenna and to repel precipitation particles from the reflector surface.
In stationary operation, the antenna housing can be pointed vertically or be rotated to collect data in scans
at fixed elevation angles. For mobile operation, the antenna is locked to a zenith-pointing position. Data
are typically averaged over a period of about 1 to 5 sec. At a cruising speed of about 50 km/hr, this
translates to a spatial resolution of 14-70 m.
During IHOP_2002, the DRI Mobile Microwave Radiometer will collect ~20 m resolution observations
of vertically integrated water vapor and liquid water (1-sec samples at a speed of 20 m/s) while operating
in mobile, zenith-pointing mode. A mobile system will provide the added ability to sample in the
horizontal, with the flexibility to sample at desired locations in coordination with other complementary
observations. The primary objective of this data collection effort will be to test the hypothesis that
initiation of deep convection is preferred at locations of maxima in magnitude and depth of water vapor
along various types of boundaries such as drylines, gust fronts and horizontal convective rolls. A related
objective will be to determine if these local maxima have a systematic relationship with the associated
kinematic field measured by other observing systems.
During slowly evolving periods, the DRI Mobile Microwave Radiometer will execute a "horizontal
picket-fence" pattern with three, 10-20 km (8-16 min) cross-boundary legs. At least one of these legs will
be bounded on each side by soundings released 1-2 per hour by the mobile sounding systems (MGLASS
and/or MCLASS). One of the DRI MMR traverse legs will be chosen to pass the fixed UAH MIPS,
providing independent radiometer measurements of the same BL column from the two platforms. When
evolution is more rapid, the mobile radiometer will focus on a single cross boundary leg that is located to
complement other mobile observations. Another important attribute of the mobile radiometer is its ability
to collect meaningful water vapor data in the presence of clouds. Water vapor information from DIAL
systems may be limited in these conditions, especially in the case of the downward-pointing airborne
Leandre II. Since the initiation of deep convection generally occurs in the presence of an evolving
cumulus field, mobile radiometer observations may be critical in filling gaps in the DIAL observations
caused by clouds.

3.3.6 Ground-based Mobile Radars
Volume scan clear air radial velocity and reflectivity measurements will be provided by three "DopplerOn-Wheels" (DOW) radars, one Shared Mobile Atmospheric Research and Teaching (SMART-R)
Doppler radar and a 3-mm mobile scanning Doppler radar. Characteristics of the individual mobile
radars and details of multiple ground-based radar scan strategies may be found in Chapter 4. Deploying
three to four mobile ground-based Doppler radars would include the following benefits:

Decreased theoretical errors of derived vector wind field with over-determined 3-4 radar analysis
Temporally continuous coverage of moving target boundary
Increased areal coverage of BL environment near target boundary
Minimum of dual-Doppler coverage given possible system failures in the field (i.e., redundant
ground-based Doppler coverage)
A multiple radar configuration provides the optimal coverage of minimum wind analysis error, assuming
over-determined 3-4 radar dual-Doppler analysis (i.e., upward integration of continuity with two normal
radar equations). Note that the over-determined 2-radar solution with 3-4 radars is superior to direct 3radar solution near ground, the latter having vertical velocity error increasing to infinity with decreasing
altitude (i.e., decreasing elevation angle). The ground-based mobile sampling strategy in IHOP_2002
emphasizes the provision of near-continuous, 3-D multiple-Doppler winds in the BL within the IOD.
The radars would likely be arranged in either a "box" pattern, with four radars sample the interior and
neighborhood of the IOD (Figure 3.1), or a "T" pattern (three radars aligned parallel to the boundary and
one across the boundary). Both configurations would allow for either dual- or over-determined multiDoppler coverage, depending on the boundary motion. Two dual-Doppler baselines would be used as a
last resort, if and only if roads are insufficient for the "Box" or "T" deployments. In the "Box"
deployment, individual radars would be spaced about 15-20 km apart. In the "T" deployment, the two
radars at the head of the "T" should be close enough to ensure a minimum of dual-Doppler coverage
(about 20 km apart). If one or two of the radars are "down", the remaining radars will be operated as a 3radar or 2-radar network respectively. Due to its' added service as a camera platform and as an MDN
node to the FC, the SMART-R would need to be located near an IOD corner on the most unstable side of
the target boundary (i.e., the side with highest CI probability).
Careful coordination between all radars will ensure simultaneous volumes and uniform spatial sampling
through the boundary layer. It is important for subsequent error analysis to quantify the radial velocity
standard error for radars providing clear air radial velocity measurements. Prior to the experiment, test
radar scans will be performed at various sampling rates to estimate clear air radial velocity error versus
in-situ data and to determine optimal sampling strategies and radar placements. Due to complex field
conditions, actual radar network volume scans may gradually lose synchronization. The radars will be in
constant voice communication (see Section 3.4) and the radar coordinator frequently communicating both
with the FC and the other radars, ensuring proper positioning via available roads relative to the boundary
while allowing for sector adjustments to maintain synchronous scanning. The scan rates of the individual
radars will be based on the lowest sampling rates that yield acceptable radial velocity estimates and
achieve synchronous volume scans. As the boundary moves out of the over-determined dual-Doppler
region, the trailing radar(s) will be re-deployed while the others maintain dual-Doppler coverage. A
detailed discussion of the mobile ground-based radar scan strategies is presented in Chapter 4.

3.3.7 Photography
Synchronized digital photographs at fixed focal length and known orientation will be obtained from two
locations with overlapping views of the IOD. The digital camera platforms must be located on the side of
the boundary/IOD with the most unstable airmass and the highest probability of CI. These data will be
appropriate for stereo photogrammetric cloud mapping over the IOD domain. Hence, the cameras and
their associated parent platforms must be deployed near the appropriate corners of the IOD.

The likely data acquisition design will consist of camera systems to be manually deployed from the
SMART-R and a second camera vehicle. A digital camera of at least 3.3 megapixel resolution will be
fixed to a leveled tripod camera mount. The azimuthal orientation of the digital camera must be
determined and recorded. The camera will be operated at fixed focal length, eliminating the need for
photogrammetric landmark surveys. Images will be obtained at fixed intervals and recorded on the hard
disk of a laptop computer, with exposure time synched to GPS time.
Analysis of the photographs will utilize stereo photogrammetry to produce maps of cumulus locations. In
addition to the dual, tripod-mounted stereo photogrammetry cameras, IHOP_2002 will utilize an all-sky
camera operated at the location of the UAH mobile profiler.

3.3.8 Coordination with Aircraft for CI, ABL-CI and Sunrise BL Missions
The NRL P-3, UWKA, DLR Falcon and FII dropsonde aircraft will be deployed in close coordination
with mobile ground-based platforms during the CI, joint ABL-CI and sunrise BL missions. Aircraft legs
would be flown through and in the near vicinity of the IOD. Details of the aircraft operations are
described in Chapter 5. In summary, the NRL P-3 would fly a narrow (80 km by 15 km) "racetrack"
pattern along the target boundary or feature at about 300 m, with the Leandre II lidar pointing in toward
the boundary. The UWKA would fly some combination of an along-boundary traverse (~ 300 m) or "P",
boundary-normal stacked traverses (~ 30-100 m, 0.6Z i and 1.5Zi) or "NS" and a box (1.5Z i) pattern or "B"
inside an area approximately 50 km by 30 km centered on the IOD. The DLR Falcon and FII dropsonde
aircraft would fly about 50-100 km-long boundary-normal mid-tropospheric legs directly over the IOD.
Communications between the ground teams and the aircraft will be important for coordinating airborne
and ground-based data collection (see Section 3.4). As in past experiments, we will rely on VHF radio
communications between the FC and the Flight Scientists or their designated communicators on the four
aircraft. Alternatively, the FC and NRL P-3 Flight Scientist could communicate strategies and the NRL
P-3 or UWKA Flight Scientists could then coordinate with the flight crew and the Flight Sientists on the
other aircraft. VHF air-to-ground communication is facilitated when aircraft are flying straight and at
leveled altitude. Due to the low altitudes of the NRL P-3 and UWKA during IHOP_2002, the 10 m
deployable mast on the FC will help boost line-of-sight radio communications with these low-flying
aircraft. Though aircraft cabins are typically noisy environments at altitude, satellite phone
communications are an alternative for air-to-air and air-to-ground coordination between the FC and NRL
P-3. Digital data communications will be possible via the MDN links between the FC, NRL P-3 and the
UWKA.
Having established the mission and preliminary target for Day-1, either the NRL P-3 or the Mobile
Mesonets (FC) will arrive first in the target area and probe the location and approximate orientation of the
boundary. This information will then be shared between the FC and NRL P-3, with subsequent
dissemination to the other aircraft and ground teams (see Section 3.4). Airborne and ground-based legs
will then be coordinated based on the preset mission profiles (see Section 3.2) and the input target
boundary location and orientation.
Dropsondes would be deployed from the FII dropsonde aircraft at the maximum possible rate
(approximately 15 km along-track spacing). Coordination of dropsonde and upsonde frequency
allocations is required prior to the beginning of the IHOP_2002 field phase (see Table 3.2).

3.3.9 Base Locations of Ground-based Mobile Facilities
It is proposed to operate the SMART-R, the Mobile Mesonets, the NSSL MCLASS, the camera vehicle
and the FC vehicle from Norman. It has been proposed to base the DOWs, the UAH MIPS and the DRI

radiometer either at the Homestead Profiling Site, or alternatively in Norman. Basing the NSSL
platforms in Norman will greatly reduce costs by using NSSL maintenance facilities and locally available
staffing. Given the need to get on station by about 1400 LT and about 4 hours to ferry from base to
target, the NSSL ground-based contingent would need to leave base by not later than 1000 LT. To
achieve such an early departure, the forecast and targeting decisions should be streamlined. The initially
broad target area would be refined using later guidance and observations during the time period the
armada is ferrying. Norman- and remotely-based ground teams will converge as quickly as possible to
the designated target area, while communicating between themselves and with the NOC (see Section 3.4).

3.4

Communications

3.4.1

VHF Communications

Most or all mobile IHOP_2002 platforms will be equipped with VHF-FM transceivers. All IHOP_2002
participants are welcome to utilize the NSSL VHF communication frequencies, provided they have the
appropriate equipment. To optimize communications, it is recommended that all teams follow the
communication protocols outlined below.
VHF transceivers, with transmitted power adjustable from 5 W up to 55 W, normally provide voice
communications over several miles in range in the case of a ground-level transmitter-receiver pair. If the
terrain between vehicles is flat and unobstructed (e.g., flat prairie, air-ground communications), the range
can be greater. Using a web utility program for ham radio operators, we have calculated the RF horizon
distance from a 10 m (FC) antenna to mobile ground-based platforms as approximately 22 km. Hence
when data-gathering operations commence and the FC vehicle is parked on higher terrain with the
repeater operating and the mast extended, VHF communications should be achieved over essentially the
entire IOD domain. Of course, if a vehicle is in a valley or gully, communications could be temporarily
interrupted.
Three VHF frequencies are permanently assigned to NSSL and are available for use in IHOP_2002.
These are 163.100 MHz (primary transmit frequency, simplex receive frequency), 165.435 MHz (repeater
receive, or duplex, frequency) and 163.275 MHz (special use only). Most VHF transceivers can be
programmed to handle frequency selection simply by selecting the correct channel. In IHOP_2002,
Channel 1 will be designated as the primary simplex channel (163.100 MHz). In simplex mode, radios
transmit and receive on the same frequency. Channel 1 will be utilized whenever the repeater (described
below) is unavailable, owing to distance, terrain or experiment mode. Channel 2 will be utilized for
duplex communications (i.e., involving a repeater). In this mode, the repeater in the FC vehicle receives
at the simplex frequency (163.100 MHz) and transmits at the duplex frequency (165.435 MHz). The
aircraft will be able to both transmit and receive all ground communications at the simplex frequency,
163.100 MHz, regardless of whether or not the repeater is operating.
The FC will advise teams concerning which channel is most appropriate. When in doubt, it is sufficient
to simply switch to Channel 2 and attempt to contact the FC, or else to key the microphone. If Channel 2
is being used (repeater operational), a few seconds of reduced radio noise would be heard as the repeater
continues transmitting. Channel 3 (163.275 MHz) will be available for off-line communications between
selected platforms (e.g., ground-based radars).

3.4.2 Voice (VHF-FM) Communication Protocol
Adhering to a communications protocol would greatly facilitate smooth and productive IHOP_2002
operations. The success of the experiment hinges on the concept of efficient, timely field coordination
and this in turn requires that radio traffic be kept at the minimum necessary level. Therefore, the FC will
utilize broadcasts, at regularly scheduled intervals, of all relevant weather information (nowcasts). Each
nowcast will be announced in advance (e.g., “all teams, stand by for a nowcast in 30 seconds”) so that
team members will be prepared to take any necessary notes relevant to their missions.
The following radio protocols are designed to help ensure the best use of the NSSL frequencies during
IHOP:
Inter-team communications on the Channel 1 and 2 IHOP_2002 frequencies are discouraged.
Certain teams may use IHOP_2002 Channel 3 for mission-critical communications. If other interteam communications are required, use other means where possible (e.g., cell phone).
Teams may initiate contact with the FC to notify them of a change of their status (i.e., stopping
for data collection, rolling, stopping for gas/supplies, etc.). Teams are encouraged to report a
meteorological phenomenon that has not already been reported (e.g., dust devil, new developing
cumuli), or to request route or data collection guidance.
When initiating contact, follow the following protocol example: " FC, PROBE1." (Think: FC,
this is PROBE1). FC will respond with " PROBE1, FC, go ahead" or simply “FC”. If the
communication cannot be accommodated, FC will say (e.g.) " PROBE1 stand by".
If contacted by the FC, the first message from the FC will be as in this example: " PROBE1, FC".
A simple response identifies the responding vehicle; e.g., " PROBE1" . The FC will follow your
identifier response with additional communications (e.g., " PROBE1 you should consider turning
northeast on state highway 9 in about two miles, just past a sharp left jog in the road.").
If possible, keep communications brief, preferably 10 seconds or less. Short transmissions make
it possible for other users with more urgent communications to break in and utilize the channel.

3.4.3

Cellular Phones

Some of the teams will carry cellular phones. These could be very useful when there is a failure in the
VHF communications. The mobile ground-based radars will also need to communicate with each other
frequently to establish and maintain scan synchronization, providing another important application of cell
phones. By agreement of individual PIs, phone number lists could be selectively distributed at the start of
the experiment to facilitate field communications (see Appendix III),

3.4.4 900 MHz Mobile Digital Network
A technology known as the Mobile Digital Network (MDN) will be implemented for the first time during
IHOP_2002. This system will be based on FreeWave 900 MHz radio frequency modems. These radios
utilize frequency-hopping in order to find the best available channel in the 900 MHz band. They are
capable of rudimentary network operation, such as master/slave configuration, repeating and
store/forward caching. At 1-W output power, the line-of-sight range is approximately 20 miles. In the
polled, point-to-point mode, the nominal data rate is 115 kbaud.
Presently unfolding plans call for the FC, the MM vehicles, the NSSL MCLASS, the SMART-R, the
NRL P-3 and the UWKA to be nodes of the MDN. Other researchers are welcome to link their platforms
to the MDN. The requirements are a FreeWave modem that has been interfaced to the computer system
of their platform, as well as provision of a (preferably) compact data format to NSSL that would be used
to transmit their data across the MDN.

Details of the communication management protocol are still under development. In the most likely
network configuration, FC will poll each platform for any data they have cached and ready for broadcast.
The platform will then transmit and the data will be carried to the FC via the MDN, possibly being
repeated by various nodes in the MDN.
As of this writing, we anticipate that mobile field observations would be updated roughly on a 1-5 min
cycle. The cycle period will depend on the number of nodes, the length of individual data packets, the
average number of attempts required for successful packet transmission and the amount of data to be
transmitted to the MDN from FC. MM data could be updated as quickly as every minute. Mobile
soundings would be transmitted at roughly the time the sonde reaches the top of the ABL and then again
when the sonde reaches the top of its flight. Mobile Doppler data (possibly degraded base scan
reflectivity only) could be transmitted once per volume scan (about 3 min). Additional in-situ data could
be transmitted from the NRL P-3 and UWKA and the UWKA could also provide degraded WCR crosssections. These data will be combined in a 3-D GIS visualization system for real-time field coordination,
archived for quick-look operational reviews and transmitted in near real-time for Internet distribution (see
Section 3.4.4). At certain intervals, FC will broadcast nowcast and summary information, usually in the
form of simple graphics, to the entire MDN. These packets could be captured and displayed on the
computers of the various field teams for guidance.

3.4.5 Internet Communications
The FC will have one or two Iridium satellite phones and a DirecPC/Hughes satellite broadband Internet
system. These will be used throughout most of the mission day for digital connection to the Internet at
NSSL and the NOC in Norman, OK. Typically available WWW data will be used for mission planning
and coordination and to enable FC to be “reading off the same page” as the Norman Operations Center.
Once data-gathering operations have commenced, a subset of real-time field data collected from the
MDN, will be transmitted to NSSL and NOC. These data will be converted to standard formats and
served to the WWW, facilitating their perusal and interpretation. They will probably be mirrored at the
IHOP_2002 web site. This near real-time data from FC should prove useful for overall experimental
oversight and a unique capability for “virtual participation” in IHOP_2002.

CHAPTER IV: Research Radar Operations
(Josh Wurman)

4.1

Overview

Central to meeting IHOP_2002 scientific objectives is the collection of supporting observations with
research radars. The ensemble of radars is required to supplement other sensors in documenting the
structure and evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer, convergence boundaries and low-level jets, to
study convective initiation, monitor the distribution of water vapor, estimate accumulated rainfalls and
conduct microphysical studies. This chapter gives brief technical descriptions of the platforms expected
to participate in the field portion of IHOP-2002 (see Table 4.1). The technical specifications for the
radars can be found in Appendix IV. Plans to meet specific research goals and coordinated data
collections are discussed in Chapter 4 and in the facility requests for the individual radars.
Radar
XPOW (1)
DOWs (2)

SMART-R
W-band
S-Pol
WCR
ELDORA

Organization
University of Connecticut
Penn State University
University of Oklahoma
NOAA/NSSL
Texas A&M
University of Oklahoma
University of Massachusetts
NCAR/ATD
University of Wyoming
NCAR/ATD

Contact
Emmanouil Anagnostou
Yvette Richardson
Josh Wurman
Erik Rasmussen
Conrad Ziegler
Howie Bluestein
Andy Pazmany
James Wilson
Bart Geerts
Wen Chau Lee

Table 4.1: Research radars and contacts.

4.2

Radar Descriptions

4.2.1 X-band Polarimetric Weather Radar (XPOW)
The XPOW radar is a mobile truck-mounted, X-band (3-cm) polarimetric Doppler weather radar with full
scanning capability (stepped constant antenna elevation angles, vertical cross-sections at constant azimuth
and vertical pointing). The radar will normally be positioned close to NCAR’s S-band polarimetric radar
(S-Pol) during QPF missions, but will be deployed in coordination with other mobile instruments during
CI studies. Communication with XPOW is by cellular telephone and by radio using the mobile radar
frequencies.
XPOW will support a wide variety of scientific objectives. These include convective initiation, boundary
layer and low-level jet studies. Plans call for a comparison with polarimetric measurements from
NCAR’s S-Pol and storm microphysics (hydrometer discrimination). In-situ verification of the latter will
be obtained with the UWKA, data collections will be coordinated with the S-Pol radar. Radar
measurements will be made at vertical incidence and in vertical cross-sections as the aircraft flies radial
directions from, directly over and in close proximity to the radar.

As a polarimetric radar operating at an attenuating wavelength, XPOW will support studies in quantitative
precipitation estimation. Differential phase measurement (Phi-dp) will be used to estimate precipitation
and to make attenuation corrections to the reflectivity estimates. In another study, the attenuation at Xband will be used as an additional parameter in the retrieval of rain rates from a combination of
measurements at X- and S-band. The vertical pointing measurements will be used to determine drop-size
distributions (DSD) and to evaluate the utility of X-band measurements to detect icing conditions
hazardous to aircraft. DSD retrievals will be verified with observations from a video disdrometer
operated by the University of Connecticut.

4.2.2 Doppler-on-Wheels Radars (DOW)
The two DOW radars are a mobile truck-mounted dual-Doppler radar network operating at X-band (3cm). They have full scanning capability and can operate in surveillance, sector and vertical cross-section
modes. The radars are designed to provide high-resolution sampling of convergence boundaries and dry
lines, convective initiation and atmospheric boundary layers. Data collections are to be coordinated with
the NRL P-3, the UWKA, S-Pol, XPOW and the SMART-R radars. DOW radars communicate via VHF
radio, CB radio, satellite phone, 900 MHz links and cellular telephone. Requirements from the Norman
Operations Center include forecasts and nowcasts.
Scientific objectives are to examine the detail wind fields associated with boundaries and short-lived
convective phenomena and to provide supplemental information in conjunction with the larger array of
moisture sensors. Specific goals are discussed in the facilities proposal.
It is anticipated that the DOW radars will grid their Doppler fields, permitting real-time dual-Doppler
syntheses and provide these to the Norman Operations Center.

4.2.3 Shared Mobile Atmospheric Research and Teaching Radar (SMART-R)
The SMART-R is a mobile truck-mounted Doppler radar operating at C band (5-cm). It can operate in
stepped constant antenna elevation, vertical cross-section and vertical pointing modes. The radar will
support studies regarding three-dimensional wind analyses in vicinity of boundaries and dry lines,
convective initiation and atmospheric boundary layers. SMART-R activities will be coordinated with the
other mobile radars (DOWs and XPOW). Data collections are to be coordinated with the NRL P-3, the
UWKA and the DOW and XPOW radars. Communication is either by VHF radio or cellular phone.
Requirements from the Norman Operations Center include forecasts and nowcasts.
It is anticipated that the SMART-R will provide radar images from time to time to the FC, which may
overlay surface data and provide these to the Norman Operations Center.

4.2.4

W-band (Tornado) Radar

The W-band Doppler radar jointly operated by the Universities of Massachusetts and Oklahoma is a
truck-mounted cloud detecting radar. Scientific priorities are the probing of convergence boundaries and
tornadoes. The radar can operate by scanning at constant antenna elevation, in vertical cross-sections at
constant azimuth and in a VAD (visual-azimuth display) mode. Communication is by cellular telephone
and possibly by radio. Needs for coordination include overhead passes with the UWKA or NRL P-3 for
data quality verification and supplemental weather information. Coordination support with other mobile
radar systems and nowcasts from the Norman Operations Center are also required.

Studies supported by the radar are the mapping of high resolution radar reflectivity and Doppler velocity
fields is tornadic thunderstorms, the vertical structure of storms and the vertical profile of the wind in the
storm inflow. Plans also call for high-resolution data collections with boundaries.

4.2.5 S-band Dual-Polarization Doppler Radar (S-Pol)
The S-Pol radar is a fixed site S-band (10-cm) radar capable of measuring the full set of polarimetric and
Doppler variables. The radar has full-scanning capability (stepped volume sampling at constant antenna
elevation angles, vertical cross-sections at constant azimuth (including over-the-top) and vertical
pointing). Real-time radar products include hydrometer classifications, rainfall maps and estimates of the
refractive index. The radar will support a wide variety of studies (convective initiation, atmospheric
boundary layer, low-level jet, water vapor distribution, rainfall estimation and microphysics). Details of
proposed data collections are described in facility requests for S-Pol and the UWKA. Desired support
from the Norman Operations Center is for 1224 hr weather forecasts.
Planned communication links at S-Pol are land phone lines and cellular telephones. Coordinated data
collections are expected with the XPOW radar, the DOW and SMART-R, and the UWKA.
To ensure aircraft safety during microphysical data collections radio communication between S-Pol and
the UWKA is needed. Also, aircraft track and lightning ground strike location information is required for
superposition on S-Pol real-time products.

4.2.6

Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR)

The UWKA has a Doppler W-band cloud radar (3 mm wavelength). The radar can be operated in (1)
vertical-plane dual-Doppler, (2) updown single Doppler and (3) sidedown single-Doppler scanning
modes. Coordination is required with fixed and mobile radar systems. To ensure data quality control
coordinated data collections are required with vertically pointing ground-based radars and with the NRL
P-3 ELDORA radar operating in a side-looking mode. Communication is by radio. Nowcasts from the
Norman Operations Center are also required. Special safety support needs in association with storm
microphysics data collections are access to lightning strike location information, communication with the
S-Pol radar and the superposition of aircraft track information on the S-Pol radar displays.
Requirements for UWKA are detailed in the facilities proposal. Special data collections are planned in
support of microphysics studies with the S-Pol and XPOW radars. The aircraft will generally operate
within 60 km of the polarimetric radars and will fly both radial and box patterns in a layer extending from
just below the melting level to an altitude of 10 km. The data obtained will be used to verify hydrometer
designations based on polarimetric radar measurements, to study melting layer microphysics and to verify
forecast model microphysical parameterizations.

4.2.7 ELDORA Radar
The NRL P-3 aircraft will carry the ELDORA airborne pseudo-dual-Doppler radar. ELDORA will
operate in coordination with various aircraft and instruments as described elsewhere in this document.
During CI missions, close coordination will be maintained with the mobile ground based radars and other
instrumentation.

4.3 Ground-based Radar Logistics

It is critical for many of the IHOP_2002 scientific missions that close coordination be maintained among
the various mobile ground-based, airborne and stationary radars and other instrumentation.

4.3.1 Basing
The DOW2, DOW3 and XPOW radars will be based out of Liberal, Kansas to be in close proximity to
the S-POL radar. XPOW will be deployed near S-POL for QPF studies and DOW2, DOW3 and XPOW
will be deployed within 50 to 100 km of S-POL whenever there is a reasonable chance of CI within this
region.
A large garage facility is being rented in Liberal, KS. This facility will house the DOW2, DOW3 and
XPOW and can accommodate several vehicles, including the SMART-R, MIPS, FC and other systems, as
needed. The garage has standard A/C power, air conditioning and heating.

4.3.2 Ferry times to S-POL Region
The SMART-R will be based out of Norman, Oklahoma. The radar will ferry to the deployment area to
rendezvous with the DOW2, DOW3 and XPOW radar (the DOWs). According to Delorme Street Atlas,
using speeds of 60 mph on I-40 and 50 mph elsewhere (to account for towns and turns), the ferry time
from NSSL to S-POL is 5:17 hours. Faster speeds on U.S. highways could reduce this time significantly.
The ferry time from Liberal to S-POL is 40 min. The SMART-R will need to leave Norman quite early to
meet up with the DOWs through much of the S-POL region.

4.3.3 Deployments
Convective Initiation: It is assumed that the DOWs will typically be the first mobile radars in the target
region. The DOWs will establish a linear multiple-Doppler array ahead of an interesting boundary
(Figure 4.1), guided by DOW radar observations, S-POL observations and the Norman Operations
Center. Suggested sites for the SMART-R and for possible redeployments of the DOWs will be scouted
and selected by the DOW support vehicle during this time. When the SMART-R arrives, either a T or
box deployment will be executed. For the discussion, a “T” deployment (Figure 4.2) will be assumed for
this purpose.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2: Linear3 Doppler array and “T” deployment during Convective Initiation missions
Quantitative Precipitation Forecasting: The DOWs will deploy near S-POL. XPOW will be nearly colocated with S-POL and DOW2 and DOW3 will establish a dual-Doppler lobe over a study region
determined by the PIs.
Redeployments: During any deployment the Radar Coordinator will consult with the FC and other
coordination personnel at S-POL and the Norman Operations Center concerning adjustments to the
current deployment and/or the need for re-deployment (Figure 4.3).
Forward Re-deployment: The DOW support vehicle will scout potential re-deployment sites for the
rearward radar in the T configuration so that when/if re-deployment occurs, the rear radar can quickly
move to a new location. Based on past experience with mobile radars, it is assumed that it will require
approximately 35 to 40 minutes between “feet up” and “feet down” to re-deploy over a distance of about
40 km. During this time, the remaining three radars, which can remain stationary, will continue to collect
dual-Doppler, but not over-determined dual-Doppler, data.
Transverse Re-deployment: The DOW support vehicle will scout potential sites for the end radar (north in
figure) re-deployment. The end radar will re-deploy and become the south radar in a new T
configuration. This will require up to 40 to 60 minutes. During the first 30 minutes, the other radars will
remain stationary, maintaining three radar coverage. The DOW support vehicle will scout potential sites
for the rearward radar. At 30 minutes time into the redeployment, the rear radar will move south to its
new deployment site. This will require about 20 minutes. During this 20 minutes, only two radar
coverage will be provided over the boundary.

Figure 4.3: Mobile radar redeployment strategies

4.3.4 Scanning
Convective Initiation: While the details will need to be refined during pre-operations synchronization
practices, it is a reasonable assumption that all the mobile radars can execute individual scans in just
under 5 sec. A scan strategy is proposed in Figure 3.4 that provides for 70 sec volumetric updates,
through approximately 140 deg sectors. These scans provide approximately 100-150 m vertical spacing
through the lower boundary layer and coverage up to about 3 km, through the middle of the multipleDoppler lobes. It is important to note that the DOWs will have ~160 m beamwidths at a range of 10 km
and the SMART-R will have about 250 m beamwidth, so this represents slight oversampling in the
vertical for both systems. It is recommended that all systems sample with range resolutions of 75 m or
less (receiver sampling and transmit pulse length) to recover high resolution detail within 10 km of the
radars and oversample data azimuthally. All radars should collect data out to at least 30 km range (> 400
gates @ 75 m per gate). PRT choice is not very important unless significant 2 nd trip contamination is
present.
The Radar Coordinator, in DOW3, will have good communications with the other radars, by virtue of a
central location within the T and use of a 10-m communications/observations mast. Radio, cellular, 900
MHz and satellite telephone methods will be employed as conditions require. The Radar Coordinator will
ensure that the deployment locations provide multiple-Doppler coverage over the focus area and that the
radars maintain tight scan time coordination. From time to time the Radar Coordinator will request that
other radars speed or slow scans to maintain this coordination.

S-Pol Scanning: The plan is to scan S-Pol continuously during the entire experiment. There are three
scanning modes for S-Pol described below. Regardless of what scanning mode is being exercised, a
refractivity scan will be taken at least every 5 min. This will be a 360 deg scan at 0.0 deg with scan rate
of 10-12 deg/sec. While specific scanning information is provided below, changes are likely based on the
experience and desire of the scientists present:
1. Unattended mode (no scientist present): This will be a 5 min, 360 deg PPI at a scan rate of about 7
deg/sec. In addition to the refractivity scan, six additional scans will be taken at 0.5, 1.4, 2.5, 3.6, 5.0 and
7.0 deg.
2. Surveillance mode: This will be the same as the unattended scan except the scientist on duty is free to
make desired changes. No specific experiment is being conducted.
3. Experiment mode: This third strategy will be deployed when scientists are present and specific
experiments are taking place. During Convection Initiation experiments, scans will be coordinated with

the mobile radars. Three-minute PPI or RHI scans are planned that will cover a sector from the surface to
3-5 km. The intent is to cover the depth of the convergence line and the depth of the cumulus or cumulus
congestus that are growing. The lowest angel will be the refractivity scan. The remaining angles will be
spaced to cover the desired depth at a scan rate of about 7.5 deg/sec.
During Boundary Layer evolution experiments this will be a 5 min, 360 deg PPI’s. Elevation angles will
be roughly 0.0, 0.5, 1.2, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 deg.
To enhance interactions between the scientists at the S-Pol and Homestead Profiling Site, the following
two additional scanning strategies have been suggested:
The surveillance mode will be interspersed with 1-2 min of a small sector of RHI scans going from the
surface up to 3-5 km centered over either the Homestead or the TAOS site. The objective is to support
studies utilizing Homestead instruments. Homestead scientists will contact S-Pol directly to request a
start and stop of special RHI scans. The special request will have lower priority than the two
experimental modes discussed above that are coordinated with supporting aircraft operations.
Scanning mode supporting efforts to understand the dynamics of boundaries are not easily sampled with
CI systems (at night or too rapidly moving). These boundaries may include cold fronts, bores, drylines
and outflows. For this mode, we propose scanning a sequence alternating between the boundary layer
evolution experiments (see above) followed by RHIs in a 30 deg sector roughly perpendicular to the
feature of interest. Spacing between the scans should be such to complete the RHI scans within three
minutes. This scanning mode will be typically correspond to periods when there are sequential soundings
from the Homestead Profiling Site.

4.3.5 Communications
Depending on the suitability of the NSSL Mobile Mesonet VHF frequency, the mobile radars may
employ a separate radar coordination VHF frequency (151.94 MHz). The DOW3, containing the Radar
Coordinator, will use both frequencies in order to plan and coordinate with the FC. 900 MHz links will
connect the DOW2 and DOW3 in the attempt to calculate real-time dual-Doppler. Satellite phones may
also be employed. All radars will have cellular telephones. Certain communications methods may or
may not work in various terrain, so flexibility and multiplicity is important.

4.3.6 Airborne Radar Logistics
The airborne radar logistics are described in the next chapter “Aircraft Operations”. Operations will be
coordinated closely with those of the ground based radar fleet.

CHAPTER V: Aircraft Operations
(Tammy Weckwerth)
Six aircraft will participate in IHOP_2002. Table 5.1 summarizes each aircraft’s capabilities and research
mission plans and a time line of aircraft participation is shown in Figure 5.1. A brief description is given
below for the various aircraft, including people to contact for more detailed descriptions. All aircraft will
be based out of Will Rogers World Airport in Oklahoma City, OK.

Proteus
Altitude min
Altitude max
Endurance
Range

55,000 ft
7-8 hrs max

NASA DC-8

DLR Falcon

UW King Air

NRL P3

1,000 ft
41,000 ft (20,000
ft min for LASE)
5 hrs
5,400 nm

500 ft

100 ft (day)

300 ft

FII
Learjet 36XR
500 ft

45,000 ft

30,000 ft

30,000 ft

45,000 ft

5.5 hrs
4.5 hrs
12 hrs
2,200 nm
1,500 nm
4,500 nm
195 - 350; 0.83
Speed (knots
170-230, 140 min
190-280
425-490
180-405
mach, max 917
True Air Speed)
(research)
km/h
DLR DIAL, HRDL,
ELDORA, CNRS
IHOP Payload
NAST
LASE, S-HIS
WCR
dropsondes
DIAL
2 VHF, 1 VHF1 VHF, 1 VHF2 VHF, 2 HF, 1 2 VHF, 1 UHF, 1
FM, 1 Packet FM, 2 UHF, 2 HF,
Communications 2 VHF, 1 Satcom
Satcom
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Radio, 1 COM3,
2 Satcom, 1
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Packet Radio
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14 hrs max; 30
hrs; max 14 hrs
hrs in 7 days, 40
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duty day not to
18 hrs max
flight time, 7 days
hrs absolute max,
exceed 8 hrs
120 hrs/month
within 7 days
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Mandatory down
over 6 hrs or 12
hrs in 24 hr period
day after 10 days, 10-14 hrs within
fly as much as 6 24 hrs; 36 hrs
no scheduled day prior to preflight,
Rest Period
consecutive days, with 7
off for pilot
min of 12 hrs for
then need 36 hrs consecutive days
first 3 flights, 15
until next flight
hrs above that
number.
IHOP
2 (PI in front, in
5 for flts >6 hrs;
scientist/visitor
0
44 total
2
flight scientist
7 for flts <6 hrs
seats available
behind)

Table 5.1: Planned Aircraft for Participation in IHOP_2002.
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Figure 5.1: Dates of Aircraft Participation in IHOP_2002.

5.1 Aircraft Operations
5.1.1 Naval Research Lab (NRL) P-3
The NRL operates a P3B Orion 4-engine turboprop during IHOP_2002. It is sponsored by NSF through
the Deployment Pool Fund and will be available for 160 research flight hours through most of the field
phase: 17 May through 25 June 2002. The NRL P-3 is equipped to make basic meteorological
measurements, including temperature, pressure, moisture and winds. Mission direction will be made by
an on-board scientist with input from the Norman Operations Center, S-Pol and the field control vehicle
when available. The NRL P-3 project manager is LCDR Tom Strong (301-342-1429;
tstrong@planes.nrl.navy.mil). ELDORA and the French CNRS Leandre II water vapor DIAL will also be
flown on the P-3. The NCAR/ATD ELDORA project manager is Wen-Chau Lee (303-497-8814;
wenchau@ucar.edu).
The
Leandre
II
project
manager
is
Cyrille
Flamant
(Cyrille.Flamant@aero.jussieu.fr). The RAF instrumentation project manager is David Rogers (303-4971054; dcrogers@ucar.edu). The NRL P-3 principal investigators are Roger Wakimoto (UCLA), Cyrille
Flamant (CNRS, France) David Kingsmill (DRI), Conrad Ziegler (NSSL), Wen-Chau Lee (NCAR/ATD),
Jim Wilson (NCAR/RAP/ATD), Cindy Mueller (NCAR/RAP), Dave Parsons (NCAR/ATD) and Tammy
Weckwerth (NCAR/ATD).

5.1.2 University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA)
The University of Wyoming Department of Atmospheric Science operates a Beechcraft King Air Super
200T. It is sponsored by NSF through the NSF Deployment Pool Fund and will be available for 167.5
research flight hours (excluding ferry and test flights) during the entire field phase: 13 May through 25
June 2002. The UWKA is equipped to make basic meteorological, turbulent and cloud microphysical

measurements. The mission direction will be made by an on-board scientist responding to input from the
Operations Center, as well as the NRL P-3 when flying in coordinated missions. The UWKA will also
house the Wyoming Cloud Radar. The project manager for the UWKA is Al Rodi (rodi@uwyo.edu) and
the project manager for the WCR is Bart Geerts (geerts@uwyo.edu). The PIs for the UWKA and WCR
are Peggy LeMone (NCAR/MMM), Bart Geerts (UWYO), Ken Davis (PSU), Fei Chen (NCAR/RAP),
Steve Koch (NOAA/FSL), Conrad Ziegler (NSSL), David Leon (UWYO) and Tammy Weckwerth
(NCAR/ATD).
5.1.3 DLR Falcon
The German DLR Falcon 20 E-5 will participate for four weeks during IHOP_20022, flying 100 hours
from 17 May through 14 June. It is jointly sponsored by NSF through special funds and the German
Aerospace Agency DLR in Germany. The Falcon is equipped to make basic meteorological
measurements, in addition to carrying the DLR water vapor DIAL and NOAA/ETL High-Resolution
Doppler Lidar (HRDL). The DLR Falcon will also be releasing dropsondes. The project manager for the
Falcon is Hans Finkenzeller (heinz.finkenzeller@dlr.de). The DLR DIAL project manager is Gerhard
Ehret (gerhard.ehret@dlr.de) and the HRDL project manager is Alan Brewer (alan.brewer@noaa.gov).
The Falcon PIs are Gerhard Ehret, Mike Hardesty, Volker Wulfmeyer and Ken Davis.

5.1.4 Proteus
A Model 281 high-altitude, twin turbofan Proteus aircraft will be participating in IHOP_2002 from 27
May to 13 June for 36 research flight hours. The Proteus will carry the remote sensor NAST. NASA will
provide the funding for the Proteus and NAST participation. The project manager is Allen Royal
(a.c.royal@larc.nasa.gov) , the lead scientist is Allen Larar (a.m.larar@larc.nasa.gov).

5.1.5 NASA DC-8
NASA will be operating a DC-8 aircraft between 25 May and 13 June for 40 research flight hours during
IHOP_2002. The research aircraft will carry the water vapor DIAL LASE and will also house the S-HIS
passive remote sensing system.. NASA will provide the funding for DC-8 and LASE operations. The
project manager for the DC-8 is Chris Jennison (chris.jennison@mail.dfrc.nasa.gov) and for LASE is Ed
Browell (e.v.browell@larc.nasa.gov).

5.1.6 Flight International Learjet 36XR
Flight International will be operating their Learjet 36A for the dedicated purpose of releasing dropsondes.
The NSF is funding this aircraft through special funds and it will participate in the entire field phase of
IHOP_2002, 13 May to 25 June. 400 dropsondes have been requested and will be distributed between the
FII Learjet and the DLR Falcon. The PIs for the dropsondes are Roger Wakimoto (UCLA), Dave Parsons
(NCAR/ATD), Steve Koch (NOAA/FSL) and Tammy Weckwerth (NCAR/ATD).

5.2

Experimental Coordination

**Please Note** At the beginning and/or end of every mission, it is highly desirable to have all of the
remote sensing aircraft (i.e., NRL P-3, DLR Falcon, Proteus, NASA DC-8 and UWKA) fly over the
ARM/CART Central Facility (36° 36.36´ N, 97° 29.1´ W) and/or Homestead Profiling Site (36° 33.500´
N, 100° 36.371´ W). These overflights would optimally be flown in coordination with other aircraft on
the same mission.

5.2.1 Experiment CI: Convection Initiation with a Boundary

Preferred operation times: 1200-2000 LT
Necessary weather: Pre-convective with slow-moving (<5 m/s) boundary
Number of missions requested: 12-15
MGLASS sondes requested: 210 (6-7/MGLASS/mission)
Dropsondes requested: 196 (24/mission from Aeromet Learjet)
NRL P-3 requested: 90 hrs (6-8 hrs/mission) with sideward Leandre II
DLR Falcon requested: 16 hrs (4 hrs/mission for 4 missions)
NASA DC-8 requested: 15 hrs (5 hrs/mission for 3 missions; 1 coordinated with Proteus)
Proteus requested: 12 hrs (6 hrs/mission for 2 missions; 1 coordinated with DC-8)
UWKA requested: 63.5 hrs (3.5-4 hrs/mission)
FII Learjet: 60 hrs
Objective: The broadly-defined objective is to assess the moisture variability and kinematics along a
boundary-layer convergence zone and their relationship to CI. Previous CI datasets have been used to
improve understanding of the kinematic structure of boundaries. Unfortunately, the moisture datasets
from the previous projects were far inferior to the kinematic datasets, which has hindered our progress in
CI research. This is a unique opportunity to merge detailed kinematic and moisture datasets and thus
make significant progress in understanding CI along boundaries.
Experimental Design: The experimental design for this study will be focused on a slow-moving
boundary, ideally detected by fixed ground-based radar. Examples include the dryline, stationary frontal
zones or slow-moving decayed outflow boundaries. Figure 5.2 shows that the 4 mobile radars will be
configured with 20 km baselines in a T pattern across the boundary to facilitate continuity as the
boundary moves. Alternatively, a box-pattern with the four radars may be used. The Mobile Mesonets
will be distributed across the boundary. They will be vectored by the Field Coordination Vehicle (FC).
The DRI mobile radiometer and UAH MIPS (Mobile Integrated Profiling System) will also drive
traverses across the boundary. Please see Chapters 3 and 4 of this Operations Plan for more information
on ground-based mobile vehicles and research radar operations, respectively.
CI flight coordination plans are shown in Figures 5.2 through 5.5. One of the two dropsonde aircraft will
be flown with each CI mission: either the DLR Falcon with the downward-pointing DLR DIAL, as well
as HRDL, or the FII Learjet. Dropsonde legs will be flown normal to the boundary to study the
temporal evolution of the boundary and surroundings. Dropsondes would be released every 20 km normal
to the boundary from a height of ~5 km AGL (or from about 4 km AGL if released from the Falcon, for
optimal performance of the DLR DIAL and HRDL). The NRL P-3 will be flown at 300 m (1000’) and
ideally within 5 km from the boundary so that the Leandre II water vapor DIAL, which will be pointed
out the right side of the NRL P-3, can map the water vapor variation across the boundary. Additionally
the ELDORA radar onboard the NRL P-3 will be useful for obtaining clear-air measurements out to 1015 km at this altitude. Figure 5.3 shows the UW King Air flying along the boundary, at 300 m, in
support of Leandre DIAL observations, and normal to the boundary at several altitudes (e.g. 3 levels, 300
m, 0.6Zi, and 1.5Zi, where Zi is the [moist] boundary layer depth). These stepped transects will describe
the flow and moisture field in the vicinity of a convergence line. This cross-pattern is completed in about
43 min, and can be repeated in reverse direction if time and conditions permit. On the UW King Air flight
legs above the CBL, the airflow will be detailed in transects below the aircraft, using the 95 GHz
Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR) operating in vertical-plane dual-Doppler mode. This will be
accomplished, in particular, in the box pattern (B), shown in Figure 5.4. The latter accomplishes the goals
of the pattern in Figure 5.5 but also surveys both the across-line structure and along-line variability by
means of additional WCR transects.

The NASA DC-8 with the downward-pointing LASE water vapor DIAL and S-HIS and Proteus with
NAST would cover a larger domain to map out the large-scale temperature (NAST, S-HIS) and water
vapor profiles (NAST. S-HIS and LASE).
Intercomparisons: The NASA DC-8 and Proteus will be flying comparable flight tracks so LASE and
NAST water vapor intercomparisons can be readily made. The horizontal water vapor structure of
shallow boundaries, as documented by the Leandre II DIAL, will be validated by in-situ measurements
mainly by the UWKA. The vertical moisture and airflow structure of the same boundaries, documented
by the DLR DIAL and ETL HRDL, will be validated mainly by dropsonde data. Purely kinematic
intercomparisons are also possible, as several Doppler radar platforms will measure the flow field at
different scales.

Figure 5.2: The inner domain for the Convection Initiation experiments with a boundary

Figure 5.3: Aircraft coordination for CI cross pattern missions. The DLR Falcon and FII dropsonde
aircraft fly across the boundary in Intensive Observation Region (black box, shown in detail in Figure
5.2), and the NRL P-3 flies along it. The UW King Air executes boundary-parallel (P) flight legs, and
stepped transects across the boundary (NS).

Figure 5.4: Convection Initiation with UWKA flying cross-box pattern. As Figure 5.3, but with an
additional box flight pattern by the UW King Air.

Figure 5.5: Vertical cross-section showing altitudes of various aircraft for the CI with a boundary
scientific objectives.

5.2.2 Experiment ABL: ABL Water Vapor Heterogeneity and Water Vapor
Budget
Preferred operation times: 0900-1400 LT
Necessary weather: Clear, sunny day; some BL clouds are ok
Number of missions requested: 12
MGLASS sondes requested: 0
Dropsondes requested: 24 (2/mission from DLR Falcon)
NRL P-3 requested: 25 hrs (5-6 hrs/mission for 4-5 missions) with downward Leandre II
DLR Falcon requested: 50 hrs (4-4.5 hrs/mission)
NASA DC-8 requested: 10 hrs (5 hrs/mission for 2 missions; 1 coordinated with Proteus)
Proteus requested: 6 hrs (1 mission coordinated with DC-8)
UWKA requested: 66.6 hrs (12 4-5 hr flights)
FII Learjet requested: 0
Objective: This study will study the daytime BL with a focus on the measuring the water vapor budget
and the development of heterogeneities due to differences in soil moisture, natural or man-made land
surface conditions and topography. This experiment will determine how the land-surface heterogeneities
influence the ABL moisture distribution. Furthermore a synergy of in-situ and active remote sensing
instruments will be used to close the water vapor budget. The atmospheric processes governing the
magnitude of all terms in the water vapor budget will be measured. These measurements will be used to
understand the spatial and temporal evolution of moisture in and above the ABL.
Experimental Design: This experimental design involves repeated tracks over geographically-fixed
waypoints to obtain the best possible statistics relating fluxes measured at 100’ by the UWKA to the
surface fluxes measured by the nine ISFF, CU flux station, OASIS stations and surface flux
measurements from the ARM/CART and ABLE domains. On a given mission, UWKA flight tracks will
be flown over one of the three locations shown in Figure 5.6. These flight legs have been selected based
on an absence of buildings and towers in the area so low-level legs can be safely flown. The ISFF stations
have been positioned beneath the legs. The UWKA will first fly at 1.2 z i and then perform soundings
through zi. The DLR Falcon with their downward-pointing DLR DIAL and NOAA/ETL High
Resolution Doppler Lidar (HRDL) will obtain vertical flux profiles in either the along-wind or crosswind direction. The NRL P-3 with the downward-pointing Leandre II water vapor DIAL will map
vertical profiles of the moisture field in the orthogonal direction of the Falcon. Thus two of the three
Falcon/P-3 legs shown in Figure 5.6 will be flown over and over to get continuous measurements over the
same region. When only one of the Falcon or P-3 is available, only one of the three DLR Falcon/NRL P-3
legs shown in Figure 5.6 will be flown. A few dropsondes may be released from the Falcon for in-situ
verification. The NASA DC-8 with the downward-pointing LASE water vapor DIAL will map out the
larger-scale water vapor field.

Figure 5.6: Boundary-layer heterogeneity and water vapor budget flight patterns

Figure 5.7: Vertical distribution of aircraft for flights shown in Figure 5.6.
The UWKA tracks for this mission are as shown in Figure. 5.6. They will start with sounding from 100 ft
through zi. Then the UWKA will fly straight and level starting at 1.2 z i to characterize mixed-layer top
using WCR, and step down though the mixed layer. This will be followed with some sounding through z i.
Repeat cycle. Time for one cycle of four legs plus sounding is about 1 hr.
.
A

B

Figure 5.8: Plan view of UWKA ABL flight pattern to sample large eddies and mesoscale circulations in
the mixed layer. In this figure, the primary track is east-west, but north-south primary tracks are also
likely. Alternate leg depicted for X pattern.
Variant 1: L or X pattern to get convergence and structure through mixed layer
Notes: For example, after sounding, fly at 1.2 zi to determine height and topography of mixed layer top.
Next, fly AB at 0.8 zi, BA at 0.6zi, AB at 0.25zi, and BA at 100 feet. Repeat. Time for one module: ~1
h; total mission = 4 h.
The validation and regionalization of tower surface fluxes (low-level pattern, primary track only) will be
done with this pattern. “Regionalization” refers to determining how representative a tower is of patches of
similar surface, and from that understanding, extrapolating the spatial coverage from the aircraft and the
temporal coverage from the tower fluxes to a larger region where direct flux measurements are lacking.
This UWKA mission will fly main track in Figure 5.6 at 1.2z i to characterize ABL with WCR, reverse
heading and fly track at 0.8 z i to get flux at top of ABL. Then fly 3-4 repeated straight and level legs at
100 ft along primary track. Follow with box or spiral sounding. Repeat cycle. We may want to eliminate

one upper leg on some cycles to maximize sampling. Leg length is 32 nm (50 km). Each mission must
have at least 8 legs at 100 ft on same track.
Intercomparisons: This mission will provide intercomparisons between remotely-sensed fluxes obtained
by HRDL and the DLR DIAL onboard the DLR Falcon with UWKA fluxes and dropsondes. Additionally
WCR and ground-based DIAL measurements can be compared with UWKA fields. The UWKA fluxes
will be compared with the surface tower eddy covariance flux measurements.

5.2.3 Experiment AC1: ABL Evolution/Evaluation of 12Z sounding
Preferred operation times: 0600-1300 LT
Necessary weather: clear, sunny morning, some possibility for convective outbreak later in the day
Number of missions requested: 3
MGLASS sondes requested: 36 (6/MGLASS/mission)
Dropsondes requested: 0
NRL P-3 requested: 18 hrs (6 hrs/mission) with sideward Leandre II
DLR Falcon requested: 13 hrs (4-4.5 hrs/mission)
NASA DC-8 requested: 10 hrs (5 hrs/mission for 2 missions; 1 coordinated with Proteus)
NASA Proteus requested: 12 hrs (6 hrs/mission for 2 missions; 1 coordinated with DC-8)
UWKA requested: 16.1 hrs (4 3.5-4 hr flights; likely two sorties on one mission)
FII Learjet requested: 0
Objective: Details of the horizontal and vertical distribution of water vapor in the quiescent boundary
layer and the evolution are largely unknown. Knowledge of this detail has important implications for
convective storm forecasting. Operational forecasters frequently assume that soundings taken at one
location are representative of conditions over large regions and time periods; this is particularly true in
estimating convective potential for the day from the 1200 UTC sounding. The question may also be posed
how accurately numerical prediction models, initialized largely by 1200 UTC soundings, predict vertical
structure and CI in the next 12-18 hrs. The evolution of the ABL moisture distribution and validity of the
12 UTC sounding will be assessed in this study.
Experimental Design: The experiment design for this study will utilize nearly all of the IHOP facilities.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the design. Soundings will be obtained at 1 hourly intervals from the two
MGLASS to assess whether there is a significant small-scale difference in the stability profiles during the
development of the CBL. Surface-layer moisture estimates will be retrieved from the S-Pol refractivity
technique. These will be compared with values obtained from the Mobile Mesonets, TAOS and existing
operational and research fixed surface stations. The 9 Mobile Mesonet vehicles will continuously drive
around the grid of roads surrounding S-Pol to map out the surface water vapor, temperature, wind and
pressure fields. These measurements will be centered in an area about 50 km on a side. Additionally at the
profiling site, time-height profiles of water vapor will be obtained from AERIBAGO (atmospheric
emitted radiance interferometer), NASA’s Scanning Raman lidar and FM-CW radar. The DRI mobile
radiometer will also be driven around the study area to investigate horizontal variations of integrated
precipitable water. In order to assess the water vapor evolution in the context of the kinematic field,
measurements of clear-air CBL winds will be obtained from ELDORA onboard the NRL P-3, S-Pol and
at least two mobile radars. The two mobile radars would be positioned to form an equilateral triangle with
S-Pol with 20 km sides. The shading in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 indicates the corresponding ground-based
multi-Doppler domain.
Just before sunrise the NRL P-3 will fly at 300 m (1000’) with the Leandre II water vapor DIAL staring
horizontally out the right side of the aircraft. In this configuration Leandre II will map out the horizontal

distribution of the water vapor field within ~6 km of the NRL P-3. Each NRL P-3 circuit shown in Figure
5.9. will take ~10 min giving high resolution updates of the rapidly evolving CBL. The UW King Air
will fly at the same altitude as the NRL P-3 but slightly behind to ensure that Leandre II eye safety issues
are not potentially compromised. Flying the UWKA at the same altitude as the NRL P-3 will provide insitu verification of the water vapor field sampled by Leandre II. The DLR Falcon with a downwardpointing DLR water vapor DIAL will fly at 4 km directly above the UW King Air, but also slightly in
advance to eliminate eye safety risk to the UWKA. The DLR DIAL will obtain vertical profiles of water
vapor from the surface all the way up to the flight level. Thus the UWKA will also provide in-situ
verification for the DLR DIAL. After ~0930 LT the pattern will be enlarged (Figure 5.10) to map out the
moisture distribution in a larger area to assess the mesoscale moisture variability within the CBL. The
NRL P-3 circuits in Figure 5.10 will take ~30 min to complete. The NASA DC-8 with the downwardpointing LASE water vapor DIAL and NASA Proteus will map out the large-scale water vapor fields.
Intercomparisons: DC-8 and Proteus will be flying comparable flight tracks so LASE and NAST
intercomparisons can be readily made. Intercomparisons will be obtained between the Leandre II and
UWKA in-situ measurements. Additionally they will be obtained between DLR DIAL and UWKA in situ
measurements. There will be a line segment of overlapping data between the DLR DIAL and Leandre II
to provide intercomparisons. The Mobile Mesonets, fixed surface stations and TAOS measurements will
be used to evaluate S-Pol’s refractivity retrieval. AERIBAGO and the NASA Scanning Raman lidar will
be compared with LASE, NAST and DLR DIAL.

Figure 5.9: Flight tracks for coordinated early morning (0600-0930LT) ABL moisture evolution mission

Figure 5.10: Flight tracks for coordinated late morning (0930-1300 LT) ABL moisture evolution

Figure 5.11: Altitude ranges for aircraft tracks shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10
5.2.4

Experiment LLJ1: Morning Low-level jet (LLJ)

Preferred operation times: 0600 –1200 LT
Necessary weather: LLJ and frontal zone or dryline
Number of Missions requested: 2
MGLASS sondes requested: 0
Dropsondes requested: 180 (45/mission from Aeromet Learjet and 45/mission from DLR Falcon)
NRL P-3 requested: 6 hrs (1 mission) with downward Leandre II
DLR Falcon requested: 12 hrs (2 flights/mission)
NASA DC-8 requested: 0
NASA Proteus requested: 0
UWKA requested: 0
FII Learjet requested: 12 hrs (2 flights/mission)
Objective: This is a multi-scale investigation designed to determine how the distribution of water vapor
evolves during LLJ episodes. The effect of this water vapor evolution, which often remains undetected by
operational sounding and surface measurements, on CI prediction and QPF on the 6-18 hr timescale, will
be studied.
Experimental Design: Two mobile radars would be spaced to form a 30 km on a side equilateral triangle
with S-Pol (Figure 5.12). In addition the WSR-88D would be used in conjunction with S-Pol to obtain
dual-Doppler winds that would nearly cover the entire P-3 flight pattern. By making use of four mobile
radars, the radar spacing could be reduced to 20 km to obtain even higher resolution wind fields closer to
the surface. The water vapor measuring systems at the central facility, including the CART Raman lidar,
AERI, profiling radiometer and ground-based DIAL, would be obtaining time-height water vapor.
The DLR Falcon will be flown with the downward-pointing DLR DIAL and dropsondes and the
second FII dropsonde aircraft. Both aircraft will fly clockwise around the perimeter of the ARM/CART
domain, as shown in Figure 5.12, or some modification to that box. Sondes will be dropped at ~50 km
intervals. Each dropsonde aircraft will fly half of the circuit (using the diagonal to the NW corner of the

box as a ferry leg). Thus dropsondes will be launched around one complete circuit. The planes will land
and refuel and do the same circuit with drops one more time. On the interior of the box, the NRL P-3
with downward pointing Leandre II would fly normal to the LLJ with ~200 km legs. This would result in
obtaining data on the temporal and spatial variations in water vapor and winds along and across the jet
axis. In Figure 5.12 it is assumed that the jet axis is north-south; the flight pattern and dual-Doppler lobes
from the mobile radars would be shifted accordingly to account for the actual orientation of the jet axis.

Figure 5.12: Morning low-level jet flight tracks.

Figure 5.13: Altitude distribution of flight tracks shown in Figure 5.12

5.2.5 Experiment LLJ2: Evening Low-level Jet
Preferred operation times: 1500-2100 LT
Necessary weather: potential for LLJ; broken to scattered clouds; potential for LLJ overrunning situation
and nocturnal convection (MCC)
Number of missions requested: 3
MGLASS sondes requested: 0
Dropsondes requested: 0
NRL P-3 requested: 21 hrs (7 hrs/mission) with downward Leandre II
DLR Falcon requested: 9 hrs (4.5 hrs/mission for 2 missions)
NASA DC-8 requested: 5 hrs (1 mission coordinated with Proteus)
Proteus requested: 6 hrs (1 mission coordinated with DC-8)
UWKA requested: 0
Objective: This experiment was designed to retrieve the three-dimensional time-varying water vapor
field while sampling the low-level jet and pre-mesoscale convective complex environment. Ideally the
LLJ would have the potential for overrunning and initiating an MCC. The resulting water vapor field will
be used to initialize numerical models and assess whether enhanced moisture measurements improve the
models’ ability to accurately predict precipitation amounts. This plan is designed to study the pre-MCC
environment which impacts the nocturnal precipitation maximum
Experimental Design: To achieve the retrieval of the three-dimensional time-varying water vapor field,
this flight pattern has been designed. Two aircraft selected from the following will be flown to map out
the moisture distribution throughout the domain: the NASA DC-8 with the downward-pointing LASE
water vapor DIAL, NRL P-3 with the downward-pointing Leandre II water vapor DIAL and the DLR
Falcon with the downward-pointing DLR water vapor DIAL. The desired tracks are shown in Figure
5.14. When the Falcon is flown, the scanning capability of the downward-pointing HRDL would be used
to sample the vertical profile of horizontal winds beneath the Falcon. These aircraft flight patterns would
be flown in conjunction with the ARM/CART operational network of five AERIs, special NWS
radiosonde launches, wind profilers, RASS, Raman lidar and profiling radiometers. Additionally the

IHOP_2002 instruments in the OK panhandle will be valuable for this study. These include S-Pol,
NASA’s scanning Raman lidar, and ISS.

Figure 5.14: Nighttime low-level jet flight tracks

Figure 5.15: Vertical distribution of aircraft for nighttime LLJ study

5.2.6 Experiment Bore: Bore Mission
Preferred operation times: 2200-0300 LT
Necessary weather: Nighttime stable layer in advance of approaching fronts with potential for generating
a bore
Number of missions requested: 2
MGLASS sondes requested: 0
Dropsondes requested: 0
NRL P-3 requested: 0
DLR Falcon requested: 0
NASA DC-8 requested: 0
Proteus requested: 0
UWKA requested: 8 hrs (4 hrs/mission)
FII Learjet requested: 0
Objective: This experiment was designed to densely sample a bore as it propagates over the SPol/Homestead Profiling site.
Experimental Design: If a high likelihood (>40%) of a bore event is forecast to propagate over S-Pol
and the Homestead Profiling Site as depicted in Figure 5.16, the UWKA would be flown normal to the
bore at numerous heights. These legs would be flown over the dense array of instruments at the
Homestead Profiling Site. Valuable measurements of bore passage would be obtained from the NASA
Scanning Raman Lidar and multiple surface stations in the region. MIPS would be positioned 8-10 km
north of the Homestead Profiling Site.

Figure 5.16: Bore flight track

Figure 5.17: Vertical distribution of UWKA for bore flights

CHAPTER VI: Other Special Ground-based Instrumentation
Operations
(Fred Fabry)

6.1

Overview

In addition to airborne sensors (covered in Chapter 5), ground-based mobile instruments (Chapter 3) and
scanning radars (Chapter 4), there are a number of additional ground-based sensors being deployed in
IHOP_2002. These instruments, listed in Table 6.1, include:
Water vapor remote sensors (lidars, radiometers, GPS tomography network)
In-situ sensors for standard meteorological variables and fluxes (ISFF, TAOS, radiosondes)
Temperature profilers (profiler RASS, radiometer)
A wind profiler
A vertically pointing radar (UMass FM-CW radar)
In particular, the water vapor sensors covered in this chapter represent most of the ground-based remote
sensing technologies that could bolster our capability to measure the 4-D water vapor for operational
purposes. If IHOP_2002 succeeds, this will provide a significant increase in our precipitation forecast
skill. The water vapor instruments are hence key to the Instrumentation and QPF objectives of
IHOP_2002, while the others provide much needed additional information, in particular for atmospheric
dynamics and the ABL objectives.
With the exception of the University of Wisconsin- Madison AERIBAGO, all the other instruments are
fixed. Furthermore, it is expected that the two mobile instruments will stay in one location most of the
time. Many of the instruments discussed here will be deployed in either one of two main “nodes”: near
the Central Facility of the Southern Great Plains ARM/CART area in Lamont, or near the S-Pol radar set
up west of Balko, OK in the Oklahoma panhandle, 20 km north of Perryton, TX. Figure 6.1 shows the
expected location for the deployment of these instruments. What follows is a more detailed operations
plan for each of these sensors.

6.1.1 NASA Scanning Raman Lidar (SRL)
The NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Scanning Raman Lidar (SRL) measures water vapor
mixing ratio, aerosol extinction and backscattering, cloud liquid water, cloud droplet radius and number
density (under certain conditions) and cloud base height. The lidar will be deployed next to the NCAR
ISS/MAPR to be able to compute fluxes and within the S-Pol refractivity range. The lidar will hence be
located at the Homestead Profiling Site near the S-Pol radar. The system can be scanned continuously
from horizon to horizon or in a mode that allows vertical measurements and measurements at 5 to 10
degrees above the horizon in either direction (limited by eye safety issues), with the scanning axis (eastwest versus north-south) to be determined. It will be used alternatively in perpetual RHI scanning mode
(typically taking 5 minutes to complete at night) and in vertically pointing “stares”. It is anticipated that
most of the measurements will be made pointing vertically to enable high-resolution spectral studies of
boundary layer turbulence. As a research topic, continuous scanning under conditions of lower
turbulence may be performed. The SRL is not an automated instrument. With a crew of two people
deployed to IHOP_2002, we anticipate approximately 8-hr measurement periods on any given experiment
day.

During the nighttime, the SRL is capable of measuring water vapor mixing ratio with ~10% random error
or less up to ~5 km with temporal resolution of 10 sec and spatial resolution of 7.5 m. During the
daytime, 10% random errors or less up to 4 km are possible with a 3 min average and 200 to 400 m
vertical resolution. Therefore, our primary goal during IHOP_2002 is to obtain high temporal and spatial
resolution nighttime measurements of water vapor mixing ratio during periods of atmospheric waves, in
convergence zones and other turbulent cases of interest. One of the other lidar scientists (Wulfmeyer)
expressed the desire to obtain time and spatially resolved water vapor mixing ratio from the Raman Lidar
in an east/west plane to observe initiation of convection, something that may not happen often if only
nighttime operation is considered. He is also interested in comparisons with airborne sensors. Those
should be achieved preferably in clear skies, as the laser will not penetrate through clouds. Quick look
data are usually available within 24 – 48 hours. However, preliminary data could be made available in
real time if desired.

Figure 6.1: Schematic depicting the location of existing facilities and the proposed sensor deployment
near the S-Pol and Homestead Site..

6.1.2 NOAA/ETL Mini Water Vapor DIAL
NOAA/ETL, in collaboration with NASA/GSFC and NCAR’s Atmospheric Technology Division (ATD),
has built a small, unattended, low-cost DIAL system to provide continuous water vapor measurements in
the lower troposphere as discussed in the section on instrumentation goals. This ground-based, eye-safe
lidar will profile to several kilometers with ~120 m spatial resolution and 30-60 min averages. To extend
the absolute humidity profiles, the lidar measurements may be combined with observations of columnintegrated water vapor obtained from ground-based radiometer or Global Positioning System methods.

IHOP_2002 will provide a testbed to both validate this prototype lidar and to assess the instrument's
usefulness for both atmospheric research and weather prediction. The DIAL will be located at the ARM
Central Facility until May 30 and then moved to the ABLE Central Facility.

Instrument
NASA Scanning
Raman Lidar (SRL)

System Information
What: A scanning lidar (RHI only) that measures through the Raman effect the
water vapor mixing ratio with range up to cloud base or to the higher troposphere.
Additional information: http://virl.gsfc.nasa.gov/srl/srl.htm
PI: Demoz, Whiteman, Schwemmer
Contact person: David Whiteman (david.whiteman@gsfc.nasa.gov)
NOAA Water Vapor What: A low-cost and unattended differential-attenuation based lidar that can
Differential
measure vertical profiles of absolute humidity in the lower troposphere.
Attenuation Lidar
Additional information: http://www2.etl.noaa.gov/DIAL.html
(DIAL)
PI: Machol, Hardesty
Contact person: Janet Machol (Janet.Machol@noaa.gov)
HARLIE
What: Backscatter lidar to measure aerosols
Additional information: http://bll.gsfc.nasa.gov/harlie/instrument.htm
PI: Schwemmer
Contact person: Geary Schwemmer (geary.schwemmer@gsfc.nasa.gov
GLOW
What: Doppler lidar that wind
PI: Gentry
Contact person: Bruce Gentry (bruce.gentry@gsfc.nasa.gov
Global Positioning
What: A dense (few-km spacing) array of 24 GPS receivers that can perform a
Satellite (GPS)
tomographic estimation of small-scale variations of the 3-D refractivity field from
receiver network for which absolute humidity is derived.
IWV tomography
Additional information: http://www.gst.ucar.edu/gpsrg/arm.pdf
PI: Rocken, Braun
Contact person: Christian Rocken (rocken@ucar.edu)
NCAR Integrated
What: A UHF wind profiler with Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS). It
Sounding System
measures wind speed and direction with height over a point up to echo top (~ 3 km
(ISS)
AGL in clear weather and precipitation top in rain), as well as a vertical profile of
virtual temperature up to about 1 km AGL. It can also launch radiosondes.
Additional information: http://www.atd.ucar.edu/sssf/facilities/iss/iss.html
PIs: Demoz, Parsons, Davis, Cohn, Grossman
Contact person: Bill Brown (wbrown@ucar.edu)
Fifty (50) NCAR
What: Sets of two radiosondes launched together to perform radisonde calibration.
Reference Radiosondes PI: Wang
Contact person: Junhong Wang (junhong@ucar.edu)
NCAR Tethered
What: A balloon-lifted set of in-situ sensors taking standard meteorological
Atmospheric
measurements in the boundary layer.
Observing System
Additional information: http://www.atd.ucar.edu/rtf/facilities/taos/taos.pdf
(TAOS)
PI: Weckwerth
Contact person: Ned Chamberlain (chamberl@ucar.edu)
Nine (9) NCAR
What: An instrumented meteorological tower that can measure standard
Integrated Surface
atmospheric and surface variables, as well fluxes of momentum, sensible and latent
Flux Facility (ISSF) heat and radiation.

PAM stations

Additional information: http://www.atd.ucar.edu/sssf/facilities/isff/index.html
PIs: LeMone, Davis, Grossman
Contact person: Peggy LeMone (lemone@ucar.edu)
University of
What: A very high resolution vertically pointing Doppler S-band radar to study
Massachusetts
the boundary layer.
FM-CW radar
Additional information: http://www.ecs.umass.edu/ece/labs/mirsl/sensors.html
PI: Weckwerth
Contact person: Steve Frasier (frasier@ecs.umass.edu)
AERIBAGO
What: A zenith pointing passive interferometer that measures thermal infrared
Instrument Suite:
radiances that are used to calculate temperature and humidity profiles in the
AERI, GPS receiver, boundary layer up to 3 km.
ceilometer, surface
Additional information: http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/groundbased/ground.html
station, chilled
PI: Feltz, Mecikalski
mirror
Contact person: Wayne Feltz (waynef@ssec.wisc.edu)
Table 6.1: Ground-based instruments deployed in IHOP_2002 covered in this Chapter.

The lidar points vertically. Except for performance monitoring, its operation is unattended and it
will be able to collect data 24 hours a day except during rainy periods. Like the Raman lidar,
profiles of humidity will extend only to cloud base if clouds are present below its typical
maximum range of several kilometers. One of NOAA/ETL’s goals is to prove that this lidar
could become a deployable, unattended instrument for continuous water vapor profiling with
costs roughly equivalent to tropospheric radar wind profilers. Its data could be available
periodically via TCP/IP. However, given the 30-60 min average time, there will naturally be
some delay in data availability.
6.1.3 GPS Water Vapor Tomography Array
GPS receivers have been used in recent years to map the vertically-integrated liquid water content. More
recently, measurement of water vapor along the line of sight to individual GPS satellites (“slant water
vapor”) and recovery of 3-D water vapor structure within a dense array of GPS receivers have been
demonstrated. An array including 24 GPS receivers is currently set-up near on a 5 km by 5 km grid
surrounding the ARM Central Facility near Lamont. Retrieval of 3-D refractivity structure up to 5 km
height (dominated by water vapor) has been demonstrated at 15 min intervals. The receivers are passive
and fixed and they operate 24 hours a day in all weather conditions. Data will be available within 24
hours, but probably not early enough to be of any use for the Norman Operations Center.
In addition, the University of Oklahoma and DOE ARM have installed 15 GPS receivers in the general
area surrounded by the CART sites as a part of the NSF-UCAR SuomiNet program
(www.unidata.ucar.edu/suominet). Precipitable water data are expected to be available on an hourly basis
from these sites. NOAA/FSL operates GPS receivers at the CART sites, providing precipitable water
data every 30 min. A group at UCAR (Rocken, Braun and Kuo) has received modest funding from
DOE/ARM to provide this precipitable water and slant water vapor data from the combined networks. A
Meteo France group will operate an additional seven GPS receivers in this region during IHOP_2002 and
to collaborate with UCAR in data analysis. The IHOP_2002 time period will be a major focus of these
efforts.

6.1.4 NCAR Integrated Sounding System (ISS)

The NCAR ISS is a combination between a surface station, a 915 MHz wind profiler with RASS
capability, sodar and a radiosonde launching facility. The ISS will primarily provide complementary
information for some of the humidity remote sensors such as the lidars. The ISS will be deployed at the
Homestead Profiling Site near the S-Pol location. The ISS will launch 115 radiosondes. The launch
schedule is currently unspecified.
Operations of the remote sensing components of the profiler do not require anyone. As a result, 24-hour
operation is possible. With these we hope to obtain 30-min profiles of boundary layer winds (up to 3 km)
and temperature (up to 1 km) at all times, with increased range in precipitation up to echo-top near the top
of the troposphere.

6.1.5 NCAR Integrated Surface Flux Facility (ISFF)
The NCAR ISFF are instrumented meteorological towers providing surface data as well as measurements
of fluxes of radiation and heat at a few meters above the ground. The ISFF will provide crucial
information on evapotranspiration as well as moisture transport. Nine towers are being deployed
throughout the IHOP_2002 area (see Appendix 1) They have unattended operations, and data should be
collected 24 hours a day. That data are available in real-time to the Operations Center via the WWW
(http://www.atd.ucar.edu/rtf/projects/ihop_2002/isff).

6.1.6 University of Massachusetts FM-CW Radar
The U. Mass. FM-CW radar is a extremely high resolution vertically pointing radar designed to detect
clear-air echoes associated with turbulent fluctuations of the refractive index of air. It is particularly
useful for detecting boundaries of air with different temperature and moisture such as fronts and capping
inversions. The FM-CW radar will measure in time vertical profiles of reflectivity and perhaps Doppler
velocity. It will be deployed within the S-Pol node at the Homestead Profiling Site with 24-hr operations.
Data will be available to the Operations Center in real time via the WWW.

6.1.7 NASA/GSFC Holographic Airborne Rotating Lidar Instrument Experiment
(HARLIE)
HARLIE is the next generation scanning lidar system, which uses a Holographic Optical Element (HOE)
that replaces the scan mirror and telescope. The lidar uses aerosols as tracers of atmospheric motion and
measures the convective structure and height of the PBL. Data products include real-time aerosol
backscatter profiles (20 m height resolution, 100 ms intervals), boundary layer and cloud top heights (±20
m, 100 ms intervals), cloud bottom heights (±100 m, 1 minute intervals (in 5-95% cloud cover) and wind
profiles (±1 m/s, vertical resolution and integration times vary with aerosol condition)

ata sets to increase the knowledge of PBL processes.
6.1.8 NASA/GSFC Goddard Lidar Observatory for Winds (GLOW)
6.1.9 University of Wisconsin AERIBAGO
The University of Wisconsin - Madison Winnebago (AERIBAGO) is a 30-foot long motor home
containing a suite of meteorological instrumentation. The primary instrument within the suite is an
Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI) which passively measures down-welling longwave radiation at one wave number resolution between 3–20 μm with an absolute accuracy of 1% of
ambient radiance. These radiances are measured every ten minutes and can be used to calculate
temperature and moisture profiles within the boundary layer (~3 km in altitude), effectively mapping out
boundary layer thermodynamic state in cloud free condition or to cloud base. Supplementing the AERI
instrument are a surface meteorological station, GPS receiver (total precipitable water), Vaisala
ceilometer (cloud base height), and a chilled mirror (absolute dewpoint temperature reference).

The scientific objectives for the UW AERIBAGO IHOP deployment will be to:
supplement the grid of five AERI systems already installed at the ARM CF and BF sites to
provide absolutely calibrated down-welling infrared radiances
provide near real-time atmospheric thermodynamic state and stability information (lifted index,
convective inhibition, convective available potential energy, and equivalent potential
temperature) to the IHOP program
AERI will also provide a ground-based validation site for the Scanning High resolution
Interferometer Sounder (S-HIS on DC-8) and NPOESS Atmospheric Sounder Testbed
Interferometer (NAST-I on Proteus)
Provide surface skin temperature and emissivity validation for EOS and NOAA satellite
overpasses during the week of June 2 - 8, 2002
The AERIBAGO will be deployed at the IHOP_2002 Homestead Profiling Site within the S-Pol node in
the Oklahoma panhandle and collocated with the GSFC Lidar, NCAR ISS, and TAOS for the majority of
the IHOP_2002 time frame. Requirements for set up include access to 120 VAC 30 amps 1-phase 60Hz
power and either T1 or phone lines. The AERIBAGO will also be deployed at the ARM Central Facility
near Lamont, Oklahoma to provide surface emissivity and skin temperature validation for MODIS EOS
overpasses during the week of June 2 - 8, 2002. This may take less time than scheduled since the AERI
earth surface skin scans are weather dependent. The AERIBAGO instrumentation is primarily zenith
pointing and passive. The only active sensor within the suite is a Vaisala ceilometer that is eye safe and
vertically pointing. We anticipate no instrument interference with the other deployed instrumentation.
The AERIBAGO will have an installed all weather hatch to allow automated closure during precipitation.
This will allow 24-hr collection of AERI data except during precipitation. The AERI instrument will
provide near real time retrieval of atmospheric state information to cloud-base or during cloud free
periods. This data will be provided via the internet through the University of Wisconsin SSEC/CIMSS
IHOP homepage which is under development.

6.1.10 NCAR Reference Radiosondes
The main components of the reference radiosonde are a Swiss SRS C34 radiosonde to measure
temperature, humidity and pressure, a GPS receiver to measure wind, a 400 MHz transmitter to transmit
data from multiple sensors to ground, and a Styrofoam boom for carrying C34 at one end and another
radiosonde at the other end. The C34 carries a SnowWhite chilled-mirror hygrometer and a carbon
hygristor for humidity, a silvered thermocouple and a hypsometer. The reference radiosonde will have
three humidity sensors for intercomparisons, chilled-mirror hygrometer, carbon hygristor, and userprovided humidity sensor. The latter for IHOP_2002 would be either NWS VIZ or Vaisala RS80-H
humidity sensors. SnowWhite chilled-mirror hygrometer will be used as a reference humidity sensor.
The goals of the IHOP_2002 deployment are to perform intercomparisons between the Swiss SRS C34,
Vaisala and VIZ radiosonde data to study consistent and significant differences between Vaisala and VIZ
humidity data and possibly develop methods to eliminate differences. We will also compare the reference
radiosonde data with other remote sensors to obtain a measure of the accuracy of the wide variety of
water vapor remote sensors deployed during IHOP_2002. The reference radiosondes will provide
profiles of humidity from three sensors, temperature and pressure from two sensors, and winds with a 1–
1.5 s resolution.
We plan to launch total 50 reference radiosondes, 25 launching at the Dodge City with reference
radiosonde carrying both Swiss SRS C34 and VIZ radiosondes, and 25 launching at the ISS site (near SPol site) with reference radiosonde carrying both Swiss SRS C34 and Vaisala RS80-H radiosondes. We

prefer to launch the reference radiosondes during daylight hours because they need to be recovered for
reuse. At the Dodge City, we plan to launch reference radiosondes at 00 and 12 UTC to be consistent
with NWS operational radiosonde launches. At the ISS site, the launch times are not decided yet; we
prefer to have launches twice a day during daylight hours and maybe coinciding with measurements taken
by other ground or airborne instruments (SRL, AERIBAGO, DIAL, etc.). Data will not be available in
real-time since soundings need to be quality-controlled.

6.1.11 NCAR Tethered Atmospheric Observing System (TAOS)
The NCAR TAOS is a set of in-situ sensors lifted by a tethered balloon taking standard meteorological
measurements in the boundary layer. TAOS can have up to eight sensors at one time on the tether. Each
sensor provides 1-sec data of pressure, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction.
The maximum height of the balloon is 1 km subject to FAA restrictions. Sensors can be statically placed
or profiling can be done. The system can be deployed for approx. eight hours before batteries must be
changed. This time is subject to weather conditions. The system can operate in winds up to approx. 12
m/s. Actual deployment strategies have not been discussed with the PI to date.
TAOS will focus on two aspects of IHOP_2002 research. It will collect data to help quantify the
refractive index near the surface to help validate studies with S-Pol ground clutter research. It will also be
deployed after sunrise to study the development of the boundary layer, specifically, the moisture depth
and concentration. The location of TAOS will be near the MAPR/ISS site at the Homestead Profiling
Site.
TAOS operations will be subject to weather conditions and deployment strategies. In general, we suspect
that on operational days we will be starting in the early morning and maintaining operations while
weather permits. Also, at this point we are able to operate either the reference radiosondes or TAOS but
not both on any given day. This is a restriction due to trained personnel available for the project. Finally,
data will not be available in real-time.

6.2

Summary

A summary of the deployment plan discussed above is in Table 6.2. Given that most instruments have
limited flexibility in their operation, needs for exchange of information between the Norman Operations
Center and the research groups operating the instrument should be fairly limited in general. Many of
these instruments can provide some data back to the Norman Operations Center, but that information is
likely to have value only after compositing it with measurements from other sensors. Only the NASA
Raman lidar and the University of Massachusetts FM-CW radar may need information from the Norman
Operations Center and that information will probably not extend beyond area and duration of operations
for the day.

Instrument
NASA Scanning Raman
Lidar (SRL)

Deployment Information
Location: Homestead Profiling Site.
Operation: Attended operations; 6-8 hrs/day
Restrictions: Eye safety; no data in rain.
Real-time data availability: None.
NOAA Water Vapor
Location: Near Lamont, preferably next to a wind profiler.
Differential Attenuation
Operation: Unattended 24-hr operation.
Lidar (DIAL)
Restrictions: No data in rain.
Real-time data availability: Possible if wanted, with 30-60 min delay.
NASA/GSFC HARLIE
Location: Homestead Profiling Site
Operation: Unattended, 24/7 operations.
Restrictions:
Real-time data availability:
NASA/GSFC GLOW
Location: Homestead Profiling Site
Operation: Attended operations; 6-8 hrs/day
Restrictions:
Real-time data availability:
AERIBAGO
Location: Homestead Profiling Site
Operation: Unattended, 24/7 operations
Restrictions: no data above clouds or in rain.
Real-time data availability:
Global Positioning Satellite Location: Near ARM/CART Central Facility (Lamont).
(GPS) receiver network for Operation: Unattended 24-hr operation.
Water Vapor tomography
Restrictions: None.
Real-time data availability: Only within 24 hours. Web available through
GST
NCAR Integrated Sounding Location: Homestead Profiling Site
System (ISS)
Operation: Unattended 24-hr ops; requires staff for radiosonde launch.
Restrictions: None.
Real-time data availability: yes, WWW
Nine (9) NCAR Integrated
Location: Various places throughout the ARM/CART domain.
Surface Flux Facility (ISFF) Operation: Unattended 24-hr operation.
Restrictions: None.
Real-time data availability: yes, WWW
University of Massachusetts Location: Homestead Profiling Site
FM-CW radar
Operation: unattended operation, 24/7
Restrictions: None
Real-time data availability: WWW
Fifty (50) NCAR Reference Location: Homestead Profiling Site and Dodge City NWS
Radiosondes
Operations: Attended
Restrictions: personnel issues during TAOS operations
Real-time availability: no
NCAR Tethered
Location: TAOS site near Homestead Profiling Site
Atmospheric Observing
Operations: Attended
System (TAOS)
Restrictions: 24 hr advance to FAA, no night-time ops, < 12 m/s winds
Real-time availability: maybe

Table 6.2: Summary of the deployment information.

CHAPTER VII: Instrument Intercomparison
(Michael Hardesty)

7.1 Introduction
A key objective of IHOP_2002 is the demonstration and characterization of new moisture measuring
instrumentation and techniques. IHOP_2002 will include a unique ensemble of state-of-the-art remote
sensors, airborne platforms and mobile surface sensors that have never been previously deployed together
during a single field experiment.
Thus, the experiment offers a rare opportunity to make
intercomparisons among a variety of different types of sensors operating from surface and airborne
platforms and measuring water vapor with different techniques. Quantifying the measurement accuracy,
precision and performance limitations of the various water vapor systems deployed during the field phase
is important for optimal assimilation of observations into warm season forecast model as well as for use
of observations for process research and model forecasting validation.

7.2

Intercomparison Objectives

Instrument assessment during IHOP_2002 can effectively be divided into three types of data
comparisons. First and foremost, the IHOP_2002 project has a specific interest in characterizing the
performance of several of the newer water vapor measurement instruments and techniques that form the
primary observing network for the experiment. These include:
airborne Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) water vapor systems,
NAST,
combined DIAL/Doppler measurements of water vapor flux and transport,
NOAA/ETL unattended water vapor profiling lidar
radar refractivity measurements of moisture structure from S-Pol.
Project resources, including aircraft flight hours, will be allocated where necessary to ensure that these
instruments are adequately characterized and evaluated. The goal of these IHOP_2002-critical
intercomparisons will be to quantify important system characteristics such as measurement precision,
system limitations, reliability of data and utility for data assimilation and model validation. Instrument
PIs for the instruments listed will work as a group to ensure that intercomparison results become available
at a reasonable time after the experiment. Table 7.1 lists identified IHOP_2002-critical comparisons and
validations.
A second objective of the instrument intercomparison effort for IHOP_2002 will be to intercompare the
other sensors and data sources used in the IHOP_2002 experiment. The individual science working
groups from IHOP_2002 each have specific instrument performance standards that must be met and
evaluated to ensure the scientific success of the project. IHOP_2002 intercomparison planning must
ensure that deployment of mobile instruments and initiation of operational sequences includes the
appropriate measurement scenarios to meet these assessment requirements.
Finally, the breadth of instrumentation to be deployed at IHOP_2002 will offer a rare opportunity for
individual investigators to compare different instruments, to investigate instrument synergisms and to
conduct mini-comparisons within the context of the overall IHOP_2002 campaign. Instrument PIs have

identified a number of objectives and intercomparisons that can be carried out within the scope of
IHOP_2002 that will enable better characterization of individual instruments or measurement techniques.
These are listed in Table 7.2.
. Instrument

Objectives

NAST

Validation of
NAST and
FIRSC on
Proteus

Leandre II
DLR DIAL
LASE

Intercomparison
and
characterization
of WV DIAL
measurements

S-Pol
Refractivity
Unattended
DIAL water
vapor lidar

NRL P-3
Tunable
Diode Laser
HRDL Wind
Measurements
on DLR
Falcon

Validation of SPol refractivity
retrieval
Establish
precision,
day/night
capabilities,
limitations of
ETL water vapor
lidar
Validate NRL P3 TDL moisture
sensor
Establish
accuracy of
HRDL vertical
and horizontal
wind
measurements

Airborne
Comparison Sources
a. LASE WV DIAL on
NASA DC-8
b. Leandre II DIAL on
NRL P-3
c. DLR DIAL on DLR
Falcon
d. Dropsonde from FII
Learjet and DLR Falcon
e. S-HIS on NASA DC-8
for IR radiance
validation
a. Intercompare LASE
with DLR DIAL with
Leandre II
b. Intercompare all DIAL
systems with UWKA
in-situ moisture sensor
c. Compare all DIAL
moisture profiles with
NAST
d. Compare all DIAL
moisture profiles with
dropsondes

Establish
accuracy of
moisture flux
profiles

a.
b.
c.

a.
b.

DLR DIAL, Leandre II,
LASE overflights
Overflights with
Dropsondes

a.
b.
c.

Raman lidar and AERI
at CART site (prior to
experiment)
Radiosondes at site
Wind profiler-derived
moisture gradients

UWKA in-situ sensor

a.
b.

Underflight of UWKA
in-situ fast vertical
velocity sensor
Underflight of other
aircraft with in-situ
horizontal wind sensors
Dropsondes

Coincident flights of UWKA
and Falcon

a.
b.
c.

Mobile and
satellite
GOES, Terra, Aqua
Radiative transfer
model validation

Surface-launched
radiosondes
AERI and Raman lidar
profiles
Profiling radiometer and
GPS integrated water
vapor measurements

Surface in-situ
measurements

c.
DLR/DIAL
HRDL Flux
Profiles

Ground-based
Intercomparison Systems
a. AERI, Raman lidars
b. RAOBs at Amarillo,
Oklahoma City,
Haskell, Vici, Hillsboro,
c. Profiling Radiometer at
Havilland, Neodesha
d. MMCR at CART
Central Facility for
cirrus cloud

Radiosondes
Clear-air Doppler radar
wind measurements
Wind profilers

Surface fluxes by
ISFF/OASIS stations and
from the ARM/CART and
ABLE domains

Mobile Mesonets

Table 7.1: IHOP_2002 Advanced Sensor Intercomparisons

PI

Objectives

Airborne

Tammy
Weckwerth

Incorporating UMass 3mm
Doppler radar data into
ELDORA and WCR analyses
Reflectivity intercomparisons
of WCR (all but Q.1 and Q.2)
with UMass radar, other
mobile radars and ELDORA

NRL P-3 and UWKA
overfly UMass mobile
radar occasionally
a. Coincident flights of
UWKA with P-3
b. b. Overfly of
UWKA over UMass
and other mobile
radars

Bart Geerts

Kevin Knupp

Intercomparisons and
integration of MIPS
instruments with ground-based
instruments at Homestead

Seth Gutman

Intercomparisons of GPS PWV
with NWP model analyses and
forecasts, ETL lidar,
Aqua/AIRS retrievals
Understanding the differences
between Vaisala and VIZ
humidity data

Junhong
Wang

Junhong
Wang
Dave
Whiteman

Geary
Schwemmer
Conrad
Ziegler
Conrad
Ziegler

Studying the potential of using
dropsonde data to characterize
WV fluxes
a. WV profiler error
characterization
b. Intercomparisons of lidars
and aircraft hygrometers
c. Calibration of WV lidars
using PWV from MWR,
GPS and radiosonde
d. Profile comparisons
Compare wind measurements
from HARLIE, GLOW and
skycam with other sensors
Intercompare wind data from
instruments critical for
IHOP_2002 Convective
Initiation
Intercompare thermodynamic
and pressure measurements
from instruments critical for
IHOP_2002 convective
initiation

Ground

Mobile
UMass FM-CW
radar
UMass and other
radars

Vertical profile
measurements from
RAOBS, Raman
lidar, AERI, profilers
and others near
Homestead
22 GPS receivers in
CART area, ETL
lidar

MIPS with 915
profiler, Doppler
sodar, ceilometer,
MWR and
surface fluxes

Reference sonde data
at Homestead
Profiling Site and
Dodge City, NWS
VIZ sonde data at
Dodge City
Dropsondes from DLR
Falcon and Learjet, WV
flux from HRDL
Lidars, in-situ hygrometer
sensors (spiral decent)

a.

DLR Falcon
overflights with
HRDL
b. Dropsondes
a. UWKA Doppler air
velocity
b. HRDL winds
c. NRL P-3 ELDORA
a. Airborne LASE, DLR
DIAL and Leandre II
b. UWKA
c. Dropsondes

Table 7.2: Intercomparison objectives identified by individual PIs

WV profilers, lidars,
MWR, GPS,
radiosonde and etc.

a.
b.
c.
a.
b.

S-Pol wind
measurements
Radiosondes
Wind profilers
UAH MIPS
ARM tower

a. UAH MIPS
b. ARM tower

a.
b.

DOWs
Mobile
sondes

a. MGLASS and
MCLASS
b. mobile in-situ
sensors

7.3

General Intercomparison Strategies

7.3.1 Aircraft - Aircraft Intercomparisons
Aircraft intercomparisons will be a critical component of IHOP_2002. Among the outstanding ensemble
of measurement systems to be deployed, the availability of airborne DIAL instruments for IHOP_2002 is
unprecedented and will offer a rare opportunity to investigate instrument uncertainties and comparability
Although flight hours are valuable, it is important that some flight hours be made available for
comparison of the remote sensors mounted on the experimental aircraft. To the extent possible, scientific
flight planning will attempt to include instrument intercomparisons as part of the mission. For example,
aircraft might perform intercomparisons while en route to a specific area, or might take some time when
flight tracks overlap to fly an intercomparison leg as part of a science-oriented flight plan. An instrument
intercomparison team member will attend each aircraft mission planning session to communicate
intercomparison needs and to examine ways for incorporation of comparison segments into aircraft flight
plans.
Comparing downward looking DIAL and NAST remote sensor water vapor measurements should be
relatively straightforward. Aircraft will fly the same flight path, with each aircraft at the altitude that
maximizes the overlap the observations from the various instruments. The flight paths should be chosen
to include expected variations in moisture due to convection, surface variability and even different air
masses to examine the capability of instruments to observe non-homogeneous wind fields. Ideally, the
aircraft would also overfly one or more of the surface-based instruments, such as the Raman lidars, as part
of each flight leg. Flight paths on the intercomparison legs should be long enough to obtain a statistically
significant data set for each sensor; this would normally be several tens to greater than 100 km. Aircraft
height will be sufficiently high to maximize overlap for the downward looking sensors. Because the
cruising speed of each aircraft will not be identical, the slowest aircraft should start the leg first, with each
additional aircraft ideally beginning its flight leg so as to minimize the offset among the measurement
times of the various platforms over the entire leg.
While the moisture remote sensing planes are flying at altitudes above 12,000 ft, the UWKA will fly an
identical leg at a lower altitude to provide an in-situ observation of the water vapor measured along the
leg at a single height. The UWKA will also potentially provide verification for the HRDL and ELDORA
clear air wind observations available from the DLR Falcon and NRL P-3 respectively. One or two
dropsondes from the DLR Falcon deployed during the leg would provide a complete in-situ profile for
verification of the remote moisture measurements.
A similar approach can be taken to examine the horizontal Leandre II water vapor measurements from the
NRL P-3. Here the NRL P-3 and UWKA would fly at a lower altitude while the DLR Falcon and NASA
DC-8 flight tracks would be defined to be above and horizontally displaced from that of the NRL P-3.
For example, the NRL P-3 could fly a flight leg at 6,000 feet AGL passing over at least one of the
ground-based moisture remote sensing sites. The UWKA would follow just behind at the same height but
displaced 3 km to the side of the NRL P-3. The DLR Falcon and NASA DC-8 with their downwardpointing DIAL instruments would fly at higher altitudes, displaced 2 km and 4 km to the side of the NRL
P-3, to provide a single overlapping comparison data set for the Leandre II aircraft. The vertical remote
sensors would also be used to characterize the vertical structure for enhancing interpretation of the
comparison results. It should be noted that, although the water vapor will potentially be quite spatially
heterogeneous during these intercomparisons, time series ensemble and spectral statistics should provide
extremely important data for instrument characterization.

It will be desirable to have at least one intercomparison flight leg aimed at comparing observations from
the remote Doppler wind sensors with those from the in-situ sensor on the UWKA. As noted above, this
objective can potentially be met as part of the water vapor intercomparisons. Of particular interest will be
the moisture flux profile measurements that will be derived from the combined DLR DIAL water vapor
and HRDL vertical velocity observations. Because these measurements will be attempted for the first
time, several intercomparison legs at different stages of the experiment should be planned with extensive
data analysis after each intercomparison.
IHOP_2002 will incorporate several cloud and precipitation radars, including the Wyoming Cloud Radar
aboard the UWKA, ELDORA aboard the NRL P-3, S-POL on the ground and the UMass FM-CW cloud
radar on the ground. At least one intercomparison among these instruments will be desirable during
IHOP_2002.
Additional aircraft intercomparisons to examine problems or other needs as they arise can be planned and
carried out during IHOP_2002 as part of daily flight planning.

7.3.2 Aircraft – Surface Sensor Intercomparisons
The in-situ and remote sensors on board the IHOP_2002 research aircraft will also be used to provide
valuable comparison data for assessing ground-based instruments. Because most ground-based sensors
will be stationary while measurements are being taken, the general philosophy of IHOP_2002 aircraftsurface intercomparisons will be to have the aircraft fly over surface stations as often as possible during
ferry-flights to and from observations regions and to attempt to match observing volumes even while
scientific data are being gathered. Examples of aircraft-surface instrument intercomparisons that have
been specifically requested during the experiment are:
Airborne DIAL water vapor, NAST with surface Raman water vapor
Airborne DIAL water vapor, NAST and dropsondes with surface unattended DIAL water
vapor and UAH water vapor mixing ratio analysis
Airborne dropsondes with UAH MIPS virtual temperature profile
Airborne HRDL and ELDORA wind measurements and dropsondes with NASA HARLIE
and GLOW lidar wind measurements
Airborne HRDL and ELDORA wind measurements and dropsondes with S-POL, mobile
Doppler radar and wind profiler measurements
Airborne HRDL and ELDORA wind measurements and dropsondes with UAH MIPS
Airborne ELDORA pseudo-dual Doppler wind analysis with ground-based multiple Doppler
wind analysis
Airborne UWKA in-situ measurements with surface-based remote water vapor and wind
profiling systems, multiple Doppler analysis and UAH MIPS.
WCR and ELDORA hydrometeor measurements with S-Pol, UMass FM-CW cloud radar
and mobile Doppler radar observations.
It is hoped that some spiral flights of the UWKA be performed over specific remote sensor sites to obtain
complete in-situ profile data for intercomparisons. These missions will be planned and allocated as part
of the regular IHOP_2002 mission planning process.

7.3.3 Surface Instrument Intercomparisons

Because many surface instruments will be deployed at fixed sites during IHOP_2002, intercomparisons
among surface instruments in the absence of aircraft will be constrained by the location and overlap of
measurements. However, the presence of several mobile ground-based observational systems will still
provide the potential for carrying out a number of intercomparisons. Specific surface based
intercomparisons that have been suggested during IHOP_2002 discussions include:
Mobile ground-based microwave radars with in-situ ARM instrumented tower
DRI mobile radiometer with integrated precipitable water from mobile GLASS and CLASS
soundings
DRI mobile radiometer with integrated precipitable water from UAH MIPS
UAH MIPS virtual temperature, water vapor mixing ratio and wind profiles with mobile
GLASS and CLASS
Mobile Mesonet measurements of water vapor mixing ratio, temperature, pressure and
horizontal wind measurements with fixed in-situ UAH MIPS and Oklahoma Mesonet
measurements
S-POL radar refractivity measurements with measurements of moisture structure from
Mobile Mesonet
During daily mission planning, opportunities for combining scientific and intercomparison deployment
strategies will be specifically identified with attempts made to combine science and instrumentation
objectives as much as possible.

7.4

Instrument Intercomparison Planning Group

An Intercomparison Planning Group will be defined prior to the experiment to prioritize objectives for
intercomparisons during IHOP_2002. This group will ideally include investigators representing each of
the new technology instruments listed in Table 7.1, plus representatives from each of the IHOP_2002
scientific working groups and other interested investigators. The Intercomparison Working Group will
meet regularly during IHOP_2002 to review progress toward major objectives, recommend and plan
intercomparison flight legs during aircraft mission planning and report on instrument problems or other
issues that might impact intercomparison planning. It is important that a chair of the intercomparison
group during each segment of the IHOP_2002 field phase be specifically identified. The chair will be
responsible for coordinating the activities of the group during the field phase and with interfacing with the
other IHOP_2002 scientific working groups.

7.5

Operational Decision-Making during IHOP_2002

The goal of the instrumentation research effort is to characterize to the largest extent possible the
precision and utility of the data gathered during IHOP_2002, with particular emphasis on remote sensors
developed for observing water vapor and water vapor transport. A large range of possible
intercomparisons aimed at fulfilling this objective has been identified by the IHOP_2002 Scientific
Steering Committee and the individual IHOP_2002 investigators, as shown in Table 7.3.
During the experiment, the Intercomparison Working Group will have the primary responsibility for
prioritizing the intercomparison activities listed in Table 7.3. A check-list of intercomparison objectives
will be maintained and examined as the experiment progresses to ensure that all of the primary
intercomparison objectives and as many of the other objectives are being met. Based on this

continuously-updated summary, as well as on other issues such as instrument status, predicted
meteorological conditions and daily scientific objectives, the Intercomparison Working Group will
recommend specific experiments and flight plans as needed. Small-scale intercomparisons that do not
require a major deployment of resources or significant alterations to IHOP_2002 science objectives can
be designed and arranged by the individual investigators as desired. However, it will be extremely useful
if these experiments or opportunities are logged and provided for update of the intercomparison data base.

7.6

Need for a Water Vapor Intercomparison Early in the Experiment

It is important that an intercomparison among the water vapor remote sensors, including the airborne
DIAL instruments, the NAST system and several surface-based Raman, DIAL or AERI instruments be
carried out early in the experiment, so as to identify problems and to characterize the operability of the
instruments at the start of the experiment. The experiment should also include dropsondes and the
UWKA. Observations from this intercomparison should be analyzed and evaluated as soon as possible
after the actual measurements for maximum impact. A repeat intercomparison near the end of the
IHOP_2002 period when all of the aircraft are present should also be planned, to indicate any changes in
performance of key observing systems.

7.7

Analysis of Intercomparison Data

Analysis of intercomparison data sets will be carried out by the specific instrument investigators. As
noted earlier, it will be highly desirable for some preliminary data analysis to be performed in the field to
assess the performance of certain state-of-the-art instruments and platforms.
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CHAPTER VIII: Daily IHOP_2002 Forecasting and Nowcasting
Support
(Conrad Ziegler, Ed Szoke, Erik Rasmussen, John Brown)

8.1

Introduction

Forecasting and nowcasting support for IHOP_2002 will be provided jointly by NOAA/NCEP/SPC,
NOAA/NSSL and NOAA/FSL, as described in this chapter. The IHOP_2002 forecasts and nowcasts will
be provided from 13 May to 25 June, 2002. The primary forecast domain will include the body of
Oklahoma, the Texas and Oklahoma Panhandles and southern Kansas. The project support forecasting
and nowcasting will be part of a larger scale cooperative effort to be conducted at the Science Support
Area (SSA) of the SPC aimed at real-time evaluation of the operational utility of both operational and
experimental models.
Three working groups contribute distinct scientific emphases under the broader IHOP_2002 objective to
obtain more comprehensive water vapor measurements and to combine these with conventional
measurements to improve mesoscale weather prediction. The Quantitative Precipitation Forecasting
(QPF) group explores techniques for assimilating water vapor data into operational forecast models to
improve numerical predictions and QPF. The Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) group explores ABL
processes that govern water vapor and other constituents. The Convection Initiation (CI) group provides
a third IHOP_2002 focus, emphasizing convection initiation in relation to the morphology of surface
boundaries.
For the purposes of IHOP_2002, Convection Initiation is defined as the initial development of surfacebased deep, moist convective clouds with anvils and precipitation at the surface. Convection initiation
herein does not include new convection initiated by outflows from neighboring storms. Verification of
convection initiation can be effected by comparing cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning, WSR-88D mosaic
and satellite displays with convective probability forecasts using N-AWIPS and other workstations.
Some deep convection can produce anvils and precipitation aloft without electrifying sufficiently to
produce CGs (though this is somewhat rare). For IHOP_2002 we will be interested in the character of
convection initiation: e.g., anvil with or without CGs and surface precipitation, requiring the more
comprehensive validation involving lightning, radar and satellite data.
The term "boundary" is defined as a zone of transition between airmasses of dissimilar temperature,
humidity and/or horizontal winds, the latter delineation by horizontal convergence and shear
(deformation). Different boundary types tend to have differing strengths of these three contrasts. For
example, drylines tend to be especially pronounced in water vapor mixing ratio, but not infrequently have
marked wind speed and direction and sometimes also temperature gradients as well. It is possible that
we may encounter some boundaries of importance for convection initiation that are characterized by
strong wind convergence and weak or absent thermal contrasts (e.g., widely spaced or "large aspect ratio"
Horizontal Convective Rolls or HCRs). For IHOP_2002 purposes, "significant" boundaries must be
targetable (i.e., slow-moving) and also must be forecastable. Thus, significant boundaries include
drylines, synoptic fronts and decayed (e.g., greater than ~ 12 hr old) thunderstorm cold pool boundaries.

8.2

Locations of Forecasting, Briefings and Nowcasting Support

The Norman-based IHOP_2002 Operations Center, which will be located in trailer space adjacent
to the NSSL and SPC facilities, will be available for PIs and IHOP_2002 staff use. Forecasting
will take place mainly in the SPC/NSSL Science Support Area (SSA), while nowcasting and very
short-range forecasting will occur in both the SSA and the NOC. The SSA may be used for
briefing small PI groups, but larger briefings will be conducted in the NSSL main conference
room.
It is appropriate to define the forecasting and nowcasting functions and their locations for the
purposes of IHOP_2002 support. We define "short term forecasting" as the generation of 0-6 hr
guidance based on observations, model output and forecaster intuition. Longer term forecast
products include forecasts beyond 6 hours, as well as outlooks for general planning purposes that
could extend out to perhaps one week. In contrast, "nowcasting" is defined as the assessment and
very short-range (0-1 hour) extrapolation of mesoscale weather conditions primarily based on
real-time observations and also experimental forecast model output.
As noted above, nowcasting functions will be performed primarily in the NOC, but if staffing
permits personnel will also remain in the SSA to monitor observations and model output that may
only be available there, as well as to permit potential informal interaction with SPC forecasters.

8.3 Spatial and Temporal Domains of Interest for IHOP_2002
Working Groups
The QPF and ABL groups will coordinate observations mainly from long aircraft legs with fixed
ground-based platforms that cover the full IHOP_2002 domain. The spatial domain for the CI
study is smaller than the full domain, bounded as follows:
On the west, by the western Texas and Oklahoma Panhandles and extreme southwest
Kansas
On the east, by I-35 through central Oklahoma
On the south, by the Red River and westward from Childress, Texas
On the north, by extreme southern Kansas
These are somewhat flexible boundaries, although the limited effective range of ground-based
mobile teams strongly limits operating outside the indicated spatial domain.
Within the greater region of interest, the CI study will further concentrate its airborne and mobile
ground-based observational assets within a small area of order 20 km x 20 km horizontally along
a target boundary. This small target boundary area is called the "Intensive Observing Domain" or
IOD. Aircraft legs on CI missions extend beyond, but remain centered on and frequently sample
within, the IOD. The location of the IOD will change from day to day as the pattern of CI threat
shifts. Additionally, the IOD may be relocated slightly with time on a given day, depending on
the movement of the primary boundary and the location of the highest CI threat. However, any
IOD relocation will be no faster than the speed of the ground-based mobile armada. On a few
mission days, the CI group will collaborate with the ABL group to probe fixed or slowly moving
target areas chosen jointly by the two groups.

The daily time periods of interest in which the three IHOP_2002 groups would conduct their data
collections are as follows:
QPF studies: 12-24 hours per operating day, day and/or night missions
ABL studies: sunrise to early afternoon (~ 0006 - 1300 LT or 11-18 UTC)
CI studies: early afternoon to early evening (~ 1400 - 2000 LT or 19-01 UTC)
The experimental forecasts to be proposed in support of IHOP_2002 are aimed at two regimes:
(1) meso-beta to meso-alpha scales (~ 20-2000 km) out to 1-2 days (ALL groups); (2) meso-beta
scale (~ 20-200 km) out to 6-12 hours (CI and ABL groups).
Note the distinctive focus of the CI group on boundaries, which develop on 6-12 hr time scales
but typically contract to scales from 100s of meters to ~ 1-10 km in width. Hence, experimental
boundary forecasts cannot be handled entirely by deterministic approaches. As described below,
these boundary forecasts could be treated in a semi-statistical fashion based on the conditions
predicted by mesoscale forecast models.

8.4

Daily Operations Schedule

A team composed of FSL, NSSL, SPC and visiting staff scientists will create forecast products,
lead two IHOP_2002 weather briefings and provide nowcasting. As noted in the following
discussions, the SPC and NSSL staff scientists would have specific responsibilities during a
portion of the day and on certain days of the week. IHOP_2002 and other visiting scientists are
expected to fill out the weekly duty rotation to insure that forecasting and nowcasting services are
not interrupted. It is proposed that the SSA forecasts would be produced by a team of three
forecasters.
DAILY SCHEDULE (local time):
~6:00 am - 1:30 pm: Nowcasting support for any early operations (starting time variable)
Location: SSA and NOC
7:00 am - 9:00 am: Prepare Day-1 Forecast #1 (preliminary mesoscale discussion and
thunderstorm outlook) for small, early IHOP_2002 weather briefing
9:00 am - 9:20 am: Lead small, early IHOP_2002 weather briefing
Location: SSA
9:20 am - 12 pm: Preparation of Day-1 Forecast #2, Day-2 Forecast and 7-10 day outlook and
prepare main IHOP_2002 weather briefing
12 pm: Complete posting of all forecast products on the web
12 pm - 12:30 pm: Lead main IHOP_2002 weather briefing
Location: NSSL conference room or Norman IHOP_2002 Operations Center (NOC)

1:30 pm - 7:00 pm: Nowcasting support (NOC main area for this). These hours are highly
variable, nowcasting could extend quite late into the night, depending on operations
Location: SSA and NOC

8.5

Forecast Products

The common forecast needs of the CI, ABL and QPF groups in IHOP_2002 are an extrapolation
of mesoscale weather conditions over the full IHOP_2002 domain through 48 hours. These
forecasts would include general flow and stability regimes, main airmasses and mesoscale
boundaries and general convective weather conditions. The IHOP_2002 forecast component
emphasizes mesoscale sized graphical and text convective forecast products in the IHOP_2002
domain (valid for Day-1 and Day-2 time periods). Longer range (up to 7-10 day) verbal/text
outlooks on larger scale flow and stability regimes, based on MRF and other longer range models,
as well as operational ensemble runs, would be very useful for general IHOP_2002 planning
purposes.
For continuity of established routine, it is proposed that the experimental forecast support
commence somewhat prior to the beginning of IHOP_2002, probably by the beginning of May
2002. This would allow the forecast process to be "calibrated" (e.g., interactions of forecasters
and users), problems with displays to be determined, etc.

8.5.1

Day-1 Forecasts

Day-1 Boundary Forecast: The focus of the Day-1 boundary forecast is to provide guidance for
IHOP_2002 field activities via issuance of scheduled short-term forecasts of the position and
movement of main mesoscale boundaries.
The forecaster would prepare two Day-1 forecasts of the expected locations of main mesoscale
boundaries within the full IHOP_2002 domain. The Day-1 forecasts would map expected
boundary locations in the IHOP_2002 domain, noting character (e.g., cold-, warm-, or stationary
front, decayed outflow, dryline). Forecasts of expected boundary location at 1800 UTC, 20 UTC,
22 UTC and 0000 UTC would be issued at 0900 LT (1400 UTC) and 1200 LT (1700 UTC). The
number of forecasts and their specific timings will be subject to change as planning proceeds.
Examples of what two such Day-1 mesoscale boundary forecasts could look like are shown in
Figure 8.1.
Objective tools (e.g., confluence of streamlines from gridded analyses) could be combined with
human forecaster intuition to prepare analyses of expected boundary locations from observations
or numerical forecast output. Temperature and water vapor mixing ratio gradients could also be
factored to estimate boundary location.
Day-1 Convection Outlook: The focus of the Day-1 convection outlook is to provide guidance
for IHOP_2002 field activities via issuance of scheduled short-term convective forecasts
(initiation of general deep convection). The CI group has special forecasting needs due to its
emphasis on mobile targeting of boundaries capable of initiating storms. Note that the Day-1
operational mode will have been tentatively established the day before, so the utility and
application of the Day-1 guidance will be known in advance.

The forecaster would prepare two Day-1 forecasts of the quantitative probability of deep
convection overlaid on expected boundary locations within the full IHOP_2002 domain. The
Day-1 forecasts could be in the form of contour lines of equal probability overlaid directly onto a
map of the IHOP_2002 domain that includes forecasted boundaries. Convective outlooks valid
within 1 hour of 1800 UTC, 2000 UTC, 2200 UTC and 0000 UTC would be issued at 0900 LT
(1400 UTC) and 1200 LT (1700 UTC).
The forecast would be used to identify a target region for Day-1 mobile field operations out of the
set of areas with local (relative) maxima of convective probability. The forecast target would
ordinarily be the boundary segment that possesses the highest probability of convection initation
closest to the S-Pol and Homestead Profiling sites due to the plethora of supporting instruments.
On some occasions, a closer or more distant target could optionally be chosen if of interest to
IHOP_2002. The forecaster would also forecast the expected time (hours UTC) and time
uncertainty of CI (hours) within the forecasted target area itself.
Day-1 Boundaries/Convection Forecast Graphic: Current plans call for the Day-1 forecast
graphic to integrate information about boundary location and character, convection probability
and timing of initial convection. Each graphic would include the forecasted significant
boundaries, a contoured probability of deep convection within 30 miles of a point and delineation
of new convection during that forecast period by an "X" including the estimated time of initial
convection.
Day-1 Mesoscale Convective System/Low Level Jet Outlook: The SPC proposes to produce a
Day-1 forecast for the Low Level Jet (LLJ) location and the probability of Mesoscale Convective
System (MCS) activity. In support of QPF group activities, the primary concern would be a
forecast of MCS activity and LLJ location between 0000 UTC (Day-1) and 1200 UTC (Day-2).
Since the approximate location of decayed outflow boundaries from nocturnal convection could
be inferred, this forecast would also be useful for IHOP_2002 planning regarding possible ABL,
CI and ABL-CI missions on Day-2.

Figure 8.1. Examples of Day-1 forecasts for two times, 2000 UTC and 2200 UTC.
A single graphic would contain the forecast position and strength of the LLJ valid 0600 UTC,
along with the contoured probability of an MCS within 30 miles of a point valid 0000 UTC-1200
UTC (Figure 8.2). The graphic would also include the most likely time of convection initiation
between 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC. The confidence in the occurrence of an MCS, the most likely
location of initiation and an approximate track of movement could be inferred from the forecast
graphic.

8.5.2 Day-2 Forecasts
Day-2 Boundary Forecast - The forecaster would prepare a Day-2 forecast of the expected locations of
main mesoscale boundaries within the full IHOP_2002 domain. The Day-2 forecasts would map expected
boundary locations in the IHOP_2002 domain, noting only the boundary character (e.g., cold-, warm-, or
stationary front, decayed outflow, dryline). The Day-2 boundary forecasts would be issued at 1200 LT or
1700 UTC (Day-1) and valid at 2100 UTC (Day-2) respectively.

Figure 8.2: Example of Day1 LLJ forecast with MCS probability shown.
Day-2 Convection Outlook - The focus of the Day-2 convection outlook is to provide
IHOP_2002 scientists with information that will help decide the likely mode of Day-2 field
activities (if any), whether these be under the QPF, ABL or CI emphasis.
The forecaster would prepare a single Day-2 forecast of the qualitative probability of deep
convection overlaid on expected boundary locations within the full IHOP_2002 domain. The
Day-2 forecast could be in the form of an area or areas outlining "significant" likelihood of
convection initiation. The Day-2 convective outlooks would be issued at 1200 LT or 1700 UTC
(Day-1) and valid in the period 1800 UTC – 0000 UTC (Day-2) respectively.
Day-2 Forecast Graphic - The Day-2 forecast graphic (Figure 8.3) will be similar to the Day-1
forecast graphic. Each graphic would include the forecasted significant boundaries, a contoured
probability of deep convection within 30 miles of a point and delineation of new convection
during that forecast period by an "X" including the estimated time of initial convection. The
main difference of the Day-2 graphic is the broader valid period of convective probability in
comparison to the Day-1 graphic.

8.5.3 Forecast Dissemination
The experimental forecasts will be presented in weather briefings and posted on the web, as in
past NSSL-SPC forecast experiments. The convection forecasts would be in the form of a
graphic, including a highly simplified text summary. Forecast products would be posted on the
web by 12 noon each day.

The forecaster would present the early 6-hr Day-1 forecast (Forecast #1), along with other pertinent current
weather information, at a 9 am Pre-Deployment Briefing attended by a small group of key PIs. Based on the
early 6-hr forecast, the IHOP_2002 leaders and PIs may make a "GO"/"NO GO" decision and mobile
ground-based teams would depart shortly thereafter given a GO status. Alternatively, depending on the
mission being considered, the IHOP_2002 deployment decision may be deferred until the noon briefing.

Figure 8.3: Example of an IHOP_2002 Day-2 forecast graphic.
The forecaster would present the late (second) 6-hr Day-1 forecast (Forecast #2), the 30-hr Day-2
forecast and the 7-10 day outlook, along with other pertinent current weather information, at a 12
noon briefing attended by a larger group of PIs and other interested parties. In the event of an
early GO decision for a CI or ABL-CI mission, the CI team would be in transit at the time of the
12 noon briefing. Hence, the PIs in the field would appoint a local representative of their
interests at the noon briefing. The PIs in the mobile field coordination vehicle would participate
in the noon briefing by studying web-based forecast products and joining the IHOP_2002 mission
prioritization process via satellite telephone to NSSL.
Based on the early and/or late 6-hr Day-1 forecasts, the IHOP_2002 leaders would alert the
aircraft representatives of the anticipated take-off time and initial target point for the day's
mission. I.e., on some marginal days the IHOP_2002 leaders might wait until the late forecast to
deploy aircraft, while on days with stronger potential the aircraft deployment decision could be
made based on the early forecast. Based on the 30-hour outlook, the IHOP_2002 leaders would
make a tentative "STANDBY" decision about operating on the following day and if so in what
mode.

8.6 Nowcasting
Nowcasting the positions and strengths of main boundaries and the development of deep
convection will be an important component of IHOP_2002. It would be desirable (even
preferable) for the experimental forecasters to collaborate on nowcasting support with
IHOP_2002 staff during IHOP_2002 afternoon operations. However, the following discussion
assumes that IHOP_2002 will provide at least one nowcaster from its pool of interested scientists.
It should be noted that several SPC scientists, as well as other NWS forecasters, may wish to
volunteer part-time to assist with nowcasting duties. The nowcasting function will be performed
in the NOC, although if staffing permits another nowcaster will remain in the SSA, running all
day and potentially well into the night. It is expected that the above forecast duties represent a
full time task for at least one, but probably two individuals and must be conducted independently
of any nowcasting activities during the same (morning) time period to avoid potential staffing
conflicts.

8.6.1

Tools and Approaches

The nowcasting should be divided into two parallel activities: 1) conventional mesoanalysis
(surface, radar, satellite, profilers, etc.) and 2) mesoscale Numerical Weather Prediction
initialization and evaluation. Each may require at least one full-time staff position to address
effectively. Note that NWP evaluation is of rather limited value to field operations, but has a
large potential for NWP development subsequent to IHOP_2002. On the other hand, the
conventional mesoanalysis and the mesoscale NWP initialization is essential to the success of
field operations in IHOP_2002. The planned short-range (9-12 hour) mesoscale NWP forecasts
will provide some additional useful guidance to assist Day-1 field operations. Nowcasting
elements could factor (not limited to) the following elements:
Subjective (by hand) mesoscale analysis
Inspection of real-time WSR-88D and satellite imagery loops
Analysis of real-time mobile ground-based field observations received from mobile
satellite uplink
Short-range (9-12 hr) operational NCEP mesoscale forecast model output
FSL 9- hour 12-hr experimental mesoscale numerical forecasts
Other (perhaps from CAPS, NASA (Huntsville group) and the University of Wisconsin
experimental model forecasts; see Chapter 10 for further information
The following four modeling systems are anticipated (resolution indicated):
LAPS/MM5 at 12 km over a sub-synoptic domain and nested 4-km "IHOP_2002
Domain" (the modeling domains are found in Chapter 10)
LAPS/WRF at 12 km over a sub-synoptic domain and a nested 4-km "IHOP_2002
Domain"
RUC at 12 km over a larger, "sub-CONUS domain"
WRF at 12 km initialized with RUC analyses over sub-CONUS domain
RUC at 20 km over a CONUS domain

Other short-range experimental mesoscale model forecast output could be considered as
appropriate. Details of FSL's model products may be found in Chapter 10.
Examining the various models will be accomplished primarily through the use of N-AWIPS and
FX-Net workstations. Plans call for an FSL FX-Net PC-workstation to be located at the SSA,
with another at the NOC and this will provide displays of the experimental models being run at
FSL, as well as the standard NCEP operational models and a variety of radar, satellite and point
observations. Also available in the SSA will be two AWIPS workstations, localized to Norman,
one a LINUX workstation and one an HP and three N-AWIPS workstations (one will be a
LINUX version), which will be able to display a variety of observational data as well as output
from the standard NCEP models and from some special model runs and output from some
locally-developed applications. One N-AWIPS workstation is planned also for the NOC. Other
experimental model output (for instance, from CAPS) will be viewed through web interfaces.
There will also be other specialized workstations available, for example an NCAR/ATD Zebra
and a Unidata Integrated Data Viewer (IDV) workstation will display S-Pol radar and special
soundings as well as other data at the NOC.

8.6.2 Interaction between Mobile Field Coordinators and IHOP_2002
Nowcasters
Prior to deployment of ground-based mobile platforms in mid-morning, the nowcaster must
develop a strong sense of the exact location and nature of boundaries. If at all possible, the
ground teams ought to be deployed (and on station if possible) well prior to the development of
the first clouds on visible imagery. Both prior to and after deployment, boundaries should be
identified based on wind shifts, WSR-88D finelines and virtual temperature and humidity
contrasts if these are starting to develop. The overall highest priority for CI mission nowcast
support is to provide the FC vehicle with any needed refinements of the target IOD based on the
latest weather information.
The IHOP_2002 nowcasters will communicate with IHOP_2002 field facilities via the mobile
field coordination vehicle, passing on and receiving mesoscale weather information and facilities
updates. The refined Day-1 target IODs (based on the Day-1 Forecast #2), the Day-2 outlook and
the tentative Day-2 mission status will be relayed from IHOP_2002 staff nowcasters to the
mobile field coordinators and aircraft.
In the early stages when the field teams are not yet in position collecting data, the boundary might
be somewhat diffuse. In the event of a diffuse or rapidly evolving boundary, the nowcaster needs
to monitor closely that the boundary is not sharpening up at some location outside the current
IOD. Such rapid evolution might require the field teams to quickly re-deploy to a newly
identified target IOD. Early warning is essential due to the limited maximum speed of ground
teams.
Once the CI teams are collecting data on a boundary that can be readily identified and monitored
through real-time field data, the emphasis of IHOP_2002 nowcasting should shift toward
carefully monitoring the mesoscale environment just beyond the current IOD. The nowcaster
should monitor adjacent areas for new boundary formation, an increasing probability of CI, the
motion of secondary boundaries toward the current IOD, the movement of larger-scale mesoscale
ascent toward or away from the current IOD, etc. Given a clear need to abandon the current IOD,
the highest nowcasting priority should be to promptly advise field teams regarding a new target
IOD.

8.6.3 Other Nowcaster Duties
Experience in other field programs has made it clear that comprehensive notes and summaries of
the evolving weather during operations can be of great value for research efforts following the
period of the experiment. The nowcasters will be expected to electronically enter notes during
the nowcasting period, as well as provide a more cohesive daily summary. These descriptions
will be collected by UCAR/JOSS and become part of the overall IHOP_2002 Field Catalog. In
addition, nowcasters should feel free to save any graphics (including model snapshots, data,
images, etc.) and these can also be added to a "quick look" data set. There will be easy methods
for saving such imagery (gif images) on the FX-Net workstations.

8.7 Additional Planning Considerations
The IHOP_2002 planners should coordinate closely with the SPC as planning of forecasting and
nowcasting support activities proceeds. A key problem for IHOP_2002 planners is to fill the
weekend forecasting and nowcasting shifts. The SPC has offered the consultative assistance of
its forecasters during weekend shifts, however SPC will be unable to staff these IHOP_2002
positions directly. The SPC has identified the need to establish a linkage between the forecast
(morning) and nowcast (afternoon) shifts. This would be most easily addressed by assigning
individuals to serve during both morning and afternoon shifts. Similarly, individuals designated
by IHOP_2002 to serve as forecasters on weekend shifts would preferably assist the weekday
forecasters to establish an experience base and greater continuity of the forecast product. The
SSA needs to be configured to separate IHOP_2002 support from the other, non-IHOP_2002
forecast and nowcast activities being conducted by the SPC, NSSL and FSL on all weekdays
during May-June 2002.

8.8

Forecast Evaluation Activities during IHOP_2002

In addition to the forecasting and nowcasting project support activities, staff from the SPC, NSSL
and FSL will undertake a comprehensive effort to subjectively document the unprecedented
number of experimental numerical models that will be run in support of IHOP_2002. We will be
using a modified set of online forms that have been developed by the SPC/NSSL in support of
their last two spring programs. Modifications will be made to emphasize QPF forecast
evaluation, as well as some specific pre-convective fields. One of the nowcaster duties (staffing
levels permitting) will be to continue this evaluation activity into the afternoon and evening
hours, at least during operational periods. A group from the Hydrometeorological Prediction
Center (HPC) is also expected to be part of this model evaluation activity.

CHAPTER IX: Operational Data
(Steve Williams)
This section contains descriptions of possible operational data streams that are available to IHOP.
Some of the data are available in real (or near real) time, while others would only become
available after the completion of the field phase of IHOP. The networks from Oklahoma, Kansas,
the Texas panhandle, and each of the surrounding states are included. The data are separated into
surface meteorological, precipitation and radar, fluxes, land and soils, upper air, and satellite.
+++Important Note+++ This is a description of what CAN BE available. The IHOP
Science Team needs to discuss and set priorities of what must be collected.

9.1

Surface Meteorological Data

Table 9.1 provides information on the networks including the operating or overseeing agency, the
temporal resolution, real time availability, the number of stations within Kansas, Oklahoma, and
the Texas panhandle, the number of stations within the larger IHOP region (here taken to be 3242N and 91-106W), and on which of the figures a map of the sites can be found.

9.2

Precipitation Data

In addition to many of the surface meteorological networks in Table 9.1 also providing
precipitation data, there are several precipitation only networks in the IHOP region. The National
Weather Service (NWS) operates the Cooperative Observer 15 Minute, Hourly, and Daily
Precipitation Networks. These are nationwide networks whose data are processed and archived
by the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC). Within Kansas and Oklahoma there are 740 of
the daily sites and 143 of the 15 minute and hourly sites. The National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) as part of the development of its National Precipitation
Analysis (NPA or Stage IV) products gathers precipitation data collected by the River Forecast
Centers into a single data set. Sites within this data set provide observations at various temporal
resolutions (from 15 minute to hourly to no set schedule). Within Kansas and Oklahoma there
are approximately 350 stations. Figure 9.3 contains a map of these networks. The NPA also
provides 4km gridded hourly and daily rain gage products. Also, the ALERT networks (Table
9.1) have a large number of precipitation gages, within Kansas and Oklahoma ALERT has 83
precipitation gages and within the larger IHOP region there are about 450 precipitation gages.

9.3

Radar Data

The NWS operates the Weather Service Radar – 1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) network over the
United States. There are 8 of these radars in OK and KS and 27 of them in the larger IHOP
region. A number of these stations will have data archived by NOAA/FSL during IHOP region.
A number of these stations will have data archived by NOAA/FSL during IHOP (see Fig. 9.4).
There are multiple levels of data available from these radars. Level II data are archived at NCDC
and can be obtained in real time with special efforts. The NEXRAD Information and

Dissemination Service (NIDS) products include reflectivity and radial velocity at the first four tilt
angles, composite reflectivity, echo tops, vertically integrated liquid water, surface

Table 9.1 Surface Meteorological Networks in IHOP Region

Network
Automated Surface Observing System
(ASOS)
Automated Weather Observing System
(AWOS)
Remote Automatic Weather Station
TV/School Networks
NOAA Profiler Network
Soil Climate Analysis Network
APRSWXNET
Automated Weather Data Network
ARM SMOS
ABLE AWS
KS DOT RWIS
Goodland NWS
Kansas Ground Water Management
District Networks
Oklahoma Mesonet
Wichita Micronet
West Texas Mesonet
Texas ET Network
New Mexico State University
Colorado Agriculture Meteorology
(CoAgMet)
Northern Colorado Water
Conservancy District
Commercial Agriculture Weather
Station
Missouri Department of Conservation
ALERT
Long Term Ecological Research
Cooperative Observer Network
US Army Corps of Engineers
EPA

Operating or Overseeing
Agency

Temporal
Resolution

Real Time
Availability

NWS, FAA, DOD

1 minute to hourly

Yes for hourly

FAA and Various State
Agencies
USFS
Various TV stations and
schools in the region
NOAA
USDA/NRCS
NOAA/FSL
High Plains Climate Center
ARM
Argonne National Lab
KS DOT
Goodland NWS
Various Kansas Ground Water
Management District
Oklahoma Climate Survey
USDA/ARS
Texas Tech
USDA/ARS
NMSU
Colorado Climate Center

20 minute (limited 5
minute)
Hourly
Variable

Yes for 20 minute

6 minute or hourly
Hourly
Variable
Hourly
1 minute

Yes via web
Yes via various web pages

Number of Stations
within KS, OK, and
TX Panhandle

Number of Stations
within larger IHOP
Region

47

132

35

62

6

53

127

~300

Variable
Unknown
Hourly

Via FSL MADIS web page
Yes via web
Via FSL MADIS web page
No
Yes for IHOP?
Yes via web
Via FSL MADIS web page
Via FSL MADIS web page
No

7
3
10
17
15
5
41
4

10
8
43
75
15
5
41
7

22

22

5 minute
5 minute
5 minute
Hourly
Hourly
Hourly

Yes for IHOP?
No
Yes via web
No
No
No

114
42
27
11
0

114
42
27
16
7

0

19

NCWCD

Hourly

No

0

16

Missouri Extension

Hourly

Yes via web

0

21

MO DoC
Various local agencies
LTER
NWS
USACE
EPA

Hourly
Up to 1 minute
Hourly
Daily
Hourly
Hourly

No
Yes via web for most
No
No
No
No

0
8
1
740
?
13

8
148
2
> 1000
?
~70
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Fig. 9.1
Fig. 9.1
Fig.
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Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
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9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
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9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2

None
Fig. 9.2
Fig. 9.2
None
None
Fig. 9.3
None
None

Map

Figure 9.1: ASOS, RAWS, AWOS, Television/School, NPN, and SCAN locations in the IHOP Region (see Table 9.1).

Figure 9.2: Map of the state and regional surface meteorological networks in the IHOP region (see Table 9.1).

Figure 9.3: Map of precipitation stations in the IHOP region.
rainfall accumulation (1 and 3 hour), storm total rainfall, velocity azimuth display, layer composite reflectivity, and hourly digital precipitation array.
The Weather Services International (WSI) routinely produces a national mosaic of reflectivity from all NWS radars in the United States. These are
available at up to 2km resolution and every 15 minutes. The National Precipitation Analysis in addition to the raw observations mentioned above,
also provides 4-km gridded radar estimated precipitation (both with and without bias removal) and 4-km gridded multi-sensor precipitation (hourly,
6-hourly, and daily) which is derived from gage data and unbiased radar data. Another radar product available in the IHOP region is Stage III. Stage

III is an hourly 4km resolution composite derived precipitation product produced by each of the River Forecast Centers from all of the WSR-88D
radars in their region. Most RFC’s have Stage III imagery available on their web pages and some also provide the data in GRIB.

Figure 9.4: Map of WSR-88D radars in the IHOP region. Also indicated is which stations will have Level II data archived by NOAA/FSL.

9.4 Streamflow Data
The United States Geological Survey in cooperation with other agencies operates a network of streamflow gauges throughout the US. Within the KS,
OK, and TX panhandle there are approximately 270 of these gauges. The coverage of this network can be seen in Figure 9.5, within this figure there
are 859 gauges.

9.5 Flux Data
The flux data networks are summarized in Table 9.2. The coverage of the flux data networks detailed in this table can be seen in Figure 9.6.

Figure 9.5: USGS streamflow gauging stations in the IHOP region.

Table 9.2: Flux networks in the IHOP Region.
Network

Temporal
Resolution

Fluxes
Measured

ARM EBBR
ARM ECOR

30 minute
30 minute

ABLE EBBR

30 minute

SH, LH, GH
SH, LH,
Momentum
SH, LH, GH

Number of
Sites in IHOP
Region
14
9
1

Notes

Undergoing
upgrade.

ABLE ECOR
Ameriflux

30 minute
30 minute

Oklahoma
Atmospheric
Surface-layer
Instrumentation
System (OASIS)
OASIS Super Sites

5 minute

SH, LH, CO2
SH, LH, GH,
CO2
SH, LH, GH (all
estimated)

1
5

79
5 minute

SH, LH

Figure 9.6: Map of flux stations in the IHOP region.
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9.6

Soil Temperature and Soil Moisture Data

The soil moisture and soil temperature networks are summarized in Table 9.3. The coverage of the soil moisture networks can be seen in Figure 9.7.
Table 9.3: Soil temperature and moisture networks in the IHOP region.
Network

Temporal Resolution

Depths

ARM SWATS

Hourly

USDA/ARS Washita

Hourly

SCAN
Oklahoma Mesonet
ABLE

Hourly
30 minute
30 minute

5, 15, 25, 35, 60, 85,
125, and 175 cm
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 60
cm
2, 4, 8, 20, 40, and 80 in
5, 25, 60, and 75 cm

Number of Sites KS,
OK, and TX Panhandle
21
10
3
85
2

Figure 9.7: Map of soil temperature and moisture sites in the IHOP region

9.7

Upper Air Data

The upper air networks in the IHOP region are summarized in Table 9.4. The coverage of the upper air networks can be seen in Figures
9.8 and 9.9.

9.8

Composite Data Sets

The University Corporation for Atmospheric Research/Joint Office for Science Support (UCAR/JOSS) has the capability to develop composites of
surface meteorological data at 5 min, 20 min, and hourly resolutions. These composites are developed by collecting data from a number of sources,
converting all data to a common format, combining all the data into a single data set, and then conducting a common quality control. UCAR/JOSS
can also develop precipitation composite data sets in a similar manner, these are typically at 15 min, hourly, and/or daily resolutions. UCAR/JOSS
also has developed composites of upper air soundings utilizing data from large numbers and varieties of upper air datasets. Additionally UCAR/JOSS
has also developed flux and radiation composites although no quality control were conducted on these data sets.

Table 9.4 Upper air networks in the IHOP region.
Network

Parameters

NWS Radiosonde

PTH and winds

Temporal
Resolution
12 hourly and special
releases

Vertical Resolution
Man/sig in real time
6 second later

ARM Radiosonde

PTH and winds

Variable

NOAA Profiler Network
and RASS
ARM 915MHz Profiler
and RASS
ARM 50MHz Profiler
and RASS
ABLE 915MHz
Profiler/RASS/SODAR
ARM Microwave
Radiometer
ARM Atmospheric
Emitted Radiation
Interferometer
ARM Raman Lidar

Winds and virtual
temperature
Winds and virtual
temperature
Winds and virtual
temperature
Winds and virtual
temperature
Temperature and
water vapor density
Temperature, Dew
Point, Water vapor
mixing ratio
Water vapor mixing
ratio
Cloud base height
Integrated water
vapor
Precipitable water
vapor
Altitude, temperature,
winds

6 minute and hourly

Man/sig in real time
2 second ?
Variable

Hourly

Variable

Hourly

Variable

Hourly

Variable

Hourly

250 m

8 minute

10-20 hPa

ARM MicroPulse Lidar
FSL GPS-IPW
SuomiNet
ACARS

Number in KS, OK,
and TX Panhandle
4

Notes
6 second data requires
special UCAR/JOSS
processing to derive
winds

5
7/6
4
1
3
5
5

5 minute

Variable

30 minute
Hourly

N/A
N/A

Hourly

N/A

~ 5 minute

N/A

1
1
8
15
Variable

A few aircraft also
have experimental
dew point.

Figure 9.8: Map of radiosonde, profiler, and RASS sites in the IHOP region.

Figure 9.9: Map of GPS, MWR, and AERI sites in the IHOP region.

9.9

Satellite Data

Table 9.5 lists the satellite products that will be provided for IHOP over the IHOP study area and
surrounding regions (34-39 N, 95-102 W), the respective producer/provider, and the recipients
who will need to receive the products in real time. All data would be archived and available for
post-analysis by all IHOP participants via the Web.
9.9.1 Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
There are currently four full-functioning 3-axis stabilized GOES satellites in orbit. The current
satellites supporting National Weather Service operations are GOES-8 (East) positioned at
75.11W, and GOES-10 (West) at 134.94W. Two newer satellites are being held in a reserve
storage mode at geostationary orbit ready for use upon short notice when needed (i.e., when a
current operating satellite fails). These satellites are GOES-11 and GOES-12; they are stationed
at 101.66W and 89.58W respectively. The GOES satellites each have two independent scanning
instruments, consisting of an imager and a sounder package.
The imager instrument uses 5 channels, one in the visible, one in the near infrared (IR), and three
IR channels for cloud imaging, fog and hydrometeor phase determination, water vapor imaging,
and thermal sensing respectively. The imager typically scans the CONUS-size domain every 15
minutes under its nominal operating schedule; every third hour it performs a “full disk” image
scan in support of WMO requirements. Rapid-scan image operation produces pictures every 510 minutes and super rapid-scan mode can image a meso-beta sector every minute. Imager data
have 10-bit precision which allow special enhancements for typical 8-bit display imagery in
which different parts of the enhancement curve can be exploited to render more detailed imagery
in regions of meteorological significance. The higher-precision data also allow the image data to
be useful for limited quantitative as well as qualitative application. The visible channel has 1 km
pixels while the IR channels have 4km pixels, except for the one water vapor band (channel 3),
which is a coarser 8km resolution.
The GOES satellites also have a separate sounding instrument that operates independent of the
imager. It is used primarily for vertical quantitative application such as thermal profiling and
special channels sense trace gasses such as ozone that are significant in the radiation budget and
radiometric calculations. Sounder data have 13-bit precision providing enough measurement
detail to compute thermal and moisture profiles for quantitative application. The 18 infrared
channels primarily include absorption bands in the CO2 (thermal), there are also 3 bands devoted
to water vapor and one to ozone. The sounder operates fast enough to cover the CONUS-size
domain hourly with a horizontal resolution of about 10km.
In addition to the nominal data and data products from the operational satellites, NESDIS is
supporting IHOP with special products. Two single field of view products of cloud top pressure
and total and layer precipitable water are now available. These products are available with a
nominal 25-minute latency that may be shortened further as we near the IHOP operations time

frame. Currently these products are generated from GOES 8; there is a chance that GOES 11
may be activated for IHOP support (this may not be known until after April 22). If GOES 11 is
activated, these special products will be created from its sounder radiance data. It is also
anticipated that the product frequency would increase from once per hour to twice per hour. This
would nicely augment some of the high frequency data assimilation and model initialization
schemes that are being prepared for IHOP.
9.9.2 Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite (POES)
There are currently four POES satellites in orbit providing data (NOAA-12, 14, 15, and 16).
Each satellite carries the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) which has five
channels in the visible, near infrared, and infrared. AVHRR data include the 1km resolution
High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) or Local Area Coverage (LAC) and the 4km
resolution Global Area Coverage (GAC). The data are collected along a 1600 km swath during
the morning and evening ascending and descending passes. AVHRR data are routinely collected
by the NOAA Satellite Active
Archive (SAA). The NOAA-12 and 14 satellites also have the Television and Infrared
Observation Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS). The TOVS system
consists of the High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS/2), the Microwave Sounding
Unit (MSU), and the Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU). The NOAA-15 and 16 satellites have
the Advanced TOVS (ATOVS). The ATOVS system consists of the High Resolution Infrared
Radiation Sounder (HIRS/2), the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU), and the Stratospheric
Sounding Unit (SSU). The NOAA-15 and 16 satellites have the Advanced TOVS (ATOVS).
The ATOVS system consists of the HIRS/3, Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSUA), and AMSU-B. These data are also routinely collected by the NOAA SAA.
9.9.3 Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
DMSP is a system of polar orbiting satellite that provide global microwave data. The DMSP
satellites carry the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I), the Special Sensor
Microwave/Temperature Sounder (SSM/T-1), and the SSM/Water Vapor Profiler (SSM/T-2).
These data are routinely collected by the NOAA/SAA.
9.9.4 Terra/Aqua
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Terra satellite consists of the
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), the Clouds and
the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES), the Multi-angle Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MISR), the Moderate Resolution Spectroradiometer (MODIS), and the Measurements of
Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT) instruments. Data from Terra are available from the
Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center, NASA Langley, and NASA
Goddard. The NASA Aqua satellite is currently scheduled to be launched on 20 December
2001. The instruments on-board Aqua include MODIS, AMSU, Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer (AMSR), and Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS).
9.9.5 NESDIS/ARAD
The NOAA National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS)
Atmospheric Research and Applications Division (ARAD) develops a number of products from

the GOES and POES satellites. These include atmospheric soundings, high density winds, skin
temperature, precipitable water, insolation, among others.

Product

Format

GOES Imager/Sounder raw data RAMSDIS? (NOC)
netCDF (FSL)
Single-FOV Sounder products
Convective Available Potential
Energy
Lifted Index
Single-layer PW
Cloud-top pressure

Producer /
Provider

Real-time
recipient

CSU (NOC)
GVAR
(FSL)

NOC, FSL

.gifs / applets at
CIMSS
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu
/goes/realtime

NOC via Web

.gifs / applets

CIMSS

NOC via Web

ASCII

#

FSL via ftp

ASCII

#

FSL via ftp

GOES imager cloud-drift winds ASCII
/ water vapor-drift winds
1-km AVHRR products

FPDT

FSL via ftp

Surface Skin Temperature

AVHRR level 1b format

CRAD

NOC

MODIS Surface Skin
Temperature (archive only)

.gifs?

CIMSS

<none>

AVHRR Land Use / Vegetation
Index

?

?

NOC

CIMSS

NOC

3-layer PW
Surface skin temperature

NDVI
Total PW
Cloud LWP/IWP

ALEXI surface energy flux products:
Sensible Heat
.gifs / applets
Latent Heat
Soil Heat
Net Radiation

1Table 9.5: The satellite products that will be provided for IHOP over the IHOP study area and
surrounding regions (34-39 N, 95-102 W), the respective producer/provider, and the recipients who will

need to receive the products in real time. All data would be archived and available for post-analysis by
all IHOP participants via the Web.

CHAPTER X: Model Information
(Steve Koch)

10.1 Background
Opportunity exists in IHOP_2002 to be able to define high-resolution fields of moisture in part because of
the unprecedented array of instruments that will be making measurements. The best approach for
extracting the maximum information from different observing systems is to incorporate data from a
variety of sources into an advanced data assimilation system that accounts for the characteristics of each
observing system. NOAA’s Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL), the Center for the Analysis and
Prediction of Storms (CAPS), the University of Wisconsin (U. Wisconsin) and NASA/Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC) will be implementing several high-resolution model/data assimilation systems in
real time in support of IHOP_2002. Having several different models running in real time during the
field phase also allows investigators to get a jump start on testing various hypotheses concerning the
value of assimilating high-resolution data for prediction of convergence boundaries and convective
initiation, the impacts of performing dynamically balanced diabatic initialization and improving
understanding of the limits of predictability of convective and mesoscale precipitation systems.
These model systems will make extensive use of high-resolution observations, including Doppler radar,
multispectral satellite imagery and products and mesonetwork data. This activity supports the field-phase
mission of IHOP_2002 by providing dedicated short-range nowcasting guidance for mobilization of the
aircraft and ground teams. The highest-resolution grids are centered over the spatial domain specified by
the Convection Initiation group as being ideal for sampling (see Chapter 8). The coarser grid models are
useful for the Day-1 and Day-2 forecasting and convection outlook. It is required to have some model
guidance in time for preparation of the preliminary IHOP_2002 weather briefing at 0900 LT (1400 UTC).
It will be seen that those groups producing once- or twice-daily model forecasts will not be able to make
the complete 36-hr output available until shortly before the briefing time, due to computer limitations, but
intermediate forecasts will be available earlier than this as they are posted to web sites as the model
output is written to disk. The FSL group will be producing 12-hr forecasts every 3 hours in a continuous
cycling manner, so that these forecasts can be used for the preliminary briefing. In addition, all groups
estimate that their highest-resolution model forecasts will be done by 1800 UTC; thus, these products can
assist the afternoon nowcasting support function.
Model output produced by all four modeling groups will be viewed via Internet web pages. In addition,
some of the model output grids will be made available as GRIB files for viewing on N-AWIPS, or as
NetCDF files, or as imagery on an AWIPS-like workstation known as FX-Net. The advantage of these
latter grid displays is, of course, the ability to produce new products as needed by the
nowcaster/forecaster and to overlay the model fields (analyzed and forecast) onto other imagery and data,
thereby facilitating the identification of such features as convergence boundaries and moisture maxima.
Other modeling efforts spanning the spectrum from cloud-resolving model simulations to general
circulation models using IHOP_2002 data are likely to occur in the post-field phase. Since it is likely that
these efforts will be numerous and the specifics of the model configurations and experimental design will
be worked out at some later date, they are not discussed here.

10.2 Plan for FSL Real-time Forecast Support for IHOP_2002
(For further information, contact Dr. Steve Koch (koch@fsl.noaa.gov))
The general goals of FSL are to contribute to IHOP_2002 operations by providing high-quality forecasts
and 1-6 hr nowcasts of weather and to evaluate high-resolution model performance over the IHOP_2002
experimental area. It is hypothesized by the FSL group that greater value for nowcasting is obtained for
shorter periods of time when models are initialized more frequently than for running models over longer
time periods with less frequent updating. Thus, FSL proposes to provide frequently updated analyses and
forecast products to explore ways of improving short-term forecasts of convective initiation and heavy
precipitation.
FSL will offer forecasts from the following modeling systems in support of IHOP_2002:
LAPS/MM5 12-hr forecasts at 12 km over a sub-synoptic domain (Figure 10.1A) and nested 4
km “IHOP_2002 domain” (Figure 10.1B), both of which assume 151 x 139 x 34 arrays, two-way
grid nesting and a “hot start” diabatic initialization.
LAPS/WRF 12-hr forecasts at 12 km and 4 km over the same two domains as above (the 4-km
nest assumes that a WRF nesting capability has been developed by the community in time for its
use in IHOP_2002 and is not guaranteed at this time).
RUC 36-hr forecasts at 10 km resolution over a slightly larger domain (Figure 10.2) run as a oneway nest within the hourly cycled operational RUC 20-km model; approximately 249 x 241 x 50
grid points are utilized for this model.
WRF-10 km 36-hr forecasts initialized with RUC analyses from the WRF Standard Initialization
(SI) over the RUC-10 km domain

A

C

B

D

Figure 10.1: Domains for running LAPS analysis/forecast systems in real time for (a) 12-km and (b) 4km grids, (c) radars that should be available for distribution of Level-II data from CRAFT for use in realtime modeling in IHOP_2002 and (d) map showing the ABRFC region (shaded) in which the 10 km RUC
and WRF-RUC model QPF will be evaluated at HPC. The 4-km domain will be used for the MM5 model
runs and also for the WRF runs if a grid nesting capability is developed in time for IHOP_2002.

Figure 10.2: The 10-km RUC and WRF-RUC domains are depicted. The operational 20-km CONUS
RUC domain covers a much broader region and is not shown. Terrain contours (m) are shown in color.
A timing test run for the 12-km/4-km two-way nested LAPS/MM5 domain shows that it takes 72 minutes
to produce a 12-hr forecast using 16 dual-processor CPU nodes on the FSL “Jet” supercomputer and the
LAPS/WRF 12-km single grid run requires only 48 minutes. Model products are produced “on the fly”
as each forecast hour is completed and take only minutes to be created. Thus, the complete two-grid, 12hr forecast for the 1200 UTC run would be available by 1342 UTC, after allowing 30 minutes time for
data ingest. Plans call for utilizing RUC-20 km forecast fields as boundary and initial conditions (the Eta
model serves as a backup if needed). Forecasts will be produced on a 3-hourly basis (at 12, 15, 18, 21,
00, 03, 06 and 09 UTC) each day.
The 10-km RUC and WRF-RUC forecasts also will be produced on a 3-hourly basis, omitting the 0300
and 0600 runs. The 0900 UTC forecast will be available in time to use as guidance for the 0900 LT (14
UTC) briefing. Specifically, this schedule will be followed (all times are in UTC):
Initialization
0900
1200
1500
1800
2100
0000

Forecast Duration
21 hours
36 hours
15 hours
12 hours
09 hours
36 hours

Ending Time
0600
0000
0600
0600
0600
1200

Available
1300
1700
1900
2130
0030
0500

Since model grids will be produced as each forecast hour is completed, intermediate forecasts will be
made available well before the briefing time (actual time is unknown presently, as timing tests have not
been performed). However, if the special IHOP_2002 radiosonde data can be obtained over the NWS
Gateway in real time (within one hour), then it may be advisable to defer model startup until this data can
be ingested.
Each of the models would ingest, at the very least, GOES sounder estimates of layer precipitable water
and cloud-top temperatures, hourly profiler winds, GPS Integrated Precipitable Water data, METARS and
Oklahoma Mesonet observations and (if available in time) the 3-hourly special rawinsonde data from the
ARM and NWS sites. LAPS analyses would run on a 30-minute basis, using either a previous
LAPS/MM5 forecast or the 20-km RUC model as background. The LAPS/MM5 and LAPS/WRF
systems would both incorporate a multi-sensor “hot start” diabatic initialization procedure that is designed
to improve short-range forecasts of precipitation and clouds. The LAPS analyses may be viewed at
http://laps.fsl.noaa.gov/lapsIDL/nph-laps.cgi.
Level II data from perhaps ten WSR-88D sites in the Southern Plains will be available for real-time
distribution for IHOP_2002 (Figure 10.1C). The Collaborative Radar Acquisition Field Test (CRAFT)
project is a joint effort by the Center for the Analysis and Prediction of Storms at the University of
Oklahoma, Unidata and others to access and distribute NEXRAD Level II data in near real time. CRAFT
Level II data are now being sent in real time using the NSSL Radar Interface and Data Distribution
System, Unidata LDM technology and data compression techniques over the Abilene Internet to multiple
sites from a single LDM server. This network of full volumetric radar data is unprecedented for both
real-time analysis and high-resolution data assimilation and prediction. The Level II radial velocity data
will be incorporated into the LAPS wind analysis, which merges radial velocity data from Doppler radar,
in-situ observations from a variety of platforms and a first guess field from a model. This will be the first
time that LAPS has incorporated more than a couple of radars. For this project, FSL will extend their
previous capabilities in LAPS to ingest many more radars, remap the radials of reflectivity and radial
velocity data from polar coordinates to the LAPS map projection and create radar reflectivity mosaics.
NIDS data will be used for completeness to fill in any gaps in the Level-II coverage.
These four experimental models initialized as just described will be subjectively evaluated in real time by
FSL jointly with the Storm Prediction Center (SPC), NSSL and the Hydrometeorological Prediction
Center (HPC). As time and resources permit, SPC will hire a contractor with expertise in nowcasting to
help in the evaluation of the FSL numerical model forecasts and to conduct experimental nowcasts using
these models. The SPC will assist in the creation of forecasting resources in the SPC-NSSL Science
Support Area to facilitate model evaluation activities. Likewise, plans call for HPC to assist in the
objective evaluation of the RUC/WRF models planned to be run during IHOP_2002 on the 10-km
domain, along with the 12-km Eta and other operational models. Objective verification of the 6-hr QPF
products from the 12-km FSL models will be performed over the Arkansas Basin River Forecast Center
(ABRFC) domain (Figure 10.1D).
Forecast precipitation fields also will be evaluated using the FSL Real-Time Verification System (RTVS)
described at http://www-ad.fsl.noaa.gov/afra/rtvs/RTVS-project_des.html. The difference between this
effort and that at HPC is that the RTVS will employ a rain gage verification approach, consisting of
interpolating the model forecast precipitation to the gage locations, to each of the experimental models,
including those on the 4-km grid, with the verification results being presented on a weekly basis on the
RTVS web site.

The forecasts must be available in a timely manner to be used and evaluated. FSL will produce
specialized QPF products for use by HPC. All analysis and model fields will be processed in GRIB
format for easy incorporation into N-AWIPS at both HPC and SPC. In addition, FSL is developing an
FX-Net IHOP_2002 workstation capability at the SSA to facilitate viewing of the experimental model
products. FX-Net is a meteorological PC workstation developed at FSL that provides access to the basic
display capability of an AWIPS workstation via the Internet using data compression techniques to reduce
the bandwidth requirements critical to delivering large-size imagery quickly.

10.3 Plan for CAPS Real-time Forecast Support for IHOP_2002
(For further information, contact Dr. Ming Xue (mxue@ou.edu) or Keith Brewster)
CAPS has an NSF proposal related to the IHOP_2002 field experiment under review, whose title is
“Optimal Utilization and Impact of Water Vapor and Other High Resolution Observations in Storm-Scale
QPF”. The focus of this proposal is the sensitivity of storm-scale QPF to initial conditions near the time
of convective initiation and to boundary conditions. The initial condition will be obtained using 3DVAR
data schemes and the sensitivity will be studied using adjoint as well as traditional forward sensitivity
method. The estimation of background error covariance at the mesoscale and storm scale using ensemble
techniques is another important component of the proposal. The study will take advantage of data
collected during IHOP_2002 for both model initialization and verification and will also examine the
impact of routine and special data sets on the forecast.
It is proposed that during the field experiment period, the ARPS model will be run at high resolutions, to
provide support for the field operation and to obtain an initial assessment of the model forecasts during
the period. Data ingested and generated in real time will be archived and used in post-experiment studies.
The real-time data can also be made available to UCAR/JOSS for field experiment archives.
A supercomputer with 64 to 128 of the latest-generation processors will soon be purchased by CAPS
using a research grant from the Williams Companies. This computer will be available for real-time
analysis and forecast before and during the IHOP_2002 field experiment. CAPS plans to create forecasts
on three grids, with resolutions of 18, 6 and 2 km, respectively (see Figure 10.3). The 278 X 178 18-km
grid will cover the CONUS; the forecast on this grid will start from 12 UTC and go out to 36 hours. The
253 x 253 6-km grid covering ~1500 km x 1500 km will be nested inside the 18-km grid, initialized at the
same time and forecast for 18 hours, ending at 06 UTC (0001 LT). A relocatable 2-km grid covering
about 500 km x 500 km will be nested in the 6-km grid and start at 1500 UTC or 1000 LT and forecast for
12 hours, ending at 0300 UTC or 2000 LT. In addition to the forecast, CAPS plans to perform highresolution (6 km) analyses using ADAS at least once an hour. The analyses will incorporate Level-II and
Level-III (NIDS) radar data for the analysis of cloud fields and improved moisture and temperature fields
associated with clouds. Wind fields will also be adjusted by the analysis using radial velocity data. In all
cases the analyzed data will be incorporated in the model via incremental analysis updating (IAU).
Details of this plan are contingent on achieving the performance expected with the new hardware.
Forecast products will be posted on the web in a manner similar to the current real-time ARPS forecasts
(c.f. http://www.caps.ou.edu/wx). Special graphics products, focused on moisture, can be added to the
graphics suite. It is anticipated that the Norman Operations Center will have web access for viewing these
data. Certain customization will be done based on input from the IHOP_2002 Operations Center and SPC.
If desired, CAPS can also generate NetCDF or GEMPAK grids that can be viewed on AWIPS via the
D2D package or a GEMPAK viewer. Figure 10.4 shows the projected time line for the three forecasts.

The forecast cycle spawned at 1200 UTC as described below will occur once daily instead of using
continuous cycling as in the FSL modeling approach.
18-km grid: 1 hour data collection, 5 minute analysis, 30 minute forecast. Thus, entire 36-hr forecast will
be completed at 1335 UTC. Graphics will be generated as the model output is written to disk, therefore
the web posting will be completed a few minutes after the forecast ends. This grid will use a 6-hr ETA
forecast as analysis background, all available rawinsonde, profiler, standard surface observations and
Oklahoma Mesonet data and both visible and IR satellite data.

Figure 10.3: The 18, 6 and 2 km resolution ARPS model grids to be run by CAPS for IHOP_2002.
Three pre-configured 2 km grids are shown as light blue boxes. The western grid covers the Panhandle
areas and southwest Kansas where convective initiation events are expected during the period. The
eastern 2-km grid covers the area where MCS events are more common during the period. It is also an
area of most interest to the boundary layer group. Another 2-km grid is centered at NW Oklahoma to
cover events in this region. The black rectangle at the center shows the ARM-CART domain.

Figure 10.4: Timeline of proposed CAPS forecast at three resolutions

6-km grid: Analysis will be performed at 1325 UTC and completed by 1335 UTC; thus, this grid is
spawned as the 18-km grid forecast is being completed, with the boundary conditions for this run coming
from the 18-km forecast. Forecast begins at 1340 UTC and is completed by 1510 UTC. Preprocessing of
Level-II radar data begins as soon as the data arrive, which typically happens within a minute after each
radar volume and a few minutes after data collection time for Level-III (NIDS).
2-km grid: This model run will start from a 15 UTC analysis, using the 3-hr 6-km forecast as the
background. The 6-km forecast will provide the boundary conditions. The 2-km run will again
incorporate Level-II and Level-III (NIDS) radar data. Attempts will be made to perform single-Doppler
velocity retrievals on Level-II data from Amarillo, Dodge City, Wichita, Tulsa and Oklahoma City radars
and analyze the retrieved winds into the 2-km initial condition. Because of limited manpower available
for the real-time effort in the current project, the latter effort will need to leverage projects with similar
goals. Depending on the progress of these other projects, real-time velocity retrieval may or may not
happen. We expect that the 2-km forecast will be completed by 18 UTC. Only one of the two preconfigured 2-km grids will be run each day. The decision on the choice of grid will be based partly on
the results of the coarser grid forecast and partly on the initial IHOP_2002 operational plan.
CAPS will seek volunteers among the CAPS scientists and students willing to spend 1 to 2 hours each
day at the Norman Operations Center to examine and evaluate the forecasts and interact with the
forecasters. No funding for this was requested, however.

10.4 Plan for University of Wisconsin Real-time Forecast Support for
IHOP_2002
(For further information, contact Dr. John Mecikalski (johnm@ssec.wisc.edu))
For the IHOP_2002 field project, the University of Wisconsin (U. Wisconsin) will make numerical
weather forecasts over the IHOP_2002 domain. These simulations will be performed using the U.
Wisconsin-Nonhydrostatic Modeling System (UW-NMS). They will be run once and perhaps twice,
daily at high horizontal resolution (1 km). Vertical grid spacing is planned to range from 200 m at the
surface to 800 m above about 70 kPa with about 40 model levels in the vertical, many of which will be in
the boundary layer. The nesting capabilities of the UW-NMS model will allow the IHOP_2002 domain
to be a fourth nest in the twice-daily simulations. Thus surrounding the 1-km resolution innermost grid,
will be a 5-km resolution third grid covering an area approximately 500 km x 500 km. The second and
first grids will cover larger geographical regions still, with the first grid having a resolution of 1 deg x 1
deg (latitude x longitude) covering most of North America. U. Wisconsin plans to initialize the twicedaily forecasts with the AVN or RUC-20 km data and to incorporate temperature, moisture and cloud
information from GOES into a diabatic initialization.
Plans into early 2002 are for the availability of a massively-parallelized, distributed memory version of
the UW-NMS model. If this model is available, higher resolution simulations (in the vertical and
horizontal) will be possible as the model is run on a Linux cluster here at U. Wisconsin. Grid resolutions
near 500 m will be feasible within this new NMS framework. U. Wisconsin expects that the NMS
predictions will be used as aids in forecasting convective initiation, the movements of mesoscale fronts,
convective outflow boundaries and the dry line, as well as ongoing convective activity. Provided there is
high enough resolution, these simulations may serve the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) component
of IHOP_2002 by providing estimates of ABL evolution over the course of a day, as well as the influence

of the low-level jet on a number of ABL-related issues. U. Wisconsin plans on making these forecasts
available via the Internet at a U. Wisconsin web site, dedicated to the IHOP_2002 experiment. Model
fields will be archived.

10.5 Plan for NASA Real-time Forecast Support for IHOP_2002
(For further information, contact Dr. William Lapenta (bill.lapenta@msfc.nasa.gov))
The NASA Short-Term Prediction Research and Transition (SPoRT) Center will provide real-time MM5
forecasts in support of IHOP_2002 operations. A unique aspect of the NASA MM5 runs is the
assimilation of GOES Skin Temperature Tendencies (STT) into the surface energy budget equation. A
critical assumption of the technique is that the availability of moisture (either from the soil or vegetation)
is the least known term in the model’s surface energy budget. Therefore, the simulated latent heat flux,
which is a function of surface Moisture Availability Parameter (MAP), is adjusted based upon differences
between the modeled and satellite-observed skin temperature tendencies. STT data are assimilated only
during the morning hours when the land surface heating is known to be most sensitive to the specified
MAP.

Figure 10.5: The three inner grids to be used in the UW-NMS model during IHOP_2002. The innermost
“IHOP” grid is a 200 x 200 2-km resolution mesh (thin lines), the next larger grid uses a 5-km resolution
mesh and the outermost grid (thick lines) is 25-km resolution.
The exact model configuration to be employed during IHOP_2002 is contingent upon the computational
resources available during the field campaign. The SPoRT Center plans on purchasing a Linux Cluster
early in 2002. Therefore, specifications of the current real-time MM5 SPoRT configuration are used to
describe a baseline system. The IHOP_2002 version will consist of a 95 x 118 point 36-km CONUS

domain with a 97 x 97 point 1-way interactive 12-km nest centered over the IHOP_2002 region as shown
in Figure 10.6. A minimum of 32 levels will be used in the vertical with maximum resolution placed
below 700 mb. Twelve-hour forecasts on both domains will be made each hour between 12 and 21 UTC
on a daily basis. Initial conditions will be obtained from the 20-km version of the RUC that should be
operational at NCEP in early 2002. A reanalysis of observations is currently not performed. However,
this option could easily be implemented during IHOP_2002 if deemed necessary. The GOES STT data
required for assimilation will be produced operationally at the SPoRT Center.
Each model forecast will begin approximately 75 minutes after the initialization time and will take
approximately 25 minutes to complete. The satellite STT assimilation is performed on both domains
during the morning hours when the land surface heats most rapidly. Therefore, it is invoked for the first
45 minutes of those forecast cycles initialized between 12 and 17 UTC. The MAP "adjusted" by the STT
assimilation will be continuously recycled from one forecast cycle to the next. In this mode of operation,
model runs made after 17 UTC still benefit from the satellite assimilation through the "adjusted" MAP.
On any given day, the 12 UTC cycle will be initialized with the MAP obtained from the 21 UTC cycle of
the previous day.

Figure 10.6: The nested NASA SpoRT model domains for IHOP_2002
Model output will be made available in graphical and binary forms "on the fly" during model execution.
Graphical images will be available in real time via the SPoRT Center web site
(http://wwwghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/Model/model_mm5setable0.html). Binary output files will also be
produced in GEMPAK and NetCDF format and made available to the IHOP_2002 Operation Center.
Both domains will be made available although it is anticipated that the 12-km products will be of primary
use to the IHOP_2002 forecasters.

Experimental STT assimilation is currently being performed at the SPoRT Center at 4-km resolution. If
results from testing during the spring are favorable and computational resources become available, we
will perform the assimilation during IHOP_2002 on the same 12-km/4-km grid structure adopted by the
FSL group (Figs. 10.1A and 10.1B). In addition, we would like to pursue the possibility of initializing the
SPoRT MM5 GOES STT assimilation system using the FSL LAPS "hot start" diabatic initialization
technique described in Section 10.2.
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Table 10.1: Summary of Model Information Available in real time during IHOP_2002 Field Phase

CHAPTER XI: IHOP_2002 Communications
(Jim Moore)
This section provides details of the communications capabilities required to support IHOP_2002 research
in the field phase. The complexity of the project requires a number of critical communications links to
assure proper responsiveness of facilities and continuous support required for real-time decision making.
Figure 11.1 provides an overview of IHOP_2002 communications nodes and general information about
primary links (phone, fax, satellite phone) to be used to transfer data and other information. Besides these
primary links, every effort has been made to implement back-up links for critical communication paths.
This is done to minimize lost opportunities for the many platforms and facilities to acquire data during the
field project.
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Figure 11.1: IHOP_2002 communications nodes

11.1 General Communications Capabilities
There are many fixed and mobile facilities operating during IHOP_2002 Table 11.1 is a matrix
of general capabilities of each major facility or facility type to communicate. The mix of these
systems provides a range of options for sending and receiving critical data and information
among the groups. It is clear that all ground-based systems will maximize the use of a
combination of cell phones and VHF radio for general voice communication of larger distances.
This is subject to the vagaries of cell phone coverage in the more remote areas of the IHOP_2002

domain and the line-of-site restrictions when using radios. Three of the project aircraft (NRL P3, NASA DC-8, Proteus) will have satellite voice communication capabilities during
IHOP_2002. This will permit direct information updates between the aircraft and the NOC as
well as other sites such as S-Pol that have telephone capabilities.
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Table 11.2: IHOP_2002 Research Facilities Communication Capabilities
The availability of aircraft position information is somewhat problematic in IHOP_2002. However, steps
have been taken to get information from several of the aircraft. The UWKA will have a 900 MHz packet
radio system to send position and limited in-situ data and receive some information from the ground.
Packet radio contact is limited to line-of-site and will be used generally in the vicinity of S-Pol and the
FC. The NRL P-3 will have packet radio and a second satellite channel for relaying position and other
data to the ground. Use of the satellite downlink will permit continuous NRL P-3 aircraft track
information to be displayed in the NOC.

11.2 Priority Communication Links
Table 11.2 lists the priority links that all facilities and groups have agreed to implement in preparation for the field
season. Critical aircraft-to aircraft coordination will be accomplished over dedicated VHF-AM radio
communications between flight crews. Dedicated channels for this purpose include 122.925 and 123.05 MHz. In
addition the WYKA and NRL P-3 will operate with VHF-FM radios to maximize their ability to coordinate with
ground facilities.
Critical ground-to-ground communications will utilize cell phone and VHF-FM radios. Phone numbers are
provided in Appendix 6 - Operations Contact Information. Frequencies to be used for this purpose are 163.100 MHz
for direct or simplex links and 165.435 MHz. A number of facilities will be monitoring and using these frequencies.

11.3 World Wide Web Access
The Web will be heavily used by IHOP_2002 participants to pass data, information and products between
sites. As shown in Figure 11.1, there will be commercial data communication lines between several

critical nodes including the NOC, S-Pol and Will Rogers Airport. In addition, participants will be able to
access the Internet using Internet Service Providers (ISP), modem log-in and the like. Participants will be
able to receive daily operations summaries and updates, selected weather products and other information
of interest by accessing the IHOP_2002 on-line Field Catalog.
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Table 11.2: Priority IHOP_2002 Facility Communication Links

11.4 Project Data Transmission
Several links will be utilized to transmit data from one location to another as an aid to IHOP_2002
operations coordination activities. A T-1 (1 Mbps) line will be installed between the NCAR S-Pol radar
and the NOC. It will permit real-time radar data and products to be received and displayed with other
WSR-88D data for operations coordination using the NCAR/ATD Zebra software. Further S-Pol data
processing is also planned back at NCAR/ATD in Boulder, CO. Forecast and nowcast information will
be sent to S-Pol for updates and planning. One T-1 line will be installed at Will Rogers Airport to
enhance accessibility with home institutions and the NOC. Data and products from aircraft flight
operations will be available to other participants and updated support information will be accessible at
Will Rogers Airport.
Several mobile ground field facilities (MGLASS and MCLASS, Mobile Mesonets, etc.) will be sending
data via packet radio or cellular modem to central locations including NSSL and the FC. In addition, the
FC will have satellite data communications to relay summary plots, vehicle position and other
information to the NOC. This will allow project planners to have the latest information on surface and
upper air conditions, boundary position, boundary movement and other details critical to updating facility
movement and observation strategies.

CHAPTER XII: IHOP_2002 Data Management
(Steve Williams)
The development and maintenance of a comprehensive and accurate data archive is a critical step in
meeting the scientific objectives of IHOP_2002. The overall guiding philosophy for the IHOP_2002 data
management is to make the completed data set available to the scientific community as soon as possible
following the field project in order to better accomplish the scientific objectives of IHOP_2002 as well as
incorporate these results into improved operational forecast and precipitation prediction models.
The IHOP_2002 data management archive activities are being coordinated by UCAR/JOSS through a
joint data management effort (Data Archive Centers) between UCAR/JOSS and the DOE Atmospheric
Radiation Measurements (ARM) program. These activities fall into three major areas:
Determine the needs of the IHOP_2002 scientific community and summarize these results into
the IHOP_2002 Data Management Plan.
Develop and implement a real-time data catalog to provide in-field support products for
operations planning and project summaries/updates for the PIs and insure optimum data
collection, and
Establish a coordinated final archive system (i.e., Data Archive Centers) which provides data
distribution/support for the PIs and the general scientific community.
This includes
comprehensive seamless access to all operational and research data sets.

12.1 IHOP_2002 Data Management Policy
The following is a summary of the IHOP_2002 Data Management Policy that all participants of
IHOP_2002 are requested to abide by. Further details are provided in the following sub-sections.
1.

All investigators participating in IHOP_2002 must agree to promptly submit their data to the
IHOP_2002 Data Archive to facilitate intercomparison of results, quality control checks and
inter-calibrations, as well as an integrated interpretation of the combined data set.

2.

All data shall be promptly provided to other IHOP_2002 investigators upon request. A list of
IHOP_2002 investigators will be maintained by the IHOP_2002 Project Office and will include
the principle investigators directly participating in the field experiment as well as collaborating
scientists who have provided guidance in the planning of IHOP_2002 activities.

3.

During the initial data analysis period (one year after the data were collected), no data may be
provided to a third party (journal articles, presentations, research proposals, other investigators)
without the consent of the investigator who collected the data. This initial analysis period is
designed to provide an opportunity to quality-control the combined data set as well as to
provide the investigators ample time to publish their results.

4.

All data will be considered public domain after one year following the end of the IHOP_2002
field experiment phase and that any use of the data will include either acknowledgment (i.e.,
citation) or co-authorship at the discretion of the investigator who collected the data.

12.1.1 Data Processing/Quality Control

All data released in the field will be considered “preliminary” data to be used for planning and operational
purposes ONLY. Preliminary data are defined as data that have not been thoroughly analyzed or quality
assured (i.e., final instrument calibrations applied, etc.) by the PI to become “final” processed data. No
distribution of preliminary data outside the IHOP_2002 Operations Center will be permitted without the
consent of the PI who collected that data. At the end of the IHOP_2002 field phase, no preliminary data
will be archived or distributed at the Data Archive Centers unless agreed to by the PI. Individual PIs will
be responsible for the final processing, quality control and submission of their own data sets to the Data
Archive Centers since they are best qualified to do so. The IHOP_2002 Data Archive Centers will
perform any necessary processing for the operational data sets only (e.g., satellite, upper air soundings,
surface observations, model output, etc.).

12.1.2 Data Availability
All operational data sets collected in real time (e.g., satellite, Global Telecommunications System (GTS)
upper air soundings, GTS surface observations, model output) will initially be available through the
IHOP_2002 on-line Field Catalog for project operations purposes and archived and available through the
Data Archive Centers no later than six months following the field phase. All field documentation (e.g.,
daily operations summaries, mission summaries, status reports, mission scientist reports, etc.) will also be
available through the IHOP_2002 Field Catalog and Data Archive Centers in an electronic format.
All PIs participating in IHOP_2002 must agree to promptly (within 12 months following the conclusion
of the field phase [i.e., 1 July 2003]) submit their processed, quality controlled “final” data to the
IHOP_2002 Data Archive Centers. The requirement for PIs to submit their final data following 12 months
after the field phase will facilitate intercomparison of results, quality control checks and inter-calibrations,
as well as an integrated interpretation of the combined IHOP_2002 data set. The PIs will greatly benefit
by further collaborative analysis of her data sets within the IHOP_2002 community. Complete metadata
(including data set descriptions, documentation, calibrations, quality assurance results, etc.) must
accompany the submitted data. Upon submission, unless otherwise specified by the PI, these data will be
available to the general scientific community. The PI does reserve the right to request that the Data
Archive Centers password protect these data or send notification when a request for his data is received
during the initial one year data analysis period.

12.1.3 Data Attribution
All data shall be promptly provided to other IHOP_2002 PIs upon request with the approval of the PI that
collected the data. IHOP_2002 PIs are defined as those designated by the IHOP_2002 Science Steering
Committee/IHOP_2002 Project Office and/or those directly participating in the field experiment.
Distribution can be done either directly by the PI or through the IHOP_2002 Data Archive Centers with
the permission of the PI.
During the initial data analysis period (up to one year after the data have been collected) no data may be
provided to a third party (journal articles, presentations, research proposals, other investigators) without
the consent of the PI that collected the data. This initial analysis period is designed to provide an
opportunity to quality control and analyze the combined data set to release a better quality product.

12.1.4 Community Access to Data
It is the intent of the IHOP_2002 Scientific Steering Committee that all data will be considered public
domain no later than one year after the end of the field experiment (i.e., July 2003) and that any use of the
data will include either acknowledgment or co-authorship of the PI who collected the data. General
community access to the data will be available through the respective IHOP_2002 Data Archive Centers

subject to the procedures of the individual centers. These Data Archive Centers will be responsible for
making arrangements on data distribution (e.g., cost, if any, method of distribution, etc.) and coordinate
data orders with the requestor. To keep the various Data Archive Centers up to date and consistent with
latest data set versions, the Data Archive Centers will provide and exchange current inventories at least
every three months for two years following the field phase. This will also serve as a method to announce
new data set availability.

12.2 On-Line Field Catalog
UCAR/JOSS will develop and maintain an on-line Field Catalog that will be functional during the
IHOP_2002 project to support the field operational planning. The catalog will be implemented using a
WWW browser interface and will be operational at the Norman Operations Center with a “mirror” site in
Boulder, CO. Data collection information about both operational and research data sets (including
metadata and overview documentation) will be entered into the system in near real time beginning 1 May
2002. The catalog will permit data entry (data collection details, field summary notes, certain operational
data etc.), data browsing (listings, plots) and limited catalog information distribution. Daily summaries
will be prepared and contain information regarding operations (aircraft flight times, major instrument
systems sampling times, weather forecasts and synopses, etc.). These summaries will be entered into the
on-line catalog either electronically (via WWW interface and/or e-mail) or manually. It is important and
desirable for the PIs to contribute graphics (e.g., plots in gif, jpg, png, or postScript format) and/or data
for retention on the catalog whenever possible. Updates of the status of data collection and
instrumentation (on a daily basis or more often depending on the platforms and other operational
requirements) will be available. Public access to status information, mission summaries and selected
data sets outside of the Norman Operations Center will be available from the mirrored catalog system in
Boulder.

12.3 Distributed Data Archive Centers
The data collected by IHOP_2002 will be coordinated by UCAR/JOSS and available from two Data
Archive Centers located at UCAR and DOE. A brief description and further details of these centers are
provided below.

12.3.1 UCAR/JOSS
The primary Data Archive Center will be located at UCAR/JOSS in Boulder, CO and data will be
available through the existing JOSS Data Management System (CODIAC). CODIAC offers scientists
access to research and operational data. It provides the means to identify data sets of interest, facilities to
view data and associated metadata and the ability to automatically obtain data via Internet file transfer or
magnetic media. The user may browse data to preview selected data sets prior to retrieval. Data displays
include time series plots for surface parameters, skew-T/log-P diagrams for soundings and gif images for
model analysis and satellite imagery. CODIAC users can directly retrieve data. Users can download
data via the Internet directly to their workstation or personal computer or request delivery of data on
magnetic media. Data may be selected by time or location and can be converted to one of several formats
before delivery. CODIAC automatically includes associated documentation concerning the data itself,
processing steps and quality control procedures.
Contact Information:

Contact:
Mailing Address:
Shipping Address:
Telephone:
Internet Access:

CODIAC (codiac@joss.ucar.edu).
P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO, USA, 80307
3300 Mitchell Lane (Suite 175), Boulder, CO 80307, USA
(303) 497-8987, FAX (303) 497-8158
http://www.joss.ucar.edu/codiac/

12.3.2 DOE/ARM
The DOE/ARM Data Archive is located in the Environmental Sciences Division at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee and the missions of the ARM Archive are as follows:
(1) Receive and manage the data and information generated during the course of the ARM Project; and
(2) Provide ARM data to the general scientific community with enough additional information so that
any atmospheric or environmental scientist user anywhere can select and receive the ARM data that
suits his or her research needs.
The ARM Data Archive stores and manages data files in a large robotically controlled tape library
(operated jointly with the ORNL Center for Computational Sciences). The ARM Data Archive also
provides user access to the data through either a WWW based interface or via requests to the ARM
Archive Use Service Staff. Since its inception in June 1992, the ARM Data Archive has collected some
1,240 gigabytes in its first 1,900,000 files, with more arriving daily. Users of the ARM Data Archive
retrieve 20,000 to 30,000 data files per month from the stored file collection.
For IHOP_2002, a separate server with access to PI data and operational ARM data sets is planned.
Contact Information:
Contact:
Mailing Address:
Telephone:
Internet Access:

ARM Archive (armarchive@ornl.gov)
Environmental Sciences Division, MS-6047, 1507
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA
1-888-ARM-DATA
http://www.archive.arm.gov/

Appendix I: IHOP_2002 Site Information
Norman Operations Center
Center
Address:
NOAA/National Severe Storms Lab
1313 Halley Circle
Norman, OK 73069

Norman Analysis
Address:
NOAA/National Weather Service
1200 Westheimer Drive
Norman, OK 73069

Driving Directions from Will Rogers World Airport to Norman:
Exit airport going north .5 miles on
TERMINAL DR (becomes
MERIDIAN), first right after light
Turn right (east) on SW54TH ST
(becomes SW 59TH ST) for about 1.5
miles heading toward I-44 (also known
as I-240)
Turn right at second light to merge onto
I-44 WEST (I-240)
Stay straight to go onto I-240 EAST
Follow I-240 EAST 4.5 miles around
South side of Oklahoma City. Take I-35
SOUTH, exit number 4A, towards
DALL
Take I-35 SOUTH 11 miles to
ROBINSON ST EAST exit 110-B
Take ROBINSON ST EAST 1.6 miles to
light at BERRY RD and turn left (north)
Until road ends at a "T"
Turn left onto WESTHEIMER DR.
Turn left onto HALLEY AVE. The
National Severe Storms Laboratory and
the Storm Prediction Center are on the
right at 1313 HALLEY AVE. Parking is
on the south side. The NEXRAD
Operational Support Facility and the
National Weather Service Forecast
Office-Norman are on the left side of
HALLEY AVE. Parking is on the north
side.
TOTAL DISTANCE: 21.4 miles
ESTIMATED TIME: 37 minutes

1.1.1
AAR Aircraft Operations Center
Address:
AAR Aircraft Services
Will Rogers Airport
6611 S Meridian
Oklahoma City, OK 73159
Contacts:
Chip Smith: 405 218 3150
Anita Brown: 405-218-3060, Fax: 405-218-3622

Danny Vierling 405-218-3121
Driving Directions from Will Rogers World Airport to AAR:
Start out going South on TERMINAL DR towards TICKETING/CHECK IN by turning left. 0.05 miles
Stay straight to go onto RENTAL CARS/BAGGAGE CLAIM. 0.07 miles
Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto RENTAL CARS. 0.04 miles
RENTAL CARS becomes RENTAL CARS. 0.12 miles
Turn LEFT onto BAGGAGE CLAIM. 0.04 miles
Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto TERMINAL DR. 0.76 miles
Turn LEFT onto AMELIA EARHART LN. 0.06 miles
Turn LEFT onto S MERIDIAN AVE. 0.40 miles
Total Estimated Time: 6 minutes
Total Distance: 1.52 miles
Hangar 2:
Hangar 1B:

NCAR/ATD, CNRS, NRL, NASA DC-8, FII
U. of Wyoming, DLR, NOAA/ETL, Scale Composite

Driving Directions from NSSL to AAR:

Start out going East on WESTHEIMER DR towards BERRY RD. 0.02 miles
Turn RIGHT onto BERRY RD. 0.34 miles
Turn RIGHT onto W ROBINSON ST. 1.34 miles
Take the I-35 N ramp towards OKLA. CITY. 0.27 miles
Merge onto I-35 N. 10.46 miles
Take the I-240/OK-3/US-62 W exit- exit number 121B- towards LAWTON and/or FT SMITH.
0.28 miles
Keep LEFT at the fork in the ramp. 0.19 miles
Keep RIGHT at the fork in the ramp. 0.16 miles
Merge onto I-240 W. 4.97 miles
I-240 W becomes I-44 E. 0.14 miles
Take the S.W. 59TH ST exit- exit number 116A. 0.22 miles
Turn LEFT onto SW 59TH ST. 0.59 miles
SW 59TH ST becomes SW 54TH ST. 0.78 miles
Take the ramp towards AIRPORT. 0.23 miles

Turn LEFT onto S MERIDIAN AVE. 0.30 miles
Total Estimated Time: 32 minutes
Total Distance: 20.29 miles

FAA Training Center (Proteus and U. of Wisconsin)
Address:
FAA Mike Monrony Complex
AMP-1 45452
ARB Building
6500 S McArthur Blvd
Oklahoma City, OK 73152
Contact: Dana Moffatt
Driving Directions from Will Rogers World Airport to FAA:
Start out going South on TERMINAL DR towards TICKETING/CHECK IN by turning left. 0.05 miles
Stay straight to go onto RENTAL CARS/BAGGAGE CLAIM. 0.07 miles
Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto RENTAL CARS. 0.04 miles
RENTAL CARS becomes RENTAL CARS. 0.12 miles
Turn LEFT onto BAGGAGE CLAIM. 0.04 miles
Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto TERMINAL DR. 0.96 miles
TERMINAL DR becomes S MERIDIAN AVE. 0.23 miles
Turn LEFT to take the SW 54TH WEST ramp. 0.24 miles
Merge onto SW 54TH ST. 0.76 miles
Turn LEFT onto S MACARTHUR BLVD for 0.91 miles
Total Distance: 3.42 miles
Total Estimated Time: 12 minutes

S-Pol Site
Driving directions from Liberal, KS to S-Pol site: Go South on US 83 to Bryans Corner (service
station). From Bryans Corner it is 3 miles South and 2 ½ miles East. Site will be on right hand side on
top of hill.

Latitude:
Longitude:
Elevation:
Landowner:

36o34.308 min
100o46.967 min
890 meters
Leo Neufeld (580-646-3535)

Homestead Profiling Site
Description: Beaver county T1N Map 22 R23E Section 8 (SW corner). DeLorme Oklahoma

Gazetteer: north side of E0310 Rd just east of N1340

Directions from S-Pol to the Homestead Profiling Site: Drive 0.5 miles East on S-Pol road; Turn
South (right); Drive 1 mile. Turn East (left). Drive 9.5 miles. Site is on North (left) side of the road.
Latitude:
Longitude:
Elevation:

36o33.500’N
100o36.371’W
850 m

TAOS Site and Reference Radiosonde Site
Description TAOS site: NW ¼ of Section 16, T-1-2N, R-23-E, Elmwood SW, Beaver, OK
Directions to the TAOS site from Homestead Profiling Site: Site is 1 mile East from Homestead
Profiling Site; it’s on the South side of the road.
Latitude:
Longitude:
Altitude:

36o33.489’N
100o35.142’W
850 m

ISFF Sites
ISFF Field Base
Address:
Wichita Mid-Continent Airport
2204 S. Tyler Road
Wichita, KS
Phone: 316-943-0091
Directions: The ISFF field base will be located on the west edge of Wichita Mid-Continent
Airport. To get there, turn south on Tyler Road from Kellog Ave just west of the Wichita
airport. The ISFF field base is on the east side of Kellog, just south of the National Weather
Service office.
ISFF Flux PAM Locations
Nine ISFF Flux-PAM stations will be deployed in 3 groups of 3 stations. Each group of three
stations corresponds to a planned IHOP_2002 flight track. .Stations 1-3, comprising the West
leg, are aligned south to north in the Oklahoma panhandle. Stations 4-6, comprising the Central
leg, are aligned roughly west to east southwest of Wichita, KS. Stations 7-9, comprising the East
leg, are aligned roughly west to east southeast of Wichita.
a) West Leg (Stations 1 through 3)
Driving Directions: From Wichita, drive west on US 54 to Meade, then south on KS 23 to join US 270
heading south. From Liberal, drive south 10 miles on US 83 and turn east then south on US 270 to
Beaver, OK (site 3 is north of Beaver).

Site 1: From Beaver, drive south on US 270 to 1.5 mi south of Texas state line, then 5 mi west on County
Road C and 0.3 mi south on County Road 26 to stock well on east. Site is 350 m to east
Site Number:
Latitude:
Longitude:
Elevation:
Owner:

Site 1
N 36 deg 28.370'
W 100 deg 37.075'
871 m
Leonore A. Schultz (806-435-0646)

Site 2: From Beaver, drive south 14 miles on US 270 to Elmwood Drive west on US 412/OK 3 6 miles,
then north 0.5 mile on road marked 04 26 11.00, to track heading east;
Site is 1/4 mi east and 1/8 mile south.
Site Number:
Latitude:
Longitude:
Elevation:
Owner:

Site 2
N 36 deg 37.327'
W 100 deg 37.619'
859 m
Gary and Paula Tice (580-646-3488)

Site 3: From Beaver, drive north 3 mi on US 270 to road marked 04 20 03.10 at sign for Beaver River
Wildlife Mgmt Area. Drive west 4.35 miles
Site is 0.45 mi south, access by sandy road
Site Number:
Latitude:
Longitude:
Owner:

Site 3
N 36 deg 51.662
W 100 deg 35.670'; 780 m
Dwain and Peggy McFarland (580-625-4266)

b) Central Leg (Stations 4 through 6)
Driving Directions: From Wichita, drive SW, then W on KS 42 to KS 14 north of Rago
Site 4: Drive south on KS 14 5-6 miles to Ridge Rd (NW 150 Rd) or from Harper at intersection of US
160 and KS 2, drive north on KS 14 6 miles to Ridge Rd (NW 150 Rd). Then drive west on Ridge Road
9.5 miles to 110th Ave. Drive south 3/4 mile on 110th Ave Site is on west side of 110th Ave behind
empty house Enter oil pump road and continue past oil pump. The site is 1/4 mile west of 110th Ave on
south side of fence
Site Number:
Latitude:
Longitude:
Elevation:
Owner:

Site 4
N 37 deg, 21.474'
W 98 deg, 14.679'
509 m
Jeffery A. Ryan, 620-356-2483

Site 5: See directions for site 4; from the intersection of KS 14 and Ridge Road (NW 150 Rd), drive west
on Ridge Road 5.3 miles to 70th Ave; drive north 0.5 mile on 70th Ave;
Site is 300 m east
Site Number:

Site 5

Latitude:
Longitude:
Elevation:
Owner:
Farmed by:

N 37 deg, 22.684'
W 98 deg 9.816'
506 m
Laura and Cleyon Yowell, (620-663-8873)
Pat Maloney (620-532-2126)

Site 6: From Wichita, drive southwest on KS 42, then south on KS 49 to Conway Springs; continue
south 2 miles on KS 49 to 70th Avenue; drive west 1 mile on 70th Avenue to Ryan Road
Site is 1/4 mi south and 1/4 mi east of this intersection
NOTE: do not drive on Ryan Road when wet
Site Number:
Site 6
Latitude:
N 37 deg, 21.269'
Longitude:
W 97 deg 39.200'
Elevation:
417 m
Owner:
Kenneth F. and Melva J. Andra (620-456-2886)
c) East Leg (Stations 7 through 9)
Driving Directions: From Wichita, drive southeast on KS 15 to US 77
Site 7: From intersection of US 77 and KS 15, drive south on US 77 2 miles to 82nd Road; drive east 3
miles on 82nd Road and turn south on 111th Road; drive south 3 miles on 111th Road to 112th Road.
OR:
From US 160 in Winfield, drive north on US 77 3 miles to 132nd Road; drive east 2 miles on 132nd Road
and turn north on 101st Road; drive north on paved road 2+ miles to 112th Road.
THEN:
Drive east on 112th Road 1.25 miles to 121st Road; drive south 1/2 mi on 121st Road, then east 1/4 mi;
site is 1/4 mi north, access through gate to the north; BE SURE TO close gate; DO NOT drive on field if
wet.
Site Number:
Latitude:
Longitude:
Elevation:
Owner:
Farmed by:

Site 7
N 37 deg 18.792'
W 96 deg 56.323'
382 m
Donald M. Long, DVM
Keith Wilson (cell 620-222-1295)

Site 8: From intersection of US 77 and KS 15, drive north on US 77 3.5 miles to Rock; then drive east on
Cowley Cnty Road 2 (32nd Road) to Cowley Cnty Road 5 (211th Road) in Atlanta; drive 1.9 miles south
on Cowley Cnty 5 (211th Road) to 52nd Drive; enter gate on east; site is 1/4 mile north of gate; 200 m
east of 211th Road
Site Number:
Latitude:
Longitude:
Elevation:

Site 8
N 37 deg 24.418'
W 96 deg 45.937'
430 m

Owner:

Jack Bannon (316-747-2722)

Farmed by:

Brian Thiel (620-221-9346)

Site 9: From intersection of US 77 and KS 15, drive south 10 miles to US 160 in Winfield; drive east on
US 160 24 miles to Cambridge; continue 7 miles east on US 160 and turn north on 333rd Road at the sign
for Ferguson Ranch; drive north 4 miles to ranch gate at 62nd Road; continue north another 1.3 miles;
turn west onto track, site is 0.4 mi west
Site Number:
Latitude:
Longitude:
Ranch Foreman:
Owner:

Station Nearby
#
Town
1

Booker
TX

2

Elmwood
OK
Beaver
OK
Zenda
KS
Spivey
KS
Conway
Springs,
KS
New
Salem
KS

3
4
5
6
7

Site 9
N 37 deg 24.618'
W 96 deg 34.028'; 447 m
David Burdette (620-467-2653)
William M. Ferguson (620-326-3641)

Latitude
(deg min
N)
36° 28.370'

Longitude
Elevation Environment Instrumentation
(deg min
(m)
W)
100° 37.075' 872
Winter
basic w/ CSAT3 sonic,
wheat
2 additional soil profiles
4 comp radiation
LI-7000 CO2
high-rate data archival

36° 37.327' 100° 37.619' 859

grassland

basic w/ CSAT3 sonic

36° 51.662' 100° 35.670' 780

sagebrush

basic w/ CSAT3 sonic

37° 21.474' 98° 14.679'

509

grassland

basic w/ CSAT3 sonic

37° 22.684' 98° 9.816'

506

winter wheat

basic w/ ATI-NUW son
ic

37° 21.269' 97° 39.200'

417

winter wheat

basic w/ ATI-NUW son
ic

37° 18.792' 96° 56.323'

382

grassland

basic w/ CSAT3 sonic

8
Atlanta
KS
9

Grenola
KS

37° 24.418' 96° 45.937'

430

grassland

37° 24.618' 96° 34.028'

447

grassland

basic w/ ATI-NUW son
ic,
4 component radiation,
LI-6251 CO2,
high-rate data archival
basic w/ ATI-NUW son
ic,
2 additional soil profiles

4 component radiation

ARM/CART Central Facility

Appendix II: NWS Interactions and Special Soundings
For each Intensive Observing Period, the parties agree to follow the responsibilities below:
1. IHOP_2002 Operations Center staff agree to phone the IHOP_2002 site Meteorologists/
Officers in Charge (MIC/OIC) at least twenty-four (24) hours in advance of flight time to request
permission for an IHOP_2002 IOP to begin. This is the IOP notification.
2. IHOP_2002 Operations Center staff agree to phone the IHOP_2002 site MIC/OIC at least
twelve (12) hours in advance of the start of an IHOP_2002 IOP to reduce or completely cancel
an IOP’s flight. Flights may be canceled with less than three (3) hours notice and no charges for
the actual sondes will be applied. However, it is understood by the parties that cancellations with
less than twelve (12) hours notice may result in labor related charges as a NWS staff shift may
already be activated.
3. NWS will provide the IHOP_2002 Project Office with two (2) copies of a NWS software
program (with instructions) to convert ‘Store’ and ‘Results’ files from Binary to ASCII format.
4. At the completion of IHOP_2002, the NWS will provide one (1) set of printouts of the Flight
Summary and the Winds files for each upper-air observation, including routine observations.
5. NWS will provide data onto the GTS gateway in real-time immediately after termination of
each launch, to be received by other National Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) operational centers.
6. NWS will copy each upper-air observation ‘Store’ and ‘Results’ file onto a separate disk,
immediately after flight termination and will mail these disks to the Sponsor (see Attachment 2
for address) no later than one (1) week after the observation.
7. NCAR will provide operational help with Reference Radiosonde flights. NCAR will provide
all materials necessary to modify the flight train to accommodate two radiosondes. NWS will
provide expendables including the Sippican radiosonde, balloon, parachute, de-reeler, and lifting
gas for the balloon.
8. NWS has the final call on the ability to make a reference radiosonde flight. NWS will
consider weather and potential conflict with 00 and 12 UTC operations to determine, if a
reference radiosonde flight is possible. At no time will a NWS decision be questioned regarding
these special soundings.
9. NCAR will provide equipment in a vehicle to process all information regarding reference
radiosonde. This shouldn’t have any impact on NWS systems.

National Weather Service Southern Region:
Fort Worth, Texas (W/SR42x5) Systems Operations Division
Mr. Alton Abernathy
PHONE: 817 978 7777 x 136
FAX: 817 978 2020
EMAIL: Alton.Abernathy@noaa.gov
National Weather Service Central Region:
Kansas City, Missouri (W/CR42x4) Systems Operations Division
Mr. Bob Bonack
PHONE: 816 891 7734 x 424
FAX: 816 891 7810
EMAIL: Bob.Bonack@noaa.gov
National Weather Service (NWS) Office of Climate, Water and Weather Services
Mr. Tom Trunk (Upper Air Special Projects Coordinator)
W/OS7x2 Observing Services Division
1325 East West Highway, Room 4377
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
PHONE: 301 713 0722 x 194
FAX: 301 713 2513
E-MAIL: Thomas.trunk@noaa.gov

Contacts for Special Soundings Sites:
Boulder (Supervising Office for Denver Upper Air Contract Office):
DAPM: Byron Louis (Ext 327)
MIC: Larry Mooney (Ext 642)
Lead Forecaster: 303-494-4479
Phone: 303-494-3210
Fax: 303-494-4409
Albuquerque, New Mexico NWS site
POC Senior Forecaster
Desk #: 505-244-9148
Fax #: 505-244-9151
Midland, Texas NWS site
Name: Any lead forecaster
or MIC - Ray Fagen
or DAPM - Eddie Brite
or WCM - Pat Vesper

Desk #: 915-563-6217, sec. phone numbers: 915-563-5726 or 563-5901
FAX: 915-5638117
Amarillo, Texas NWS site
POC Lead Forecaster
Desk #: 806-335-9022, secondary 806-335-1835
FAX: 806-335-3118
Dodge City, Kansas NWS site
DAMP: John Orgler Ext 327
MIC: Ext 642
Lead Forcaster: 620-227-3700
Phone: 620-225-6514
FAX: 620-227-2288
North Platte, Nebraska NWS site
DAPM: NONE
MIC: Dave Wert Ext 642
Lead Forecaster: 308-532-0921
Phone: 308-532-4936
FAX: 308-532-9557
Norman, Oklahoma NWS site
POC Lead Forecaster
Phone: 405-366-6584
FAX: 405-366-6528
Fort Worth, Texas NWS site
POC Lead Forecaster
Phone: 817-831-1595, secondary 817-831-1157
FAX: 817-831-3025
Topeka, Kansas NWS site
DAPM: Bill Newman Ext 327
MIC Curt Holderbach Ext 642
Lead Forcaster: 785-232-1494
Phone: 785-232-1493
FAX: 785-232-3632
Shreveport, Louisiana NWS site
POC Lead Forecaster
Phone: 318-636-7345
FAX: 318-636-9620

Appendix III: Contact Information
Phone Numbers @ IHOP OPS CENTER
(405) 579-0872
(405) 366-0443
(405) 366-0486
(405) 627-7448/7325
(405) 579-0874
(405) 579-0873
(405) 579-0869

Main Operations Center Line
Recorded NOC IHOP voice message
Recorded NSSL voice message for mobile systems
Operations Director Direct Lines
Aircraft Coordinator Direct Line
Ground Systems Coordinator Direct Line
Nowcaster Direct Line

Phone Numbers @ S-Pol
(580) 361-2252
(580) 361-2289
(580) 361-2290
(580) 361-2291
(580) 361-2292
(580) 361-2293
(303) 817-0546

Modular building
Auto-Dialer (calls cell phone)
Main Line (voice)
Annex trailer (fax & phone)
Ops Trailer (voice or data)
Annex trailer
Cell phone w/antenna S-Pol Annex

Phone Numbers @ Homestead Profiling Site
(580) 646-3404
(580) 646-3405
(580) 646-3406
(580) 646-3407
(580) 646-3408
(580) 646-3409

ISS/MAPR
University of Massachusetts FM/CW
NASA SRL
NASA HARLIE
NASA GLOW
University of Wisconsin AERIBAGO

Phone Numbers of the Mobile Systems
(405) 570-1272
(405) 818-2017
(405) 818-2017
(405) 834-0420

DOW 3, mobile radar coordination
DOW2
Josh Wurman
Yvette Richardson

(775) 530-4340
(405) 517-0607
(405) 517-0608
(405) 517-0609
(405) 366-0489
(256) 426-8343

DRI Mobile Radiometer
FC cell phone (Ziegler)
Smart-R
NSSL MCLASS
FC Office
UAH MIPS
XPOW

Phone Number at ISFF Sites
(316) 943-0091

ISFF Field Base

Phone Numbers at AAR
(405) 681-3000
(405) 218-3970
(405) 218-3973
(405) 218-3977
(405) 218-3972
(405) 218-3976
(405) 218-3975
(405) 218-3971
(307) 760-3328
(405) 218-3979
(405) 218-3978
757-483-8140
757-574-3445

AAR General Operations Desk
Hangar 1B Downstairs – Univ. of Wyoming Phone
Hangar 1B Downstairs – Univ. of Wyoming FAX
Hangar 1B Upstairs -- DLR
Hangar 1B Downstairs -- DLR
Hangar 1B Upstairs -- NOAA/ETL
Hangar 1B Downstairs – NOAA/ETL
Hangar 1B Upstairs -- Univ. of Wyoming
Univ. of Wyoming Direct Line
Hangar 2 -- RTF, CNRS
Hangar 2 -- NASA DC8
Flight International (Darrel)
Flight International (Jeff)

WEB ADDRESSES

IHOP Field Catalog http://www.joss.ucar.edu/ihop/catalog
IHOP ATD Web site
IHOP Daily Newsletter
IHOP Webcast
U. of Wyoming

http://www.atd.ucar.edu/dir_off/projects/2002/IHOP.html
http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/
http://videoconf.nssl.noaa.gov
http://www.atmos.uwyo.edu/ihop02

Appendix IV: Participating Airborne and Ground-based Radars
Instrument:

ELDORA

WCR

Instrument Type

Airborne, dual beam X-band
radar
Doppler velocity, refractivity,
spectral width

Airborne, 95 GHz cloud radar

Measurement:
Operated by:
Contact:
Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Frequency:
Transmitter Wavelength:
Transmitter Peak Power:
Transmitter Pulse Width:
Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Polarization Diversity:
Transmitted Pulse Package:
Antenna Type:
Antenna Diameter:
Antenna Beam Width:
Antenna Gain:
Antenna Scan Rate:
Maximum Side Lobe:
Receiver Bandwidth:
Receiver Dynamic Range:
Measurement Range
(min & max)
Range Resolution /
Gate Spacing:
Along Track Beam Spacing:
Number of Range Gates:
Number of Samples:
Data Recording:

NCAR/ATD
Dr. Wen-Chau Lee
Wenchau@ucar.edu
Airborne
NRL P-3
9.3 - 9.8 GHz
3.2 cm
40-45 kW
250-300 ns
2-5 kHz
Horizontal; Two beams, 18
deg forward and aft scanning
over two cones
Staggered or uniform pulse
Flatplate, waveguide antenna
1.8 m
1.8 deg
38.7 dB
5 - 144 deg/s
-35 dB
0.5 - 8 MHz
75 dB
Min: 500 m
Max: 90 km
37.5 m - 1200 m
0.3 - 1000 m
Depends on PRF
10 +
DLT

Reflectivity, velocity and
polarization fields, cloud structure
and composition
U. of Wyoming
Dr. Gabor Vali
vali@uwyo.edu
Airborne
Wyoming King Air
94.92 GHz
3.2 mm
1.6 kW
100, 250, 500 ns
1-20 kHz
Horizontal and vertical, angle of 3045 deg between the two beams
4 or 6 sequenced pulses
Conical horn, lens
0.305 m
0.4-0.8 deg
46.5 – 53.3 dB
N/a
10, 5, 2 MHz
> 70 dB
Min: 60-100 m (275 ns)
Max: 3-4 km (275 ns)
5-6 km (500ns)

Appendix IV: Airborne and Ground-based Radars (cont’d)
Instrument:

S-POL

SMART-R

Instrument Type

Ground-based, S-band Dual
Doppler Polarimetric Radar
Doppler velocity, refractivity,
spectral width, polarimetric
variables
NCAR/ATD
Dr. Jim Wilson
jwilson@ucar.edu
Ground-based, fixed
Balko, OK
2.7 - 2.9 GZ
10.7 cm
> 1 MW
300 - 1400 ns 0.5 – 1.5 us
0-1.3 kHz 0.325 to 1.2 kHz
H-V alternating or H only
Staggered pulse
Parabolic, center feed
8.5 m
0.91 deg
44.5 dB
0 - 18 deg/s,
30 deg/s with pully change
– 27dB
0.738 MHz
90 dB
Min: 500 m
Max: 230 km
37.5 - 1000 m

C-band mobile Doppler radar

N/a
4000
16 – 1000
Exabyte, Dorade format

8-256 (selectable)
CD-RW, Sigmet IRIS format

Measurement:
Operated by:
Contact:
Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Frequency:
Transmitter Wavelength:
Transmitter Peak Power:
Transmitter Pulse Width:
Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Polarization Diversity:
Transmitted Pulse Package:
Antenna Type:
Antenna Diameter:
Antenna Beam Width:
Antenna Gain:
Antenna Scan Rate:
Maximum Side Lobe:
Receiver Bandwidth:
Receiver Dynamic Range:
Measurement Range
(min & max)
Range Resolution /
Gate Spacing:
Along Track Beam Spacing:
Number of Range Gates:
Number of Samples:
Data Recording:

Doppler velocity, radar
reflectivity, spectrum width
Texas A& M University
Dr. Mike Biggerstaff
mikeb@ariel.met.tamu.edu
Mobile, flatbed truck
Variable, near FC
5.6 GHz
5.4 cm
250 kW
0.3-2 us (45-300 m resolution)
< 3 kHz
Horizontal
simple and staggered
Solid, parabolic
2.44 m
1.5 deg
40 dB
0-36 deg/s
Less than – 20 dB
selectable; 200 km is typical max
50-250 m selectable
Up to 2048

Appendix IV: Airborne and Ground-based Radars (cont’d)
Instrument:

DOW (2 and 3)

XPOW

Instrument Type

X-band mobile Doppler Radar

Measurement:

Doppler velocity, radar
reflectivity, spectrum width

Operated by:
Contact:

Transmitter Wavelength:
Transmitter Peak Power:
Transmitter Pulse Width:

University of Oklahoma
Dr. Josh Wurman
jwurman@ou.edu
Mobile, flatbed truck
Variable, near S-Pol
9.36 GHz (DOW 2)
9.38 GHz (DOW 3)
3.2 cm
250 kW (250 W average)
0.1 – 2 us (15-300 m resolution)

X-band mobile Dual
Polarization Doppler Radar
Doppler velocity, horizontal
and vertical reflectivity,
spectrum width, differential
phase shift, differential
reflectivity
University of Connecticut
Dr. Manus Anagnostou

Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Polarization Diversity:

500 to 5000 Hz
H or V

Transmitted Pulse Package:
Antenna Type:
Antenna Diameter:

Simple and staggered
Parabolic, Cassegrain dish
2.44 m

3.2 cm
50 kW (50 W average)
0.1 - 2 us (15-300 m
resolution)
0.1 ms (150m)
Up to 7 kHz
Simultaneous transmission of
horizontal and vertical
polarization
Simple
Parabolic
2.44 m

Antenna Beam Width:
Antenna Gain:
Antenna Scan Rate:
Maximum Side Lobe:
Measurement Range
(min & max)
Range Resolution /
Gate Spacing:
Number of Range Gates:

0.93 deg
40-45 dB (approx)
0-60 deg/s
Less than -20 dB
100 m - 200 km

0.95 deg
44.3 dB
0-30 deg/s
-20 dB
100 - 200 km

12 - 600 m

12.5 m / 30 - 600 m

Typically 100 - 600, up to 1000

Number of Samples:
Data Recording:

24 – 512
Hard disk, CD, Exabyte, DVD

Typically 100 - 600, up to
1000
24 – 516
Hard disk, ORB

Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Frequency:

Mobile, flatbed truck
Variable, near S-Pol
9.38 GHz

Instrument:

UMass Tornado Radar

Instrument Type
Measurement:

Mobile 95 GHz Doppler radar
Doppler velocity and polarimetric
scattering parameters, reflectivity
University of Massachusetts
Dr. Andrew Pazmany
pazmany@mirsl.ecs.umass.edu
Mobile, flatbed truck
Variable
95.05 GHz
3.2 mm
1.2 kW (10 W average)
200 ns -2 us

Operated by:
Contact:
Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Frequency:
Transmitter Wavelength:
Transmitter Peak Power:
Transmitter Pulse Width:
Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Polarization Diversity:
Transmitted Pulse Package:
Antenna Type:
Antenna Beam Width:
Antenna Gain:
Antenna Scan Rate:
Maximum Side Lobe:
Measurement Range
(min & max)
Range Resolution /
Gate Spacing:
Number of Range Gates:
Number of Samples:
Data Recording:

H or V
Parabolic, Cassegrain dish
0.18 deg
59 dB
Max: 15 km
15, 30 or 75 m

Hard disk in netCDF or UF format

UMass FM-CW Radar

Homestead Profiling Site

Appendix V: Participating Airborne and Ground-based Lidars
Instrument:
Measurement:
Operated by:
Contact:
Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Wavelength:
Output/Pulse Energy:
Average Power:
Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Pulse Length/Width:
Beam Area (at exit point):
Transmitter Beam Divergence:
Eye safe:
NOHD single pulse
NOHD repetitive pulse
Measurement Direction:
Operations Mode:
Receiver Telescope Diameter:
Receiver Field of View:
Resolution - Along beam (V,H):
Resolution - Along track:
Resolution - Time:
Sampling Rate:
Accuracy (define altitude,
averaging and range):
Data Recording:

Leandre II

LASE

Water Vapor Differential Absorption
Lidar
Water vapor and aerosol in lower
troposphere
Service d'Aeronomie/CNRS, Paris
France
Dr. Cyrille Flamant
Cyrille.Flamant@aero.jussieu.fr
Airborne
NRL P-3
730 nm
Double pulsed, 50 mJ each (+/- 10%)
0.5 W
10 Hz
238 ns (1st pulse); 268 ns (2nd pulse)
2 cm2
0.5 mrad to 3 mrad
beyond 3 km
0.083 km
0.665 km
Horizontal (standard)
Vertically (up and down)
Scanning +/-15 deg around nadir
Manual operation
30 cm
1.5 - 8 mrad
V: 300 m
H:

Water Vapor Differential
Absorption Lidar
Water vapor and aerosols
throughout the troposphere
NASA/Langley

800 m
10 sec integration time (typical)
10 MHz
0.25 g/kg (at 3 km, 3 sec, 300 m)
Exabyte, 2 hrs to wv data, typ.
Processing to 1km (horiz) by 300 m
(vertical)

Dr. Edward Browell
e.v.browell@larc.nasa.gov
Airborne
NASA DC-8
813 nm
112 mJ, double pulsed
0.56 W
5 Hz
30 ns
32 cm2
0.60 mrad
2-7 km (adjustable)
0.098 km
0.360 km
Nadir/Zenith
Operator controlled
40 cm
0.15-3 mrad
24 km horizontal
300m/500m vertical in lower and
upper troposphere respectively
5 sec (aerosol), 1-3 min (H2O)
5 MHz
5 MHz

Appendix V: Airborne and Ground-based Lidars (cont’d)
Instrument:
Measurement:
Operated by:
Contact:
Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Wavelength:
Output/Pulse Energy:
Average Power:
Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Pulse Length/Width:
Beam Area (at exit point):
Transmitter Beam Divergence:
Eye safe:
NOHD single pulse
NOHD repetitive pulse
Measurement Direction:

DLR H2O DIAL

HRDL

Water Vapor Differential Absorption
Lidar
Water vapor and aerosol
measurements in the troposphere
and stratosphere
DLR, Germany
Dr. Gerhard Ehret
Gerhard.Ehret@dlr.de
Airborne
Falcon 20
925 nm
12 mJ
1.2 W
100 Hz
7 ns
1 cm2
1.5 mrad
0.83 km

2 um High Resolution Coherent
Solid State Doppler Lidar
Range-resolved velocity and
backscatter intensity

Nadir, zenith

Min: 0.2 km
Max: 2 – 9 km (typically 3 km)
Vertically (downward)
Potential – conical scanning
(30 deg included angle)
Manual Operation
20 cm
0.01 mrad
V: 30m
H:
25-100 m
0.25 sec (for 50 pulse average)
50 MHz

Operations Mode:

Manual operation

Receiver Telescope Diameter:
Receiver Field of View:
Resolution - Along beam (V,H):
Resolution - Along track:

35 cm
1.5 mrad
250-500m vertical
300 – 1000 m

Resolution - Time:
Sampling Rate:
Accuracy (define altitude,
averaging and range):
Data Recording:

3 - 10 sec
10 MHz
Boundary layer: 5 – 10%
Hard disk, magneto optic disc,
magnetic tape

NOAA/ETL
Dr. Alan Brewer
Alan.Brewer@noaa.gov
Airborne
Falcon 20
2.0218 um
1.5 mJ
3 mW
200 Hz
200 ns
314 cm2
0.01 mrad
Fully eye safe

Vel 10 cm/s (1 sec, 1 km range,
high SNR)
8mm DAT (several hours)

Appendix V: Airborne and Ground-based Lidars (cont’d)
TDL

Mini WV DIAL

Instrument:

Tunable Diode Laser Hygrometer

Measurement:

In situ water vapor mixing ratio

Operated by:
Contact:

NCAR/ATD
Dr. Teresa Campos
campos@ucar.edu
Airborne
NRL P-3
1.37 m
N/A
5 mW
CW
N/A
4 mm2

Water Vapor Differential
Absorption Lidar
Continuous Water vapor profiling
in lower troposphere
NOAA/ETL
Dr. Janet Machol
Janet.Machol@noaa.gov
Ground-based, fixed
near the ABLE research area
823 nm
0.4 mJ
3.8 mW
9.5 kHz
800 ns
2.5 cm

Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Wavelength:
Output/Pulse Energy:
Power:
Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Pulse Length/Width:
Beam Area (at exit point):
Transmitter Beam Divergence:
Eye safe:
Measurement Range (min & max):
Measurement Direction:
Operations Mode:
Receiver Telescope Diameter:
Receiver Field of View:
Resolution - Along beam (V,H):

Fully eye safe
N/A
N/A
Manual Operation
N/A
N/A
N/A

Resolution - Along-track:

N/A

Resolution - Time:
Sampling Rate:
Accuracy (define altitude, averaging
and range):
Data Recording:

N/A
N/A
+/- 4%

Yes
? to several km
Horizontal to vertical, no scanning
Fully automated
35 cm
180 and 450 mrad
Daytime: 150 m, about 20 min
Nighttime: 90 m, about 15 min
15 minute averages

Hard disk

About 10%
Profiles

Appendix V: Airborne and Ground-based Lidars (cont’d)
Instrument:
Measurement:
Operated by:
Contact:
Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Wavelength:
Output/Pulse Energy:
Power:
Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Pulse Length/Width:
Beam Area (at exit point):
Transmitter Beam Divergence:
Eye safe:
Measurement Range (min &
max):
Measurement Direction:
Operations Mode:
Receiver Telescope Diameter:
Receiver Field of View:
Resolution - Range:
(Daytime, Nighttime)
Resolution - Time:
(Daytime, Nighttime)
Sampling Rate:
Accuracy
Data Recording

SRL

CARL

Scanning Raman Lidar
Water vapor, aerosols, cloud-base height,
upper tropospheric temperature
NASA/GSFC
Dr. David Whiteman
David.Whiteman@gsfc.nasa.gov
Ground-based, mobile, trailer based
within area covered by S-Pol radar
refractivity measurements
351 (night) nm
355 (day) nm
45 mJ
300 mJ
18 W
9W
400 Hz
30 Hz
20 ns
12 ns
3 cm2
2.5 cm2
0.3 by 0.7 mrad
0.15 mrad
NOHD: 0.03 km
NOHD: 0.33 km
Surface to 12 km

Scanning Raman Lidar
Water vapor, aerosols, cloudbase height
DOE/ARM
Dr. Tim P. Tooman
tooman@sandia.gov
Ground-based, fixed
ARM SGP CART Site near
Lamont, Oklahoma
355 nm
400 mJ
12 W
30 Hz
~5 ns
13 cm
0.1 mrad
Yes
39m to 4 km (day) or 12 km
(night)
Vertical

Horizontal to horizontal, 180 deg scan
capability within a single scan plane
5-10 degree above horizon
0.76 m
0.25-2.5 mrad
Nighttime: one profile/minute
Daytime: one profile/5-10 minutes

Fully automated
61 cm
0.3 and 2.0 mrad
39 m
1 per minute typically averaged
to 10 minutes
1 minute
Variable
Raw data and retrieved products
stored in ARM Archive

Appendix V: Airborne and Ground-based Lidars (cont’d)
Instrument:
Measurement:

Operated by:
Contact:
Platform:
Site:
Transmitter Wavelength:
Output/Pulse Energy:
Average Power:
Pulse Repetition Frequency:
Pulse Length/Width:
Beam Area (at exit point):
Transmitter Beam Divergence:
Eye safe:
Measurement Range (min &
max):
Measurement Direction:
Operations Mode:
Receiver Telescope Diameter:
Receiver Field of View:
Resolution - Range:
(Daytime, Nighttime)

HARLIE
Backscatter Lidar
Wind

GLOW
Molecular Doppler Lidar
Tropospheric Wind Profiles,
radial or processed to u,v
components
NASA/GSFC
NASA/GSFC
Geary Schwemmer
Bruce Gentry
Geary.schwemmer@gsfc.nasa.gov Bruce.gentry@gsfc.nasa.gov
Ground-based
Ground-based, mobile, truck
based
Homestead Profiling Site
Homestead Profiling Site
1064 nm
355 nm
1 mJ
<70 mJ
5W
0.7 W
5 KHz
10 Hz –50Hz
100 ns
10 ns
3.2 cm2
3.9 cm2
0.17 mrad
0.15 mrad
NOHD: 2.29 km
NOHD: 0.27 km
0.5 to 30 km
0.2 to 20 km
45 deg elevation, 360 degree
azimuthal
Manual and auto
40 cm
0.2 mrad
30 m

Resolution - Time:
(Daytime, Nighttime)

100 ms per profile (single
direction); 360 degree scans
typical repeated at 13-30 second
intervals

Sampling Rate:
Accuracy (incl. altitude,
averaging and range):

10 MHz
10 m altitude

Data Recording

JAZ disks

Full hemi-spherical
scanning capability
Manual
45 cm
0.2 mrad
Sampled at 30m; Typ
averaged 200 m to 1 km for
wind profiles dependent on
max range. Same day and
night.
Sampled at 10 sec; Typical
average to 30s to 5 min per
line of sight dependent on
max range. Same day and
night
<0.5 m/s (5 to 10 km; 400m
vertical; 200 s); S/N
dependent
Hard drive

Appendix VI: IHOP_2002 Radio Voice Communications and Frequency
Assignments
NSSL channels/frequencies:
Primary simplex freq:
Duplex (repeater) freq:
Secondary (special use) simplex freq:

163.100 MHz.
165.435 MHz “receive”*
163.275 MHz

*Note: the repeater functions by “receiving” transmissions at 163.100, then
“retransmits” at 165.435.
On initial travel to target, or during redeploys in the field, the FC will have its mast stowed and will
communicate with the armada via the primary simplex frequency (163.100 MHz). When the FC becomes
stationary on high terrain, they'll deploy the mast and switch to the duplex repeater function. The
repeater receives transmissions at 163.100 MHz, then retransmits (repeats) these at a frequency of
165.435 MHz.
During normal operations, all radios will be set to channel one (1), with scanning enabled, and channel
two (2) is set to be priority scan. Utilizing channel one (1), we can communicate with all line of site
platforms, including the P-3. When the field control (FC) truck is in the area, we may receive from it's
repeater on channel two (2).

NCAR channels/frequencies:
Additional fourth channel
165.6625 MHz
This frequency is NCAR's own frequency. It will provide another channel for NCAR platforms to
communicate independently.

Mobile DOWS channels/frequencies:
Additional channel

151.94 MHz

Frequency Assignments for IHOP_2002
NCAR MGLASS1
NCAR MGLASS2
NSSL MCLASS
NCAR MAPR
Reference Radiosonde
New Mexico, Ken Eack
Special Night MCS, David Rust
ARM CART Central Facility
ARM CART Hillsboro, KS
ARM CART Vici, OK
ARM CART Purcell
ARM CART Morris
NOAA Wind Profiler Haviland, KS
NOAA Wind Profiler, Vici, OK
NOAA Wind Profiler, Hillsboro, KS
NOAA Wind Profiler, Lamont , KS
NOAA Wind Profiler, Purcell, OK
NOAA Wind Profiler, Neodesha, KS
NOAA Wind Profiler, Haskell, OK
S-Pol

405 MHz
401 MHz
400 MHz
403.5 MHz
401.8 MHz
403.4 MHz
401.8 MHz
402.5 MHz
401.5 MHz
403.8 MHz
401.8 MHz
403.5 MHz
404 MHz
404 MHz
404 MHz
404 MHz
404 MHz
404 MHz
404 MHz
2809 MHz

Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete
Cast in concrete

Appendix VII: Logistics Information
Norman, OK
Residence Inn
2681 Jefferson
Norman, OK 73072
Phone: 405-366-0900
Marriott Conference Center
2801 East State Highway 9
Norman, OK 73071
Phone: 405-447-9100

Oklahoma City, OK
Embassy Suites
1815 South Meridian
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
Phone: 405-682-6000
Wingate Inn
2001 S Meridian
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
Phone: 405 682-3600
Clarion Hotel Airport
737 S. Meridian Ave
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
Phone: 405-942-8511

Liberal KS, Oklahoma Panhandle Area
Best Western La Fonda
229 West Pancake, Liberal, KS
Phone: 620-624-5601; Fax: 620-624-7524
Liberal Inn
603 East Pancake Blvd.
Liberal, KS 67901
Phone: 1-800-458-4667 or 620-624-7254

Wichita, Kansas
Newport Apartments (ISS NCAR Staff)
770 North Silver Springs Blvd.
Wichita, KS 67212

Appendix XII – Acronyms
ABL
ABLE
ABRFC
ACARS
AERI
AERIBAGO
AGL
AMSU-A
AMSU-B
AMSR
AIRS

AM
ARAD
ARPS
ARM
ARS
ASTER
ATC
ATD
ATOVS
AVHRR
AVN
AWIPS
AWS
CAPS
CART
CERES
CI
CG
CNRS
CODIAC
CONUS
CRAFT
CRAS
DIAL
DLR
DMSP
DOD
DOE
DOW
DRI

Atmospheric Boundary Layer
Atmospheric Boundary Layer Experiment
Arkansas Basin River Forecast Center
Aircraft Automated Reporting System
Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometers
Mobile Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometers

Above Ground Level
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-B
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder

Amplitude Modulation
Atmospheric Research and Application Division
Advanced Regional Prediction System (CAPS)
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program
Agricultural Research Service
Advanced Spaceborn Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
Air Traffic Control
Atmospheric Technology Division
Advanced TOVS
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Aviation
Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System
Automated Weather Source
Center for the Analysis and Prediction of Storms
Cloud and Radiation Testbed
Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System
Convection Initiation
Cloud-to-ground
Centre Nationale de Recherche Scientifique, France
JOSS Data Management System
Continental United States
Collaborative Radar Acquisition Field Test
Differential Absorption Lidar
Deutsche Luft und Raumfahrt, Germany
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
Doppler on Wheels
Desert Research Institute

DSD
EBBR
ECOR
ELDORA
EPA
ERL
ETA
ETL
EROS
FAA
FC
FII
FM
FM-CW
FSL
Fx-Net
GAC
GEMPAK
GH
GLOW
GOES
GPS
GSFC
GRIB
GTS
HARLIE
HCR
HIRS/2
HPC
HRDL
HRPT
IAU
IHOP
ISFF
ISP
IWV
ISS
JOSS
LAC
LASE
LAPS
LDM
LT
LH
LLJ

Drop Size Distribution
Energy Balance Bowen Ratio
Eddy Correlation
Electra Doppler Radar
Environmental Protection Agency
Environmental Research Laboratory
Estimated time of arrival
Environmental Technology Laboratory
Earth Resources Observation System
Federal Aviation Administration
Field Coordination
Flight International Inc.
Frequency Modulation
Frequency Modulation-Continuous Wave
Forecast Systems Laboratory
FSL weather product analysis/display system
Global Area Coverage
General Meteorological Package
Ground Heat
Goddard Lidar Observatory for Winds
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
Global Positioning System
Goddard Space Flight Center
Grid point values expressed In Binary format
Global Telecommunications System
Holographic Airborne Rotating Lidar Instrument Experiment
Horizontal Convective Rolls
High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder
Hydrometeorological Prediction Center
High Resolution Doppler Lidar
High Resolution Picture Transmission
Incremental Analysis Updating
International H2O Project
Integrated Surface Flux Facility
Internet Service Provider
Integrated Water Vapor
Integrated Surface and Sounding System
Joint Office for Science Support
Local Area Coverage
Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment

Local area prediction system
Local Data Manager
Local Daylight Time
Latent Heat
Low Level Jet

LOA
MAP
MAPR
MCLASS
MCS
MDN
METARS
MGLASS
MHz
MIPS
MISR
MM
MM5
MMR
MOA
MO DoC
MODIS
MOPITT
MRF
MSFC
MST
MSU
MWR
NASA
NAST
N-AWIPS
NCAR
NCDC
NCEP
NCWCD
NESDIS
NEXRAD
NIDS
NMS
NMSU
NOAA
NOC
NPA
NPOESS
NRL
NSF
NSSL
NWP
NWS
OASIS

List Of Acronyms
Moisture Availability Parameter
Multiple Antenna Profiler
Mobile Cross-chain Loran Atmospheric Sounding System
Mesoscale Convective System
Mobile Digital Network
(from fr.) Aviation Routine Weather Report
Mobile GPS/Loran Atmospheric Sounding System
Mega Hertz
Mobile Integrated Profiling System
Multi-angle Imaging Spectroradiometer
Mobile Mesonets
Mesoscale Model version 5
Mobile Microwave Radiometer
Military Operations Area
Missouri Department of Conservation
Moderate Resolution Spectroradiometer
Measurement of Pollution in the Troposphere
Medium range forecast Model
Marshall Space Flight Center
Mission Selection Team
Microwave Sounding Unit
Microwave Radiometer
National Aeronautical and Space Administration
NPOESS Aircraft Sounder Testbed (NAST)

National Centers Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System
National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Climatic Data Center
National Center for Environmental Prediction
Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District
National Environmental Satellite, Data and Information Services
Next Generation Radar (WSR-88D)
NEXRAD Information and Dissemination Service
Nonhydrostatic Modeling System
New Mexico State University
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
Norman Operations Center
National Precipitation Analysis
NOAA Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite System
Naval Research Lab
National Science Foundation
National Severe Storms Laboratory
Numerical Weather Prediction
National Weather Service
Oklahoma Surface Layer Instrumentation System

OCT
OU
ORNL
PAM
PI

Operations Center Team
University of Oklahoma
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Portable Automated Mesonet
Principle Investigator

PPI

Plan Position Indicator

POC
POES
PTH
PWV
QPF
RAMS
RASS
RAOB
RFC
RHI
RPV
RTVS
RUC
SAA
SGP
SH
S-HIS
SMART-R
SMOS
SODAR
S-Pol
SPC
SPoRT
SRL
SSA
SSM/I
SSM/T
SSM/T-2
SSU
STT
SWATS
TAOS
TCP/IP
TCU
TDL
TIROS
IOD
TOVS
Tv

Point of Contact
Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite
Pressure, Temperature, Humidity
Precipitable Water Vapor
Quantitative Precipitation Forecasting
Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
Radio Acoustic Sounding System
Rawinsonde Observation
River Forecast Center
Range Height Indicator
Remotely Piloted Vehicle
Real Time Verification System
Rapid Update Cycle
Satellite Active Archive
Southern Great Plains
Sensitive Heat
High resolution Interferometer Sounder
Shared Mobile Atmospheric Research and Teaching Radar
Surface Meteorological Observing System
Sound Detection And Ranging
S-band Dual Polarization Doppler Radar
Storms Prediction Center
Short Term Prediction Research and Transition
Scanning Raman Lidar
Science Support Area
Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature Sounder
Special Sensor Microwave/Water Vapor Profiler
Stratospheric Sounding Unit
Skin Temperature Tendencies
Soil Water and Temperature System
Tethered Atmospheric Observing System
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
Towering Cumulus
Tunable Diode Laser
Television and Infrared Observation Satellite
Intensive Observing Domain
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder
Virtual Temperature

UAV
UAH
UCAR
UHF
USDA
UTC
VAD
VAS
VHF
VISSR
WCR
WRF
WSI
WSR-88D
WWW
WYKA
XPOW

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
University of Alabama, Huntsville
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Ultra High Frequency
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Universal Time Coordinated
Visual-azimuth display
VISSR Atmospheric Sounder
Very High Frequency
Visible and Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer
Wyoming Cloud Radar
Weather Research and Forecasting model
Weather Services International
Weather Service Radar, 1988 Doppler
World Wide Web
University of Wyoming King Air
X-Band Polarimetric Weather Radar

